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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the history of Navajo literacy and its meaning in 

the lives and teaching practices of three Native American Indian bilingual 

teachers. The autobiographies of the teachers were recorded in the form of 

life history interviews and analyzed in relation to an historical account of 

Navajo education which integrates public documents, archival materials, 

research in literacy in multi-ethnic communities, and Navajo children's 

literature. This study includes a bibliography of Navajo language literature 

from 1940-1990 which has been categorized by title, date, publisher, and 

curriculum topic. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

My dad said they used to come in a wagon with two wheels and a 
horse. They used to hunt the kids. 
Mary Jean Mike (1992) 

There's much to learn from how things get started. You can't cut off 
the top of a tree and stick it in the ground somewhere and make it 
grow--you have to know about the roots. Miles Horton (1990, p. 51) 

The table in Verna Clinton Tullie's fifth grade classroom at Tsaile, 

Arizona was filled with pinon-picking contraptions which her students had 

invented using batteries, cardboard, sticks, pulleys and fabric. The principal 

and several parents stood around the table reading the instructions for each 

contraption and discussing their usefulness. 

Mary Jean Mike's first grade students at Pinon Public School in Pinon, 

Arizona selected books from their classroom library and found a place on the 

floor or outside the classroom door where they could read and talk with their 

fourth grade reading partner. 

Marjorie Thomas, an assistant superintendent in the Chinle Unified 

11 

School District in Chinle, Arizona sat at her desk preparing the materials for a 

Navajo language lesson she would video tape for fourth graders at Chinle 

Elementary School. 
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The autobiographical accounts of these three Navajo bilingual teachers, 

Verna Clinton Tullie, who entered school speaking only English, Mary Jean 

Mike and Marjorie Thomas who entered school speaking only Navajo, will be 

investigated in relation to historical accounts of the development of Navajo 

literacy. Stories of Navajo literacy have often been told in terms of 

standardized testing, or in terms of policy statements written by government 

commissions: stories which fail to take into account the perspectives of 

individual Navajo teachers. 

A generation ago, Kluckhohn and Leighton (1946) called for "a 

systematic study of the habitual assumptions, ways of life and value systems 

of the teachers" (p. 150). By bringing the issues of Navajo literacy as 

described from the perspectives of three successful teachers before a larger 

audience of educators, I hope to show that the pedagogy proposed by Navajo 

bilingual teachers may prove useful in other school settings. Verna Clinton 

Tullie describes how she teaches Navajo literacy to her fifth grade students: "I 

just taught them a few things, a few steps and they can stand up and look you 

straight in the eye, and say everything they really want to say in Navajo." I 

hope that these stories will inform other bilingual teachers to use their histories 

to transform their schools and their communities and to empower their own 

students to "say everything they really want to say." 
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My own interest in issues of Navajo language and literacy has come 

from discussions with teachers, parents, and students while I was employed as 

a teacher on the Navajo Reservation from 1975-1991. As I watched a 

generation of students enter Navajo Headstart and continue in public schools, 

mission schools, and Bureau of Indian Affairs schools, I listened to their 

changing attitudes and concerns about written language. As a Navajo 

Headstart teacher in a log building which had been constructed as a BIA 

community day school in the 1930s, I found dusty boxes of Navajo language 

books written in the 1940s stored in the attic. As I learned to read the books 

and as I read them to my students, I heard many stories of learning to read 

and write in Navajo. 

In 1989, with the assistance of a teacher research grant from the 

National Council of Teachers of English, I began to tape record discussions of 

issues of literacy, difference and power with a group of Navajo teachers at 

Pinon, Arizona (Chee et aI., 1991 a). Our discussions included narratives of 

classroom activities, student writing, and accounts of early literacy experiences 

re-interpreted within the context of our work as teachers. As we asked, "What 

does it mean to be literate in a Navajo community?", our discussion returned 

again and again to stories of learning to write, to memories from oral history, 



and to written historical documents. Lee Kiyaani (Chee et aI., 1991 b, p.36) 

spoke of the loss of the past as "erasing your tracks as you walk." 
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Tyack (I984) discusses the hindsight of historical research, the ability 

of the researcher to see trends not obvious to the participants themselves. To 

gain this hindsight, this study will look beyond a single teacher or a group of 

teachers in a single community to investigate historical documents, oral 

histories, and photographs in an effort to connect the meanings and actions of 

the teachers with an analysis of the institutions of literacy and power within 

which they have found a voice. 

These moments from the history of Navajo literacy will be described in 

order to situate the autobiographies of the three teachers within their broader 

social and historical context. Because the voices of Navajo bilingual teachers, 

Navajo code talkers who served in the U.S. Marines during World War II, and 

Bureau of Indian Affairs education specialists have not been heard in the 

master narrative (Clifford, 1986) of the history of American education, many 

of these stories may appear fragmented and incomplete. The story of 

Antoinette Williams Stewart, the first Navajo teacher at the Fort Defiance 

Boarding School, is incomplete. Antoinette Williams entered the Carlisle 

Indian Industrial School in Pennsylvania in 1881. The National Archives 

provided me with the "Descriptive and Historical Record of Student." 
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Antoinette Williams was student number 101: Father: Dead, Mother: Dead, 

Blood: Half, Age: 15, Nation: Navajo. Before she left Carlisle for Fort 

Defiance, she married a fellow student, Robert Sharp or Stewart, a Creek who 

had selected his name from a chalkboard. Her photographs appear in Appendix 

F. 

In 1918 a school for Navajo interpreters was destroyed by fire and the 

town of Tolchaco where Fred Mitchell and F. W. Johnson had opened their 

school was abandoned and its location forgotten. During World War II, 

Johnson's son, Philip, who had attended the school as a child, developed a 

code used by Navajos to transmit messages. A photograph of the school at 

Tolchaco appears in Appendix F. In the 1930s a group of 30 Navajo teachers 

was trained to serve as community workers and principals in the new Bureau 

of Indian Affairs day schools. Bureau officials complained that the Navajo 

teachers were unqualified and John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 

authorized the hiring of white teachers to staff the day schools when they 

opened in 1936. In the 1970s contract schools at Rough Rock, Borrego Pass, 

and Pine Hill recruited Navajo teachers who wrote and published Navajo 

language curriculum materials. Many of these materials are no longer 

available in classrooms and libraries on the Navajo Reservation. 
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The purpose of this study, then, is to understand the past from the 

present situatedness of Navajo bilingual teachers and to use this understanding 

to gain a sense of future possibility. I will begin with a series of research 

questions about the roots of Navajo literacy: How did Navajo literacy begin? 

What were the institutional foundations of Navajo literacy? How did these 

institutions support or conflict with traditional Navajo institutions? How did 

churches and government agencies develop Navajo literacy in parallel or in 

opposing ways? 

A second series of questions focuses on Navajo language literature: 

Who wrote Navajo language materials between 1940 and 1990? What are the 

topics of these publications? Who are the readers of these publications? 

A third and final series of questions could only be answered by the 

bilingual teachers themselves. I asked them, IIHow did you learn to read and 

write in Navajo? How do you teach Navajo literacy in your classroom today? 

What questions would you as a Navajo bilingual teacher ask other Navajo 

language teachers as you use the stories of the past to understand the future?1I 

As I typed and retyped the transcripts of the interviews, I learned to 

read these stories of learning to write as a part of the larger historical story. 

Mary Jean Mike speaks about the sign she wore around her neck: III will not 

speak Navajo.1I She remembers the professor at the University of Arizona who 
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said, "Don't let anyone tell you you're dumb." Mary Jean Mike's work as a 

teacher has transformed the purpose of schooling from the beginning her father 

describes, from the arrival of soldiers in wagons with two wheels and a horse. 

Today she explains to young parents that bilingual education is much broader 

than reading and writing. This study will use her story and the stories of other 

Navajo teachers from oral histories and historical documents to ask, "What is 

the future of Navajo literacy for the children she teaches? What stories will 

they tell or write for their own children?" 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The Social Context of Literacy 

This review of the literature will cast the research questions and the 

stories of the three bilingual teachers into the broader perspective of literacy, 

first in multicultural communities, then in Navajo communities. I present 

literature concerning the social context of literacy, Navajo literacy, and Navajo 

native language literature. In 1991, I asked, "What does it mean to be literate 

in a Navajo community?" To answer this question, I will turn to Scribner's 

study of Vai, a West African trade language, a study which defines literacy in 

its social context. Scribner (1986) writes that " ... literacy abilities are 

acquired by individuals only in the course of participation in socially 

organized activities with written language" (p. 9). 

Scribner and Cole (1981) write of the importance of investigating the 

use of literacy for specific purposes in specific contexts. An investigation of 

the history and function of Vai literacy, which is used in non-school settings, 

helps us to understand the specific purposes in specific contexts of the use of 



written Navajo by Marjorie Thomas, Mary Jean Mike, and Verna Clinton 

Tullie. 
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Today Vai literacy is taught to young men in their late teens, twenties, 

and early thirties. Scribner and Cole asked Vai literates to discuss their 

motivation for learning Vai script. The men responded that they had learned 

voluntarily with encouragement from friends or relatives. They said that they 

had studied with a teacher who was usually a co-worker and who helped them 

to write letters. 

Scribner (1986) uses her research findings for Vai literacy to explore 

three metaphors for literacy: literacy as adaptation, literacy as power, and 

literacy as a state of grace. These three metaphors may also be serve as 

metaphors for Navajo literacy. Her first metaphor, literacy as adaptation, 

emphasizes the necessity of literacy for success in daily life. It describes the 

subjective uses communities and groups attach to reading and writing 

activities. 

Scribner's second metaphor, literacy as power, shifts the focus of the 

discussion from the individual to the group. Literacy as power can advance 

community groups or classes. She discusses Freire's view of education for a 

critical consciousness. For Freire (1970) education is the basis for social 

transformation. Scribner warns that illiteracy is concentrated among groups 
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characterized by poverty and political powerlessness. She asks whether 

literacy campaigns can be effective in communities without the support of 

community leaders and asks how communities can be organized for literacy by 

community members around local needs. 

The third metaphor, literacy as a sta.te of grace, is a tendency to endow 

the literate person with special virtues. Scribner says that memorizing sacred 

text is a way of becoming both literate and holy and she asks us, "Which 

people value literacy as a preserver of their history or endow their folk heroes 

with book learning?" 

Scribner's (1986) metaphors urge " ... the need for understanding the 

great variety of beliefs and aspirations that various people have developed 

toward literacy in their particular and historical and current life circumstances" 

(p. 18). 

Brandt (1990) discusses ;teracy in terms of actual experiences which 

she describes as "understanding the local address" (p. 11). For Brandt literacy 

requires, not only access to print, it also requires access to other people who 

read and write and who will work with an apprentice in literacy. Literacy is 

dependent on oral transmissions: "If the key knowledge for literacy 

development is finding out how people do reading and writing, then literacy is 



indeed dependent on oral transmissions, for this knowledge must be passed 

mouth-to-mouth, person-to-person" (Brandt, 1990, p. 7). 
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In Brandt's discussion of the social context for literacy, both at school 

and at home, she discusses Basil Bernstein's concept of the restricted code to 

describe the talk of working class British children; talk which is context

dependent, concrete, conformist, and expressive of shared values. Bernstein 

uses the concept "elaborated" language to describe the talk of middle class 

students whose language is decontextualized and individualistic. To Brandt 

this deficit model of language socialization has been shifted by research from 

deficit to mismatch. This mismatch theory labels the child from an oral 

subculture as being too oral, a switch from language deficit to language 

surplus. She cautions that this search for cultural causes for school failure can 

make failure seem inevitable: that oral and written language are not opposites; 

as one increases, the other does not decline. Oral culture is not concrete, 

contextualized, and communal in opposition to literate culture. Literate culture 

is also concrete, contextualized, and communal. 

Heath's (1983) study of oral and written language in a multicultural 

context in two communities in the Carolina Piedmont describes how students 

learn to read and write by participating in literate activities. Heath records oral 

and written language learning at home, at school, and in the workplace during 
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the 1970s when schools were desegregated for the first time placing students 

from mainstream families in classes with students from mill and farm families. 

Because she felt that an understanding of the classroom and the students could 

come only from an understanding of the teachers' own situation, Heath worked 

with teachers over a period of nine years to record the oral and written 

language of their students and of their own children. The teachers wrote field 

notes, tape-recorded students, and interviewed and questioned friends and 

family members. Heath discusses the teachers' reflection on their own use of 

oral and written language and their willingness to adapt classroom practice to 

meet the changing needs of their students. She records the assessment of a 

first grade teacher of her first class of African American students: "Students 

learned to use the environment about them to recognize letters, to hear 

different kinds of questions and answers, and to talk about stories. In short, 

they came to see themselves as readers" ( Heath, 1983, p. 287). 

In her study of family literacy, Denny Taylor (1983) studies six young 

children identified by their parents as successfully learning to read and write. 

Taylor observes the children during story reading and observes how parents 

paraphrase stories, introducing children to the conventions of written text and 

experiment with the text by creating puns and by changing the words and 

phrases. In story reading, Taylor observes, parents make associations from the 
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text to the everyday lives of children. Taylor also observes parents working 

with children on school related activities. She finds that parents respond to the 

child with a knowledge of the academic expectations imposed by society on 

the child and that this response enables the child to gain a sensitivity to the 

social conventions of written language. 

Working with mothers to conduct a literacy search of the home, 

Taylor collects the children's writing from boxes, floors, trash cans, and 

counter tops. She studies how these notes and pictures, produced on a daily 

basis, were embedded in family life. She finds that writing is one of the ways 

children remind themselves of tasks to be accomplished and social events to be 

attended. The children also use print while playing with their friends. In an 

informal play club they write a list of tasks on the blackboard for each club 

member such as watering the lawn and arranging the furniture. The children 

use print to organize a business. They start a restaurant and write menus and 

bills. They make signs for a lemonade stand and a beauty salon. In 

describing how children learn to use different types of text as they use 

different social practices, Taylor (1983) defines literacy as a medium through 

which children are learning to master their surroundings: "Children learn to 

organize their environment through the use of print" (p. 54). For Taylor, 

children learn to read and write by participating in socially significant literacy 



activities which she characterizes as "a whole language process in which 

listening, talking, reading, and writing grew as interrelated forms of a 

communication system" (1983, p. 76). 
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In Learning Denied (1991), a case study of a single child who reads and 

writes successfully at home but who begins to fail at school, Taylor redefines 

her role as a researcher. For Taylor the researcher is not only someone who 

passes stories along, she is also an advocate for the child. Her role as 

advocate allows her to learn what she could not have learned in the role of a 

traditional researcher. 

In Literacy Events in a Community of Young Writers Goodman and 

Wilde (1992) describe both the role of the researcher and the role of language, 

both oral and written, in the lives of Native American children. In the forward 

to the volume, Tohono O'odham poet and linguist Ofelia Zepeda discusses the 

continuum of literacy in which the "children brought themselves and their 

world into their writing" (p. xi). Zepeda (1992) further describes this 

continuum by comparing the writing of O'odham students to the attentive 

listening of the oral tradition in which the student "pulls words, fragments, or 

events and related language from the space that is between generations, that 

place where oral context is passed from one to another" (p. 6). 
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Goodman introduces the reader to the world of the Tohono O'Odham 

community through the writing of the fourth grade children in her study. She 

writes, liThe social history children bring to school represents the language, 

beliefs, and knowledge of their community, and affects both their writing and 

their views of themselves as writers. II (Goodman & Wilde, 1992, p. xiv). 

The broader issues of literacy in multiethnic communities and the role 

of the researcher in studying literacy in multiethnic communities, combined 

with the hindsight of historical research, are essential for understanding the 

critical perspectives of the teachers themselves in their practice of teaching 

Navajo literacy. 

Navajo Literacy 

As this review of the literature narrows its focus to questions of literacy 

in Navajo communities, I will continue to discuss Brandt's emphasis on the 

social context in which oral and written language are produced. I will begin 

with a discussion of studies of oral Navajo and continue with a discussion of 

studies of written Navajo. Rather than reiterate the many ethnographic studies 

of Navajo culture in general, readers unfamiliar with the Navajo experience are 

referred to Kluckhohn and Leighton's The Navajo (1946) and Underhill's The 

Navajos (1956) as general introductions to Navajo history and culture. 
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Terrell's The Navajo (1970) provides an account of Navajo history through the 

1930s. 

Regarding Navajo language use specifically, Benally and McCarty 

(1990) discuss the use of oral Navajo in a changing Navajo society. They 

discuss patterns of English usage in reservation schools where tribal state and 

federal bilingual policies help to promote the use of spoken Navajo. They 

discuss the influence of television, telephones and the English language on 

Navajo culture and describe how the choice of language is determined by 

political and economic needs. The Navajo language may be used in political 

debates at the chapter and tribal level, while English is used in political 

debates at the county, state, and federal level. In the past, many Anglo traders 

on the reservation spoke Navajo~ therefore Navajo was the language of trade. 

Today many Navajos travel to bordertown shopping malls where English is the 

language of trade. Benally and McCarty also describe how Navajo is used for 

humor and creative expression and for prayers and ceremonials which meet 

spiritual needs. 

Boloz, Hickman, and Loughrin (1987) found that students at Ganado 

Primary School in Arizona develop spoken and written language skills in both 

Navajo and English with a meaning-based curriculum which includes activities 

in writing, reading, drama, and storytelling. 
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Spolsky and Holm (1971) and Spolsky and Irvine (1982) discuss the 

IIspecial diglossiall observed when spoken Navajo and written English function 

in Navajo institutions. They describe how written English and spoken Navajo 

are used at chapter meetings and tribal council meetings, and how radio and 

newspaper communications use written English. When the legal, educational, 

and economic institutions of Navajo life are conducted in written English, the 

status of both written and spoken Navajo as a minority language is in danger. 

Young (1977) attributes the failure of Navajo literacy to IIcatch on ll to the 

association of Navajo literacy with English literacy: 

... The concept of literacy in the native language had not become an 
institution of Navajo culture: the Navajos themselves had not become 
authors of books and articles in Navajo. The idea of writing had been 
introduced to the Navajo in exclusive association with the English 
language. (p. 469) 

More than 40 years later, in 1993, the Navajo people have not become 

Illiterate in the full sense of the term.1I Holzman's (1991) discussion of 

historically successful literacy campaigns can be used to show the failure of 

Navajo literacy as a failure of purpose. Holzman describes how in Sweden in 

the late 17th century the Lutheran Church achieved near-universal literacy by 

requiring each applicant for a marriage license to sign his name and 

demonstrate his ability to read the Bible. He describes how, in the Soviet 

Union in the 1920s and 1930s, the Red Army required soldiers, former 
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peasants who were to become factory workers, to learn to read the Communist 

newspaper "Pravda," the voice of the ruling party. He attributes the success of 

the two campaigns to a unifying purpose for teaching the "underclass" to read. 

He describes this purpose as ideological: the Protestantism of the Lutherans in 

Sweden, the Communism of the Soviet troops. 

Spolsky and Irvine (1982) discuss reasons why Navajo, in contrast to 

the literacy campaigns in Sweden and the Soviet Union, has experienced no 

"rush to literacy." 

The functions of literacy among the Navajo have, in the past, been 
directly linked to the religious beliefs alien to their culture and to 
colonial government policies such as stock reduction, and relocation and 
are now associated with transitional bilingual programs. (p. 76) 

Spolsky and Holm discuss the association of the Navajo literacy 

movement with government policies of livestock reduction in the 1930s and 

relocation in the 1950s. Young (1946) articulates the policy of Navajo literacy 

as a transition to English literacy when he says, "The Navajo language stands 

ready and able to fill the needs of the people with regard to written 

communication pending the day when they will become English speaking and 

literate in the full sense of the term" (p. ii). In Chapter 6 I will discuss how 

this recurring failure to "catch on" is synthesized by the theme of literacy for 
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preservation as I turn to the activities and purposes of Navajo individuals and 

discuss their counter-hegemonic efforts to write in their native language. 

McLaughlin's study (1989, 1992a, 1992b) of Navajo writing, documents 

the purpose of the use of written Navajo in the everyday activities of Navajo 

individuals. He provides a series of portraits of institutions in a Navajo 

community: the mission church, the contract school, the chapter house, and the 

Native American Church. He describes not only how Navajo writing is 

produced and distributed, but how "the meanings of literacy derive from the 

individual's struggle for voice within the institutional and ideological contexts" 

(1992, p. 20). An example of this struggle for voice is an ethnographic 

narrative of a young woman who sits in church and, during the sermon, uses 

written Navajo to record a dream. McLaughlin describes her use of Navajo 

for purposes of personal understanding, in ideological terms. McLaughlin 

describes the same young woman's use of written Navajo in letter writing. 

She tells McLaughlin that she uses Navajo to write jokes because "If you write 

the jokes in English they don't make any sense" (1992b, p. 121). She 

describes writing to her parents in Navajo: "What I couldn't say in English was 

a lot easier to say in my own language" (p.l21). 

McLaughlin (1992a) describes another individual, a chapter officer, who 

had learned to read in Navajo at the mission school. The chapter officer asked 
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the school staff to help him write a report in Navajo on grazing regulations so 

that he could read it aloud in Navajo at a chapter meeting. The man told the 

school staff that his use of written Navajo would make his report more 

accurate because it was easier for him to read the technical vocabulary in 

Navajo than to read from notes in English and translate them into Navajo. 

Marjorie Thomas, Verna Clinton Tullie, and Mary Jean Mike, like the 

chapter official who writes in Navajo in an effort to understand the technical 

language of the grazing regulations which he must report to the committee, 

like the young woman who writes in Navajo in an effort to understand her 

dream and who finds that Navajo helps her express thoughts which are 

personal or humorous, use written Navajo to teach their students in an effort to 

define their culture and history. 

Brandt (1990) writes: 

Learning to read is learning how text is talking to you about your 
reading. It is learning that what is appearing in the text has everything 
to do with you and with what you are doing on your end. Rather than 
learning to disengage from pragmatic events, literacy requires learning 
how to become purely and attentively entangled. (p. 63) 

Navajo Native Language Literature 

By becoming "purely and attentively entangled" in the stories of 

learning to write of Navajo bilingual teachers, I will continue with a discussion 
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of Navajo language literature, of the books I found stored in the attic of the 

Cottonwood Preschool. This discussion of literature will include not only the 

dusty, unused books, but also the books which these teachers have written and 

the books these teachers read to their students in their classrooms. 

Brandt (1990) warns: 

... We count valued texts as the heritage of literacy, as the major 
means by which literate knowledge and values are preserved and passed 
on. It is easy, given the way this history comes to us, to grant a certain 
autonomy and transcendent power to textual tradition. (p. 125) 

With this warning in mind, I would like to discuss this textual tradition as a 

context for the stories of learning to write of the three Navajo teachers. This 

context includes a changing federal policy toward native language literacy, it 

includes the publication and distribution of native language materials, and it 

includes the values placed on these materials by the readers and writers 

themselves. 

I will begin with a story about values. When I taught eighth grade 

language arts at Pinon Public School, a group of girls selected Annie 

Wauneka, a tribal council delegate, and health care reformer, as the subject of 

their research. When we found no materials in our school library, one of the 

students in the class told us that in her grandmother's hogan she had a copy of 

Navajo Biographies Volume II (Hoffman, 1987) which contained a biography 
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of Annie Wauneka. She brought the book to class, a book stained with crayon 

marks and coffee, and she told us how she had read about Annie Wauneka 

with her grandmother. With her book we shared the story of Annie Wauneka's 

life. 

In her autobiography , Journey to the People (1969), Ann Nolan Clark 

describes her third grade classroom at a Bureau school in New Mexico in the 

1930s where she used experience reading charts and produced booklets made 

from paper and yarn, and where her students used a printing press to produce 

a class anthology which was reprinted by Viking Press in New York. Clark 

(1969) writes: 

... We could make a book. We could build it day by day from the 
things we knew. This would show the children surely that a book is 
only the keeping place for the things we know and understand and can 
use. (p. 110) 

The bibliography in Appendix A cannot capture the meanings, 

experiences, and values that the texts hold for their readers. Instead, it is 

provided as a foundation from which to discuss Navajo literacy, a "keeping 

place for the things we know and understand and can use. II 

Bibliographies of Navajo language materials have been compiled by 

Spolsky, Holm, and Murphy (1970), by McCarty, Lynch, Bia, and Johnson 

(1983), and by Cochran (1989). From these sources, and from materials stored 
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in archives, libraries, hogans, garages, and classrooms, I have compiled a 

bibliography of publications in Navajo and in Navajo and English written 

between 1940 and 1990. In Appendix A these publications are categorized by 

title, translation, author, illustrator, publisher, and date. In Appendix B they 

are categorized by date, and, in Appendix C, by type of publisher. In 

Appendix D the materials are categorized by curriculum topics for ten year 

periods. 

This bibliography does not include Navajo literature or curriculum 

materials, such as Navajo Biographies Volume II, written exclusively in 

English. Nor does it include many of the publications which have been 

mimeographed, handwritten, or photocopied by students and teachers. Many 

of the titles in the bibliography were never available outside the community in 

which they were published. These materials were often published by 

curriculum centers which had received federal funds which prohibited the sale 

of the materials. Distribution was further limited by the lack of public 

libraries and bookstores on the reservation. Today, many of the materials are 

out of print. 

Authors range from an award-winning contemporary Navajo poet to 

missionaries who could not communicate in spoken Navajo. No single author 
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is credited with more than 10 titles, and many of the materials were produced 

by teams of curriculum developers and illustrators. 

Navajo language materials reflect changes in federal policy which will 

be discussed in Chapter 4. For the reader who may want to fully explore the 

topic, Adams (1946), Szasz (1974), Reyhner and Eder (1989), and Cahape and 

Howley (1992) provide histories of Indian education, while Woerner (1941), 

Holm and Holm (1992), Roessel ( 1977, 1979), and Young (1961, 1978) have 

written histories of Navajo education. This policy is reflected in the changing 

role of Navajo language instruction in Bureau schools where, until 1888, 

native language instruction was prohibited. After 1888, native language 

instruction was limited to Bible instruction provided by religious organizations. 

(Iverson, 1993) It was not until 1934, however, that native language literacy 

in other subject areas was permitted in government schools. 

The publication of Navajo native language materials for Bureau schools 

represents a technological development as well as a shift in Federal policy. 

About 1939 an alphabet of forty-five characters was worked out by an 
Indian Bureau employee assigned to the problem of preparing a system 
which would accurately distinguish the essential sounds of language and 
at the same time be simple enough for use by English-speaking 
typesetters and others familiar with the English alphabet. (Spicer, 1962, 
p.456) 
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In an essay titled "Official Languages and Language Planning", Richard 

Ruiz (1990, p. 15) distinguishes between "corpus planning" which he defines 

as "those activities of language planners that have primarily to do with change 

in the language itself (lexicon, orthography, and so on)" and "status planning" 

which he defines as the activities of language planners "that have primarily to 

do with the place or role of the language or language variety within the 

society." The efforts of the Indian Bureau employees which Spicer describes 

were "corpus planning" activities. The Navajo orthography was modified and 

standardized. The Navajo language was elaborated through the distribution of 

Navajo language posters and newspapers to chapter houses and trading posts 

and through the distribution of Navajo language readers to Bureau schools. 

Ruiz, (1990) in a discussion of the orientation of planners to "language as 

resource", cautions "Language is, after all, a human quality that cannot be 

treated as just another commodity"(p. 17). It is with this human quality in 

mind that I will continue with a discussion of the bilingual readers which were 

produced for distribution to Bureau schools. 

Rose Brant, a progressive educator, who served as Supervisor of 

Elementary Education for the Bureau in the 1930's, edited a series of bilingual 

readers written in English, Sioux, Navajo, and Spanish which were published 

by the BIA and printed at the Haskell Institute in Lawrence, Kansas, at the 
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Phoenix Indian School in Arizona, and at Intermountain School in Brigham 

City, Utah (Bader, 1976). Between 1940 and 1950, 27 titles were published in 

Navajo including the Navajo Life reading series. In an article titled We Make 

Our Own Books, Brandt (1935) describes the purpose of the bilingual readers: 

To say that children's reading must be based directly upon experiences 
and ideas for which they already possess words may seem altogether 
commonplace ..... The children as a group construct the material deciding 
what shall be included and how it should be stated. After the initial 
preparation on the blackboard the stories are then frequently recorded 
on a chart with a large letter printing press or in large-sized manuscript 
writing. Simple newspaper stock, plenty of brown wrapping paper, a 
typewriter equipped with primer-sized type and a hectograph or other 
simple duplicating device insure each child a readable book containing 
information related to his or her own life. The children enjoy 
illustrating their own stories each in accordance with his own ideas and 
his artistic ability. A book so constructed by second grade Navajo 
children was pronounced by a specialist in primary reading to be 
entirely too difficult for public school children because of the unfamiliar 
vocabulary which included such words as metate, mesa, cedar, baking 
powder, Navajo, hogan, and others relating to the Navajo environmental 
background. 

To "establish authenticity in detail and attractive illustrations" (Adams, 

1946, p.36) anthropologists and Indian artists collaborated with BIA 

curriculum specialists. Critique of the Navajo Life readers followed the 

process of publication and book distribution. Willard Beatty, BIA Director of 

Indian Education, invited anthropologists to comment about the authenticity of 

the texts and the illustrations. Richard VanValkenburgh, an anthropologist 

working as a curriculum specialist for the BIA in Window Rock, criticized the 
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authenticity of an illustration in Who Wants to be a Prairie Dog? (Clark, 1940, 

p. 10) in which a broom was made of cornhusks, not bear grass. Beatty 

replied to VanValkenburgh contrasting the readability and literary merit of two 

of the readers: Who Wants to be a Prairie Dog? (Clark, 1940) and Little Man's 

Family (Enochs, 1940). Figures 1 and 2 show single page examples from each 

of these books. Beatty wrote: 

Language isn't always a matter of simplicity in words and phrases. For 
example Little Man's Family is quite simple in wording and 
phraseology. There is a large amount of repetition, and from the 
standpoint of constructing a primer, it is theoretically very good. Who 
Wants to be a Prairie Dog, Ann Clark's story, introduces many more 
unusual words, and from some standpoints should be difficult to read. 
However, the average child enjoys the Clark story much more than the 
Enochs story because of the rhythm and sound of the words, especially 
when it is read aloud. There is something about it which is pleasant to 
listen to, and because it is pleasant to listen to, it is interesting, and 
because it is interesting, it is more easily understood. (Beatty to 
VanValkenburg, Jan 23, 1940, MS 1, AHS) 



My-Little-Boy was not very big. 
He was little and short 

and fat and slow. 
He had never learned to hurry. 
The sheep caught up with him. 
The lambs ran along with him. 
The kids ran by him. 
The goats left him for behind. 

She'ashkii-Y6zhi doo nineez do. 
Too '6tts'Hsf d66 neesk'ah d66 

'ayoo 'anildHl, d66 doo 
hah naoghao do. 

TsHt 'idl! t'oh doo yihoOt'oah do. 
Dibe biiljee'. 
Dibe yazhi biighohgi yijoh. 
Tnzi y6zhi biighoh doh diijee'. 
Tfizi bao diijee'. 
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Figure 1. Clark, A. (1940). Who Wants to be a Prairie Dog? (p. 27). 
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this is my mother. 
she weaves pretty rugs. 

dii shima '6fe. 
diyogi danizh6nigo yitf 6. 

Figure 2. Enochs, J. (1940). Little Man's Family (p. 5). 
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Navajo language literature must be seen not only as a technological 

development or as literature which was criticized for its accuracy in portraying 

the Navajo experience or as literature which was criticized for its aesthetic 

value. Navajo language literature must also be seen as a new medium which 

was used by the Navajo people themselves to share stories which were already 

part of the oral tradition in their communities. 

Brandt's concept of literacy as involvement, of "understanding the local 

address" is articulated by Navajo illustrator Van Tsihnahjinnie in the afterword 

to Who Wants to be a Prairie Dog? (Tsihnahjinnie cited in Clark, 1940). 

When I started illustrating the book Who Wants to be a Prairie Dog? it 
was quite difficult for me. But after I followed the story of Ann Clark 
more closely it became less difficult. I tried to make my drawings as 
simple and clear as possible, keeping the lines and feelings of the 
original drawing. I had to use my imagination quite often as to how the 
Prairie Dog lived under the ground. When I was a boy my mother used 
to tell me Navajo legends of animals similar to this story, how the 
animals dressed and acted like the Navajo. Recalling these legends 
helped me a great deal in what to use for my illustrations. This is my 
first attempt at illustrating a Navajo story book. (p. 67) 

For Van Tsihnahjinnie, as for those who would write and illustrate the 

books after him, Navajo literacy was a way of retelling the stories of his 

community within a new medium. 

The first Navajo readers were produced by progressive educators to 

reflect the lived experiences of their students. Materials were also developed 
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to teach adults about health lei Adiih Tuberculosis (1941) and economic issues 

Naltsoos Ntsaaigii Baa Hane' The Big Book (1948) and to inform them about 

current events during World War II Dii K'ad Anaa'igii Baa Hane' War With the 

Axis - Defending Our Freedom (McFarlane, Young, & Morgan 1943). Young 

and Morgan who began their collaborative effort at a sheep breeding station at 

Fort Wingate, New Mexico, understood that literacy could be used for specific 

purposes in specific contexts to assist the Navajo people in economic 

development. The purpose of the adult readers of the 1940s can be described 

as "literacy as power", as defined by Scribner (1986), literacy which served as 

the basis for social transformation. This purpose of literacy as a new medium 

for the transmission of new ideas is discussed by Willard Beatty in the 

afterword to Little Herder in Summer (Beatty cited in Clark, 1950, p. 225) 

To facilitate the spread of information which will help the 
Navajo in the control of overgrazing and soil depletion, and show 
him how to improve the livestock on which his livelihood 
depends, the federal government has been working with experts 
in Indian languages to develop a popular alphabet which will 
encourage the writing of Navajo ..... Even if the new skill reaches 
only a limited number of Navajo, it will make possible the 
accurate transfer of new ideas in the native tongue. 

The changing number of titles published in Navajo between 1940 and 

1990, which appears in Table 1, reflects changing attitudes and policies toward 

bilingual-bicultural education and toward the value of creating and preserving 
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a body of Navajo language literature. Only six titles were published in the 14 

years from 1951-1965, an era when 13-18-year-old Navajo students were sent 

to residential schools in Oklahoma, California, and Oregon, and when many 

younger students were educated in off-Reservation public schools and housed 

in bordertown dormitories. Of the four titles published between 1953 and 

1956, the topic of three of the books was preparing Navajo adolescents for 

schooling (Runyan, 1953) (Smith & King, 1956) or preparing them for life off 

reservation (Nez, 1956). 

In the eight years between 1957 and 1965 no Navajo language books 

were published. A shift in federal policy in the late 1960s led to a revival of 

the policy of cultural pluralism of the 1930s and 1940s which was reflected by 

the opening of Contract Schools. In the late 1960s Navajo language literacy 

materials were published at Navajo Community College by Paul Platero (I 969) 

and at Northern Arizona University by Irvy Goossen (1968). In the five year 

period from 1971-1975, 118 books were published in Navajo, many of them 

by Contract schools. In the 15-year period between 1976 and 1990, only 76 

titles were published, a trend which reflects a decrease in federal funding for 

native language curriculum development. 
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Table 1. Navajo Language Children's Literature 1940-1990 

Years No. Titles Years No. Titles 

1940-1945 9 1966-1970 12 

1946-1950 21 1971-1975 118 

1951-1955 4 1976-1980 42 

1956-1960 2 1981-1985 29 

1961-1965 0 1986-1990 5 

The BIA, Haskell Institute, the Phoenix Indian School, and 

Intermountain Indian School used student labor in off-Reservation boarding 

schools to publish 36 titles in Navajo between 1940 and 1954. These 

materials, which were produced by BIA curriculum developers in collaboration 

with the Wycliffe Bible translators, were distributed to Bureau and mission 

schools and provided the foundation for Navajo language literacy instruction 

though the 1970's. 
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Beginning in 1970 four contract schools: Ramah Navajo School Board, 

Rock Point Community School, Borrego Pass Community School, and Rough 

Rock Demonstration School, produced over one third of the materials in 

Navajo; materials which were written by Navajos and used to implement 

bilingual education programs in bureau and contract schools. The continuity 

between the Navajo readers published by the BIA and the Navajo language 

materials published by contract schools such as Rough Rock Demonstration 

school can be traced through the work of Van Tsihnahjinnie, the illustrator of 

Who Wants to be a Prairie Dog? (Clark, 1940) who illustrated Navajo literacy 

materials at Rough Rock Demonstration School beginning with Navajo 

Alphabet and Letter Sound (Wallace, 1970). 

Two off-reservation curriculum centers developed Navajo language 

materials for contract schools in Arizona and New Mexico. The Navajo 

Reading Study at the University of New Mexico worked with contract schools 

including Sanostee, Toadlena, Rock Point Community School, and with 

Antioch College to produce materials in Navajo from 1972-1975 and to reprint 

the Navajo Life readers written in the 1940s. NAMDC (The Native American 

Materials Development Center) which was founded in 1976 and funded by the 

Office of Indian Education and the U.S. Department of Education (Emerson, 
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1984) also worked with a consortium of Bureau, Contract, and Public schools 

to develop, pilot test, and distribute Navajo language materials. Table 2 lists 

publishers of ten or more titles 1940-1990. 

Table 2. Publisher of Ten or More Titles 1940-1990 

Borrego Pass School 26 

Bureau of Indian Affairs 31 

Native American Materials Dev. Ctr. 44 

Navajo Reading Study 59 

Ramah Navajo School Board 10 

Rock Point Community School 46 

Rough Rock Demonstration School 51 
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Table 3 lists the types of publisher by category, the name of the 

publisher, and the number of publications for each category from 1940-1990. 

The categories are: Contract Schools, Off-Reservation Curriculum Centers, 

BIA, Church Affiliated Presses, Public Schools, University and Small Presses, 

Textbook Publishers, and Other. Although I did not include translations of the 

Bible or religious tracts in this bibliography, I did include 24 titles in Navajo 

which were published between 1947 and 1989 by church presses which 

include: the Navajo Academy, the Navajo Book Shelf, the Navajo Evangelical 

Lutheran Mission, the Navajo Gospel Mission, the Wycliffe Bible Translators, 

the Southwest Board of Cooperative Missions, the Southwest School of 

Missions, St. Michaels Press and Mission Aides. Many of these publishers 

produced only a single title, but they reflect the diversity of the pedagogical 

and ideological content of Navajo literacy materials. These titles include stories 

set in Navajo communities such as Bilii His Horse (1975) and Navajo literacy 

texts such as Dine Bizaad W61ta'go Bee Blboo'aahii: Learning to Read Navajo 

(1952) which was illustrated by Van Tsihnahjinnie. The categories of BIA 

and church presses overlap with materials written by the Wycliffe Bible 

Translators and printed at the Phoenix Indian School. These materials are 
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evidence of the lack of separation between church and state, a recurring issue 

in the history of Navajo education which follows in Chapter 4. 

Thirty-one titles were published by six reservation school districts 

between 1973 and 1981. In Arizona, Window Rock was the only public school 

district which produced Navajo language materials. Between 1978 and 1981 

Window Rock published six titles including Beeso W'olta' (1979), a text for 

counting money (1979) and Haash Yit'eigo Naat'a' which describes how an 

airplane flies. In Utah San Juan School District produced written materials 

and audio-visual materials. In New Mexico the Shiprock, Cuba, Dulce, and 

Gallup-McKinley districts produced Navajo language materials. 

Between 1968 and 1989, twenty-one titles were published by university 

presses and small presses which include the National Geographic Society, 

Northland Press, Navajo Community College Press, Jack Crowder, Upper 

Strata Ink, Princeton, University of New Mexico, Northern Arizona University 

and the University of Nevada Las Vegas. Many of the titles published by 

small presses and university presses were written by educators and 

missionaries. Tonibah and the Rainbow (Crowder, 1986) was typed and edited 

by Wycliffe Bible translator Faith Hill and a noun glossary was written by 

educators Agnes Holm and Wayne Holm. Deestsiin Choo'inigi Baahane' (The 



Story of Using Pine) (Sisco, nd) was published in collaboration between 

Sanostee-Toadlena, a contract school, and Antioch College. 
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The Follett Publishing Company was the lone textbook publisher in this 

50-year period with the publication of a translation of Ducks Like Rain for 

which no date is available. The relatively small number of titles published in 

Navajo by textbook publishers, university presses, and small presses 

emphasizes the importance of the school and church presses in creating and 

preserving a body of Navajo language literature. 

The category "Professional Development" includes professional 

organizations such as Dine Bi Olta' Association which provided teacher 

education and support for Navajo educators, and the Navajo Area School 

Board Association which provided training for Navajo school board members. 



Table 3. Types of Publishers and Numbers of Titles 

Type 

Contract 

Off-Reservation 
Curriculum Centers 

BIA 

Church Affiliated 
Presses 

Public Schools 

University and Small 
Presses 

Textbook Publishers 

Other 

Name of Publisher 

Ramah, Rock Point, Borrego Pass, 
Rough Rock, Sanostee-Toadlena 

NAMDC, NRS 

No. of 
Titles 

132 

82 

BIA, Haskell Institute, Phoenix Indian 36 
School, Intermountain Indian School 

Navajo Academy, Navajo Book Shelf, 27 
Navajo Evangelical Lutheran Mission, 
Navajo Gospel Mission, Wycliffe Bible 
Translators, Southwest Board of 
Cooperative Missions, Southwest School 
of Missions, St. Michaels, Mission Aides 

Window Rock, San Juan, Shiprock, 26 
Dulce, Gallup-McKinley, Cuba 

National Geographic, Northland Press, 16 
NCC, Northwestern, Princeton, UNM, 
NAU, Univ. of Nevada, Las Vegas, 
Upper Strata Inc. 

Follett Publishing Co. 1 

DBA, NLI, NASBA, LSA Center for 13 
Inservice 

49 
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In an effort to demonstrate the variety of materials produced and the 

emphasis placed on Navajo language and culture during different periods of 

Indian policy, the materials are categorized in Table 4 by curriculum topics 

during 10-year periods from 1940-1990. The topics are: (a) Health and 

Science, (b) Literacy, (c) Literature, Poetry, Music and Art, (d) Math, (e) 

Social Studies and Navajo History. These materials vary from propaganda on 

birth control Ni'iichiihji Binahat'a The Way of Planning Birth (Werner, nd) and 

livestock care Naaldlooshii Bee Iimianii: Making a Living With Livestock (Beno, 

1975), Chee Dodge Baa Hane' The Story of Chee Dodge (Bingham, Benally, nd) 

and humor T'aa Baa Dloh Hasingo Hane' Funny Stories (Hastiin Waa', Harvey, 

1975) to phonics lessons Chaa': Beaver Book 2 (Rosier, 1977) and coloring 

books Saad Naashch'~~' Decorated Words (Silentman, Wilson, 1974). 

Throughout this varied bibliography Clark's theme of Navajo literacy as "a 

keeping place for the things we know and understand and can use" recurs 

with the publication of stories which reflect the lived experience of Navajo 

students and with the publication of books which address community issues. 
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Table 4. Navajo Publications by Curriculum TOQic and Year 

Soc.Stu. Literature, 
Navajo Health, Poetry, Music, 

Year History Literacy Science Art Math 

10 
40-50 10 2 8 0 

5 
51-60 1 0 0 0 

61-70 1 4 0 7 0 

71-80 47 20 16 74 3 

81-91 9 7 1 17 0 

When the origins of literacy in Navajo are traced from the production 

of the first Navajo language readers, the hindsight of history can be used to 

connect the meanings and actions of the teachers with an analysis of the 

institutions of literacy and power in which they have found a voice. Although 

Marjorie Thomas talks of a hymnal and Mary Jean Mike talks of a translation 

of Laubach charts, not one of the participants mentions a favorite book from 

childhood, yet each of the participants has learned from the oral tradition 

which surrounded her as a child to value the stories of her past. Today, as 

teachers, they work with cameras, computers, chalkboards, and chart tablets to 



continue the tradition of a Navajo language literacy which values and 

preserves these stories. 
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Verna Clinton Tullie has found her voice as an author and illustrator 

of Navajo language books at Rough Rock Demonstration School. She is the 

author and illustrator of Merry Keshmish Naaltsoos Naach'tw,hi (1982) a 

Christmas coloring book, and the illustrator of a Halloween coloring book 

Nicho'iji Baahoneeni Binaaltsoos Naach'aah (Begay & Wagner, 1977). She 

collaborated with Shirley Begay, Clifford Beck, and Fred Bia to revise 

Kinaalda: A Navajo Puberty Ceremony (Begay, Clinton-Tullie et aI., 1983). 

She is the illustrator of stories of Navajo life: Hooghan Bahane' Begay, 1982), 

a book which describes types of traditional Navajo homes and their contents, 

and of Deezba and Chee ( Yazzie & Handeland, 1977) the story of two 

Navajo children. She also illustrated Dine Bizaad Bohoo'aah (Benally, nd.) a 

Navajo literacy text, and K'e Bina Niltin,(Begay, 1982b) a text for teaching 

community relations and kinship. Marjorie Thomas, as director of Dine bi 

Dlta' Association edited a volume of lyrics Winter Shoe Game Songs (Thomas, 

1973a) and a volume of traditional folk tales Winter Tales (Thomas, 1973b). 

Mary Jean Mike as a classroom teacher who writes in Navajo with her 

students also participates in the roots of Navajo literacy. In Chapter 3 I will 
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turn to the everyday lives of these teachers and in Chapter 4 to their historical 

context as I continue to investigate the roots of Navajo language literacy. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH CONTEXT AND METHODOLOGY 

The men's soiled sheepskin coats and shoddy blankets, their 
general poverty, evoked a feeling of being in some strange land .. 
. . Pinon was far away from everything. (Boyce, 1974, p. 50) 

The research context for a study of Navajo literacy has been set by my 

research questions and by my selection of participants who could help me 

answer these questions. This study, in an effort to restore the stories of 

Navajo literacy to the everyday lives of the teachers themselves, is framed in 

opposition to earlier studies of exotic ahistorical others in "strange lands" 

(Clifford, 1986). Figure 3 is a map of the Navajo Nation which identifies 

schools. The editors of The Navajos: A Critical Bibliography (Iverson, 1976) 

warn: 

A massive literature exists for the history and culture of American 
Indians, but the quality of that literature is very uneven. At its best it 
compares well with the finest scholarship and most interesting reading 
to be found anywhere. At its worst it may take the form of malicious 
fabrication. Sometimes, well-intentioned writers give false impressions 
of reality either because of their own limitations of mind or because 
they lack adequate information. The consequence is a kind of chaos 
through which advanced scholars as well as new students must warily 
pick their way. (p. v) 
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I will return in Chapter 6 to a discussion of my efforts to pick my way 

through the literature on Navajo literacy and schooling, and to my purposes in 

weaving together the stories of learning to write of the individual teachers with 

the written historical account as it is preserved in libraries and in archives. In 

this chapter I present an overview of the research context which includes both 

archival historical research and ethnographic life history. 

By providing access to diaries, letters, photographs, and reports, the 

Guide to the National Anthropological Archives of the Smithsonian Institution 

(Glenn, 1992) and Fleckner's (1984) Native American Archives: An 

Introduction as well as individual inventories available in the manuscript 

collections of the University of Arizona Library Special Collections, the 

Arizona Historical Society, the Northern Arizona University Library, and the 

Museum of Northern Arizona, served as guides to the everyday lives of 

teachers, government officials, anthropologists, and missionaries. Equally as 

valuable as the inventories and bibliographic materials, were the responses of 

archivists and librarians to my questions. In response to my question about 

the identity of a Navajo girl in a photograph published in The Handbook of 

the North American Indian (Emerson, 1984), James Harwood, reference 

librarian at the National Anthropological Archives in Washington, D.C., 

referred me to the Cumberland Historical Society in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. 
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With a copy of the photograph and a physical description of the girl which I 

obtained from the BIA records section of the National Archives, Richard L. 

Tritt, photo curator of the Cumberland County Historical Society, was able to 

provide me with a positive identification of the girl in the photograph which 

appears in Appendix F. My archival research combined written records and 

oral accounts. It was, as Brandt said about literacy, a matter of "understanding 

the local address. II 

Exotic Ahistorical Others in Strange Lands 

In order to obtain an oral account of the history of Navajo literacy, I 

selected three participants who were both experienced teachers and who were 

literate in Navajo. I have worked with them when I was a teacher in Navajo 

Headstart, at Chinle Primary School, and at Pinon Public School, and I admire 

their classrooms and schools and their reputations as successful teachers. 

Marjorie Thomas was the principal at Chinle Primary School where I worked 

as a Chapter I teacher and she selected kindergarten classes for my sons when 

they were enrolled. Verna Clinton Tullie was a Navajo Headstart teacher at 

Whipporwhill Preschool when I was a teacher at Burnt Corn, a neighboring 

center in the Chinle Agency. We shared a common experience of driving 

many miles on unimproved roads and hauling water to the center, as well as 



working with Navajo parents and chapter officials to construct new facilities 

with running water. 
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Mary Jean Mike was my neighbor, both at work in the classroom and at 

home in the school compound, while I taught at Pinon Public School. She 

taught my sons to read and write in English and in Navajo in first grade. We 

discussed their progress, and later we discussed individual students who moved 

from her first grade class to my second grade down the hall. Mary Jean Mike 

was always willing to help me spell a difficult word in Navajo or to provide 

information about Navajo studies. The three teachers differ in their ages and 

in their educational experiences. I selected one teacher, Mary Jean Mike, who 

spoke Navajo as a child; a second teacher, Verna Clinton Tullie, who spoke 

English and learned Navajo as her second language; and Marjorie Thomas, an 

Assistant Superintendent, who continues to teach Navajo to students at Chinle 

Elementary School. 

I have spoken with the participants informally on many occasions, and 

listened to their speeches at school and chapter functions. I interviewed the 

participants on two occasions both in their homes and in their schools. The 

format of the first interview followed the protocol of the life history interview 

(Grumet, 1987). I asked the participants to speak for the purposes of this 

study on the topic of Navajo literacy. My questions or comments were added 



to continue the conversation. I tape-recorded a portion of our discussion, 

transcribed the tape, and returned a copy of my transcript to each participant. 
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A follow-up interview was conducted with each of the participants to continue 

the discussion of questions which arose from reading the transcript of the first 

interview. These interviews have been transcribed and edited and appear in 

Chapter 5. 

To further analyze the life histories of the three teachers I followed 

Seidman's (1991) process for rereading the unedited transcripts and marking 

passages which I found engaging. Seidman emphasizes the importance of the 

researcher's judgment in marking passages. My experience as a teacher and as 

a parent allowed me to select passages which I categorized for further analysis. 

Once the unedited transcripts had been marked for passages I found 

interesting or important, I organized the passages into categories, and 

attempted to narrow the categories into larger themes. The categories are: 

Literacy in Navajo, Literacy in English, Oral Language, Home, Boarding 

School, Secondary School, Post-Secondary School, Professions, Pedagogy, and 

the Future. 

Each underlined passage was coded by category and by participant and 

entered in a data base. I sorted the data by category and by participant 
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(Appendix E). Finally, I searched for emergent themes in the stories of the 

participants and in the historical account. This analysis will be discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

Clandinin and Connelly (1990) describe the unstructured interview in 

which transcripts of the interview are given to participants and the transcripts 

are discussed and become a part of the ongoing record. The authors describe 

the process of narrative inquiry in which " ... the sense of the whole is built 

from a rich data source with a focus on the concrete particularities of life that 

create powerful narrative tellings" (p. 5). Lytle and Cochran-Smith (1989, 

1990) discuss unstructured group interviews in which teachers reflect on their 

experiences, and document this process through tape-recording, note-taking, 

and transcription. Multiple data sources are used to confirm one another. The 

authors discuss how documents including students' writing and drawing, lesson 

plans, and handouts are collected. Alma Flor Ada (1990) discusses the process 

of engaging participants in dialogue, recording the dialogue, transcribing it, 

and using the transcript as a text. Ada describes the use of the transcript for 

critical reflection: 

They will use this text from which to reflect individually with each 
participant in order to bring new awareness to the questions posed and 
then to pose additional questions generated from the text to the other 
participants in the research and collectively, with the participants, to 
challenge and move this thinking (or researchers and participants) 
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beyond where it was when they began their dialogues with one another. 
(p. 5) 

Gitlin (1990) discusses the process of writing and discussing school 

histories. This process involves the subjects of research as well as the 

researcher in the process of examining data. Grumet (1987) also works with 

teachers' autobiographical accounts to permit them to "examine their own work 

with a seeing that is more inclusive" (p. 324). 

Critical Ground Clearing 

It is important to record, transcribe, and categorize the data. It is also 

important to present the analysis of the data in a form which the reader or 

listener finds meaningful. In an essay presented as a working paper to a 

seminar on ethnographic writing, James Clifford (1986) describes ethnographic 

allegory as the propensity of a story to generate another story in the mind of 

its reader. He says that all ethnographies are susceptible to multiple 

interpretations, and that there is no way to separate the factual from the 

allegorical in cultural accounts. If ethnography translates experience into text, 

the ways this translation is done have political and ethical consequences. 

Ethnography cannot be just a statement of facts; it must take the form of 

observation, interpretation, or dialogue. The ethnographic account can be 
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constructed as multiple voices or as a single voice. The narrative can be a 

story of discovery in specific historical circumstances. Clifford (1986) 

discusses the breakup of ethnographic authority in terms of Bakhtin's concept 

of "heteroglossia" which Clifford defines as a juxtaposition of languages which 

calls forth relationships of knowledge and power. He calls for ethnography 

which "avoids portraying abstract, ahistorical others" (p. 23). Clifford offers 

"tools for the analysis" of the process of "cultural poesis--and politics" which 

he describes as "critical ground clearing--dislodging canons to make space for 

alternatives" (1986, p. 24). The analysis in Chapter 6 will be undertaken with 

this critical ground clearing in mind, in the hope that the subverted meanings 

of the stories of learning to write of the three teachers may be heard. 

Navajo language oral histories have been recorded by linguists (Sapir & 

Hoijer, 1942) for the purpose of recording and preserving the Navajo 

language. Life histories of Navajo men and women have been recorded in 

English to "give some personal idea of how a Navajo views his life" (Leighton 

& Leighton, 1944, p. vi). Two volumes, Navajo Stories of the Long Walk 

Period (Roessel, 1973) and Navajo Livestock Reduction: A National Disgrace 

(Roessel & Johnson, 1974) are composed of oral histories written by Navajos 

for a Navajo audience. Ruth Roessel ( Roessel & Johnson, 1974) writes that 
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the book was written IISO that Navajo students and others can learn about 

Navajo history as experienced by the Navajos themselves ll (p. xiii). 

Life histories of Navajo women include Kaibah: Recollection of a 

Navajo Girlhood (Bennett, 1964) and A Voice in Her Tribe: A Navajo 

Woman's Own Story (Stewart, 1980). Both autobiographies provide personal 

narrative accounts of early schooling experiences; Stewart describes her 

education at Ft. Defiance in the early 1900s. She writes, IIWe were never 

allowed to talk to one another in school, or to speak our language where we 

could be overheard II (1980, p. 17). Bennett describes her first grade year at 

Toadlena Boarding School in the early 1930s. In a study which combines oral 

history with historical research, Ritts (1991) integrates the life histories of four 

generations of Navajo women into a unified biography of a group. 

Life histories of Navajo men include Navajo Blessingway Singer 

(Mitchell, 1978), the life history of Frank Mitchell, which was tape recorded in 

Navajo and transcribed in Navajo, then translated to English to provide a 

record for readers of both Navajo and English. In his introduction to Son of 

Old Man Hat (Sapir in Dyk, 1938), linguist Edward Sapir discusses the 

purpose of the ethnographic life history: 

And so the Son of Old Man Hat, not by hinting at human likeness or 
difference but through the sheer clarity of his daily experiences, 
resolves all cultural and personal conflicts and reminds us that human 
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life is priceless, not because of the glories of the past nor the hopes of 
the future, but because of the irrevocable trivialities of a present that is 
always slipping away from us. (p. ix) 

It was with Sapir's words in mind, in an effort to capture the 

"irrevocable trivialites of a present that is always slipping away from US," that 

I began to transcribe the interviews with the three participants. I have 

transcribed other interviews (Chee et aI., 1991 a, 1991 b), and attempted to find 

a balance between word-for-word transcription and edited transcription which 

gives voice to the "irrevocable trivialities of everyday speech" without placing 

an unnecessary emphasis on the rhetoric of English as spoken by Navajos in 

contrast to the rhetoric of English as written in the academy. To accurately 

convey the meaning of the stories of learning to write of the three participants, 

I have edited portions of the transcripts and combined the two interviews to 

create a single autobiographical account. 

Rosenthal (1993) tells us: " ... The narrated life story ... represents a 

general construct of biographical experiences ... a coagulate of the past and 

future and a creation of the lived present" (p. 65). In what follows, these life 

histories will be woven together with stories of learning to write from primary 

and secondary historical sources. In an essay titled "Whose stories should we 

tell? A call to action," Valerie Polakow (1985) writes: 
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If ... the story becomes a metaphor for engaged dialogical research, 
the criteria for evaluating good research of this genre approach aesthetic 
ones-- criteria that emphasize the power of one's narrative, the rhetorical 
skills of the teller and writer, and the evocation of a landscape of 
experience that resonates with one's audience; for as Benjamin tells us, 
"the storyteller takes what he tells from experience--his own and that 
reported by others. And he in turn makes it the experience of those 
who are listening to his tale." (p. 830) 

In an essay in the volume The American Indian and the Problem of 

History (Martin, 1987), anthropologist Robin Ridington describes his attempt 

to collect data for his doctoral dissertation among Athabaskan Indians in 

British Columbia. Ridington (1987) says that he arrived in the village with the 

belief that "History was a resource to be mined from lodes of artifacts and 

documents. History was dead and gone from the breath of experience" (p. 

128). His belief was transformed, a critical ground clearing was performed, 

not by the data he collected, but by a hunting story told by an old man and 

translated for Ridington by the old man's grandson. Ridington says, "He 

wanted me to understand enough of what was going on at the time that I could 

discover its meaning later in my life" (p. 130). From this story Ridington 

began to understand the connection between history and memory. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF NAVAJO LITERACY 

To articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize it 
"the way it really was." It means to seize hold of it as a memory 
as it flashes up at the moment of danger. (Taussig, 1987, p. 368) 
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In 1852, at Fort Defiance, Captain J. H. Eaton wrote Navajo translations 

for 424 English words. In the preface to The Navajo Language: A Grammar 

and Colloquial Dictionary Robert Young wrote, "For obvious reasons, there 

was no Navajo in 1852 who could speak or understand the English language, 

and there was no speaker of English who knew Navajo" (Young, 1980, p. iii). 

From this beginning, the analysis of the history of Navajo literacy must raise 

questions about the "obvious reasons," the contested spaces filled with 

competing orthographies, campaigns to "Christianize heathens", reduce 

livestock, eradicate disease, and by the failure of written Navajo to "catch on." 

The history of Navajo literacy must include not only dictionaries and 

grammars, curriculum materials, and typewriters, it must include the stories of 

the speakers of Navajo and English who crossed cultural frontiers to learn to 

write in Navajo. 
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Although Lee Kiyaani spoke of the loss of the past as "erasing your 

tracks as you walk", much of the history of Navajo literacy has been erased. 

Historical documents, oral histories and photographs may restore a portion of 

these stories of learning to write and these stories may help teachers to 

understand the roots of N avaj 0 literacy. 

Mission Schools 

In 1819 Congress established a "Civilization Fund" to (Young, 1977) 

introduce the "habits and arts of civilization" among the Indians. Brigadier 

General Carleton, commander of the ninth military district in New Mexico and 

Arizona, describes this policy for the Navajo in a letter to the Adjutant 

General in Washington on September 6, 1863: 

The purpose now is never to relax the application of force with a people 
that can no more be trusted than you can trust the wolves that run 
through the mountains, to gather them together, little by little, on to a 
reservation away from the haunts, hills of their hiding places of their 
country, and then to be kind to them: there teach their children how to 
read and write. (Carleton cited in Woerner, 1941, p. 15) 

An understanding of the civilization policy which led to the creation of the 

manual labor boarding school, may lead to an understanding of the "obvious 

reasons" why there was no Navajo who could speak or understand the English 

language and to understand the failure of written Navajo to "catch on." 
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The manual labor school was introduced at the Choctaw Academy in 

Kentucky in 1834 where academic instruction went "hand in hand with the 

acquirement of a practical use of the tools for the artisan and the implements 

of the farmer" (Adams, 1946, p.36). The first reservation boarding school was 

opened at Fort Simcoe, Washington Territory in the Yakima Reservation. In 

1848, 16 manual labor schools were in operation, and seven were under 

construction. 

Captain Richard Henry Pratt founded the Carlisle Indian School in 

Carlisle, Pennsylvania in 1879 (Eastman, 1935; Pratt, 1964). A year earlier he 

had taken 17 Indian prisoners in his charge to the all-African American 

Hampton Institute in Virginia. There, under the direction of General Samuel 

Chapman Armstrong whose father had developed the model of the manual 

labor school with Hawaiian natives, the Indian students were "Americanized:" 

taught English, the work ethic, Christian moral principles, and the 

responsibilities of citizenship. At the Hampton Institute half of the day was 

spent in academic instruction, half of the day was spent in vocational 

instruction. Students were educated in coeducational programs to produce a 

"civilized" family unit, and they participated in the "outing system," living 

with a farm family after graduation where they practiced vocational skills. 

Pratt " ... reasoned, if the Indian became associated with the Negro, in the 
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mind of the general public, the Indian would be given an additional burden to 

overcome" (Ryan, 1962, p. 30). 

At the Carlisle Indian School, Pratt ordered teachers to speak only in 

English. Students who spoke in native languages were forced to confess their 

offenses in front of the student body. Pratt's teachers followed Keep's First 

Lessons for the Deaf and Dumb (1862) to teach English to the students. The 

students were given slates and asked to copy the names of objects onto their 

slates. The teachers ordered students to stand, sit, or jump and asked the 

students copy the action words on their slates. Students learned to speak and 

write before they learned to read. Teachers prepared reading materials for the 

students when commercial materials were inappropriate. 

Pratt's goal of assimilation did not end with the loss of the student's 

native language. He ordered students to cut their hair, dressed them in 

military-style uniforms, and ordered them to select a new name from the 

chalkboard. Students marched in military companies from the dormitory to the 

classroom to work and to meals. On Saturday evenings Pratt lectured the 

students at English-speaking meetings. 

Although assimilationist policies of the industrial boarding school would 

serve as a model for schools on the Navajo Reservation in Arizona, the first 

school on the Navajo Reservation was a day school. In 1853, the first Navajo 
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agent, Henry Linn Dodge, hired interpreters and assistants and opened the first 

school on the Navajo Reservation near Washington Pass. George Carter 

taught ironsmithing and Juan Anea taught silversmithing. Rev. John M. Shaw 

and his wife, Harriet, studied the Navajo language to teach their students to 

read and write in English. Dodge wrote describing Shaw's ability to speak 

Navajo: he " ... speaks it sufficiently to make himself understood upon almost 

any subject. ... He is very kind and attentive to them, supplying their wants 

whenever it is in his power to do so" ( Henry L. Dodge, Santa Fe Weekly 

Gazette, Sept. 10, 1853, cited in Warner, p. 46). Harriet Shaw became ill and 

the Shaws returned to Santa Fe in 1855. The school closed in 1856 when 

Dodge was killed by Chiracuhua Apaches (Woerner, 1941). 

The next school for the Navajo was established at Ft. Sumner, New 

Mexico, where the Navajo people had been "gathered on to a reservation" 

under the supervision of Brigadier General Carleton. Beginning in 1863, 

Navajo men, women, and children had been forced to walk over 400 miles 

from their homeland to a reservation at Ft. Sumner in the Bosque Redondo on 

the Pecos River in southeastern New Mexico. Carleton ordered the 

construction of adobe classrooms for 800 Navajo children as well as the 

construction of rooms for teachers and the preparation of garden plots. He 

believed "the education of these children is the fundamental idea on which we 
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must rest all our hopes of making the Navajo a civilized and a Christian 

people" (cited in Woerner, 1941, p. 15). Carleton lacked the funds for 

completing the construction of the school. Instead Catholic missionaries 

would assume responsibility for educating the Navajo children imprisoned at 

Ft. Sumner. 

In 1864 Bishop J. B. Lamy of Santa Fe sent Father Fleurant to Ft. 

Sumner to open a mission school. Dr. George Gwyther reported: 

... I do not think that the juvenile savages showed either love or 
platitude for the alphabet, nor rightly appreciated the treasure of which 
it was the key; in so much as they often stipulated additional bread 
rations as a condition of longer attendance at school. Their mothers, 
too, were obtuse, arguing that the long-gowned men ought to pay for 
the amusement they evidently found in teaching children. ( Gwyther 
cited in Woerner, 1941, p. 16) 

In 1865, following a pattern established by Agent Dodge, Father 

Fleurant died and the mission failed. 

In 1868, the Navajos signed a treaty with the federal government which 

allowed them to return from Ft. Sumner to parts of their former territory in 

Arizona and eastern New Mexico. The treaty provided for the construction of 

schools and for the hiring of a teacher for every 20 students. The purpose of 

Indian education was stated in the treaty: 

In order to insure the civilization of the Indians entering into this treaty, 
the necessity of education is admitted, especially of such of them as 
may be settled on said agricultural parts of this reservation, and they 
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therefore pledge themselves to compel their children, male and female, 
between the ages of six and sixteen years, to attend school. (57th 
Congress cited in Terrell, 1970, p. 222) 

In 1869, President Ulysses S. Grant, in a shift from a policy of war with 

the Indians to a policy of peace, appointed a board of Indian Commissioners to 

supervise the appointment of Indian agents, teachers, and farmers (Reyhner & 

Eder, 1989). The board, which answered directly to the War Department, 

divided Indian agencies among 13 different religious groups. The Navajo 

Tribe was assigned to the Presbyterian Board of Missions. 

Rev. James M. Roberts, a Presbyterian missionary to the Navajos, 

arrived in Ft. Defiance in 1869. Charity Ann Gaston, the first teacher for the 

Navajos under the treaty of 1868, had served as a missionary teacher to the 

Choctaws and a teacher at the Free School in Santa Fe, New Mexico. She 

was hired by the Department of the Interior for a salary of $600 a year. 

Roberts and Gaston opened the first contract school in a sod building in Ft. 

Defiance in the Fall of 1869. 

In 1871, Charity Ann reported an annual enrollment of 40 pupils with 

an average attendance of 24. 

The curriculum included lessons in the English alphabet, orthography, 
reading, writing, printing on the slate and blackboard, and arithmetic. 
She also taught sewing and knitting to the girls. During the year they 
had made twenty-four dresses and thirty-three shirts. (Bender, 1989, p. 
51) 
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Reverend Roberts worked in the classroom with Charity Ann two hours 

a day teaching scripture readings until 1871 when he was appoihted as a 

second teacher. He wrote of the need for native teachers. 

My idea is, of course, to get the language as soon as I can so as to 
communicate with them and thus exert an influence for good in that 
was but to raise up at the same time native teachers and set the tribe on 
an independent footing. (Smith & Nelson, 1969, p. 8) 

In 1873 Charity Ann was told that her position could be better filled by a male 

teacher, Roberts had been dismissed after parents complained about his 

teaching, and the school at Ft. Defiance was closed until a new teacher could 

be found. 

Navajo Agent Dennis M. Riordan described the Ft. Defiance Indian 

Industrial School in 1884: 

As far as the school, I believe I said to you already it is a disgrace 
without any qualifications or mental reservations whatsoever. That it is 
unfinished is not the fault of its present managers, but its filthy 
condition is. One of the floors is nearly chopped through from 
someone chopping wood on it. . . . If the Indians get their ideas of 
cleanliness from the present condition of the boarding school, my 
judgment is that they will retrograde. I never saw a Navajo hogan as 
filthy as the industrial school. ( Riordan, Dennis Fort Defiance Agency 
Letterbook in VanValkenburgh MS Box 4, AHS) 

The school was rebuilt, and it was reopened as a boarding school in 

1883 after Agent Dennis M. Riordan had dismissed the missionaries. Agent 

Riordan travelled to the Carlisle Institute in Pennsylvania to recruit native 
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teachers for a salary of $600 a year. Antoinette Williams Stewart, a Navajo, 

had entered Carlisle from Blairstown Academy in New Jersey in 1881 and 

married Robert Stewart, a Creek at Carlisle. Her photographs appear in 

Appendix F. Antoinette and Robert Stewart left Carlisle with a suitcase full of 

wedding presents and the good wishes of Captain Pratt to become the first 

Native American teachers on the Navajo Reservation. 

The first Native American teachers were terminated in 1884. Pratt 

defended them, "In justice to the youth sent to this Agency (Navajo) it should 

be stated that the surrounding circumstances, more than any fault on their part, 

brought their services to an end" (Woerner, 1941, p. 36). 

The context in which native teachers became part of the institution of 

the school, the "surrounding circumstances" led to rapid shifts in educational 

policy and to the failure of school to "catch on." In the late 1880s Chee 

Dodge, who was later to become the first Navajo Tribal Chairman, worked 

with Washington Matthews, the post surgeon at Ft. Defiance, to write a 

Navajo dictionary and grammar and to record their study of Navajo 

ceremonialism. 

A Peaceful Encounter at the Letter "L" 

Mother Katharine Drexel, founder of the Sisters of the Blessed 

Sacrament for Indians and Colored People, and heiress to the Drexel and 
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Morgan banking fortune, purchased the land for the first Catholic Navajo 

mission at St. Michaels, Arizona, six miles west of Ft. Defiance, in 1895. The 

first Franciscan friars arrived in 1898. Father Anselm Weber, who was to 

become the superior, began the work of assembling a Navajo dictionary. In 

1900, Father Berard Haile arrived and joined in the work of learning to read 

and write in Navajo. When Father Anselm wrote to Washington Matthews for 

advice, Matthews replied: liMy opinion is that if you want to reach the hearts 

of the people and gain a permanent influence over them, you cannot too soon 

begin to learn the Navajo language" (cited in Wilken, 1955, p. 38). 

The three Franciscans, founders of St. Michaels mission school, began 

to learn Navajo by inviting Navajos to eat with them and recording the names 

of objects as their visitors pointed to them. They also asked their visitors to 

name objects in the Montgomery Ward catalog. In 1898, Anna and Sam Day, 

who had raised their three sons on the reservation, asked the Franciscans to 

teach their sons English grammar, literature, geography, and mathematics. In 

exchange, the three boys taught the Navajo language to the Franciscans. 

While they worked on the dictionary, the Franciscans abandoned Dr. 

Matthews' phonetic alphabet and developed a new writing system. Father 

Weber wrote: 
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On the 18th of December the sons of our neighbor, Mr. Day ... paid 
us a visit and gave us an idea of the shocking irregularity of the Navajo 
verb. Since the sons of Mr. Day have grown up with the Navajos and 
speak their language fluently we had the intention to make an 
agreement with them in accordance with which they were to instruct us 
in Navajo, and we then in other branches .... Their parents being 
college graduates and thus knowing and appreciating the advantages of 
a higher education, although their mother, a former teacher, had done in 
this line as much as she could. Therefore they greeted this agreement 
just as gladly as we did, and wish it to continue for a long while yet. 
So much the better for us, for this peculiar language presents so many 
difficulties that we are very glad of having their assistance for a long 
time. To bring more system into our study, and to be certain of 
obtaining all the words known to our teachers we chose on the 7th of 
February a small dictionary by Daniel Webster, in order to translate it 
into the Navajo language. Rev. Superior and Chas. Day began with 
"A", I and Samuel Day with "Z". Slowly but surely, writing down at 
the same time grammatical remarks and also the different forms of the 
verbs and adjectives, we gained upon one another until the 26th of 
April when we had a peaceful encounter at the letter "L". Rev. 
Superior and Chas. Day who is more conversant with the Navajo 
language than his two younger brothers, began immediately to revise 
the dictionary .... The dictionary has reached the stately number of 
2850 words which will be increased, however, continually. (Day, MS, 
NAU) 

For the Franciscans, as they began to write in Navajo, literacy was a 

matter of "understanding the local address," of joining with speakers and 

writers of the language in a shared task. In the museum at St. Michaels which 

is located in the site of the first mission where the Day boys worked with the 

Franciscans, the handwritten translation of Webster's Dictionary is on display. 

The first two Navajo students: Challa Yazhe, 8, and Chee Slinky, 14, were 

instructed by Father Anselm in writing and reading Navajo and English. Their 
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photograph appears in Appendix F. Other interpreters, Blind Luke, a 30-year-

old Navajo who had attended school at Ft. Defiance and Ft. Lewis College for 

five years; Frank Walker, son of a white soldier and a Navajo mother, who 

had served as interpreter at Ft. Defiance for seven years; and Chee Dodge, 

who had served as Washington Matthews' interpreter and who was to become 

the first Navajo Tribal Chairman, worked with the Franciscans to increase the 

number of words in their dictionary. 

Gradually, the Franciscans worked to perfect the writing system so that 

Navajo speakers could understand them when they read aloud. Weber says 

"No longer did the Navajo visitors smile and chortle quite so exuberantly 

when the priests read back to them the new paper words" (Weber cited in 

Wilken, 1955, p. 44). This attempt by non-native speakers to use the advice 

of native speakers to modify their writing system was the first of many efforts 

to standardize a form of written Navajo. 

St. Michaels school opened at St. Michaels, Arizona, on December 3, 

1902. The school curriculum followed the industrial school model of Bureau 

of Indian Affairs Schools. Students worked half a day on class work and half 

a day on industrial skills such as farming, weaving, gardening, laundry work, 

and home economics. English was used for both academic and industrial 

instruction. For the first time, however, written Navajo was used with students 
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in an academic setting, but its use was restricted to religious instruction. 

Father Leopold Osterman, founder of the Chinle Mission, worked with Father 

Berard Haile to complete The Ethnologic Dictionary of the Navajo Language 

(Franciscan Fathers, 1910). The dictionary contained definitions of words, 

classification of concepts, and descriptions of Navajo culture. An Anglo 

printer from Cincinnati who was spending the winter in Arizona for his health, 

worked in a log cabin setting the type for the first publications in written 

Navajo. 

Father Anselm Weber's Navajo English Catechism (1910), the first 

publication in Navajo written for children, was followed by the Vocabulary of 

the Navajo Language (Haile, 1912) a bilingual dictionary. Father Haile and the 

Franciscans also recorded and transcribed Navajo ceremonies. Young (1977) 

says, "The Franciscans produced a wide range of materials in written Navajo, 

but their efforts were largely directed toward a non-Indian audience; they were 

not motivated by a desire to make the Navajo people literate in their own 

language" (p. 461). 

In 1901 Father Anselm was given permission to conduct nonsectarian 

religious classes at the Ft. Defiance school. In 1909 he received permission to 

"instruct pagan children in denominational religion" if he obtained written 

consent from their parents (Wilken, 1955, p. 194). Younger children were 
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instructed in Navajo and older children were instructed in English in bi-weekly 

catechism classes. Catholic and Protestant missionaries conducted classes in 

bureau schools in Chinle, Tohatchi, and Lukachukai (Wilken, 1955). 

Seya Mitchell's father, Frank Mitchell, who arrived at Ft. Defiance 

Boarding School in 1894, wrote of his religious instruction: 

... The only one I remember is Father Weber, a Catholic priest. He 
was the Superior at Saint Michaels mission, and he used to send some 
of his men to talk to the children. They came up in an old-time, little 
buggy with one horse. 

They had church in the classroom because they did not have a 
church building there at school. I think the priests came out twice a 
week, on a Sunday in the morning, and then on Wednesday in the 
evening too; in the winter it was Thursday. When they came we were 
all sent to listen; all the students were made to listen to the preaching of 
those missionaries. They came to talk to the students there about 
religion. I do not know what they talked about; we never could 
understand it. I remember a priest who used to come out to Fort 
Defiance and every time he got there he always talked to the children. 
He would begin his talk by saying, "My dear children," (atchini) but 
instead of saying it that way, he used to say diichili (abalone shell). 
(Mitchell, 1978, p. 66) 

Navajo publications were produced by Protestant and Catholic 

missionaries and used for religious instruction in both mission and Bureau 

schools. Protestant and Catholic orthographies remained separate, but both 

were influenced by the work of linguists, and by the responses of native 

informants as they "read back their paper words," and both Catholics and 
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Protestants continued to modify their orthographies. Father Anselm Weber 

tells of asking Chee Dodge to check his translation of the catechism. Dodge 

commented on the style of the translation which "sounded as clipped and terse 

to a Navajo as a telegram would to white folks" (Weber cited in Wilken, 1955, 

p.69). Father Berard Haile published A Manual of Navajo Grammar in 1926, 

revising the 1910 Franciscan alphabet (Spolsky et aI., 1970). Between 1929 

and 1939 Haile worked with Edward Sapir, Yale linguist and student of 

Athapaskan languages, to revise the Navajo orthography. 

Preparing the Indians of Tomorrow 

Fred Mitchell, a former YMCA religious work director from Topeka, 

Kansas, arrived at the Tolchaco Mission near Leupp on the Little Colorado 

River in 1904 accompanied by his 70-year-old mother. "In his contact with 

the Navajos in their hogans, Mr. Mitchell learned the Navajo language so 

thoroughly that he was able to talk fluently with them" (Smith, 1947, p. 34). 

With the help of missionary W. R. Johnson, Mitchell opened a training 

school for Navajos "to learn to preach the gospel in their own language and 

cultural context" (Dolaghan and Scates, 1978, p31). When Mitchell broke his 

back in a wagon accident, he spent his convalescence writing Dine Bizad: A 
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Handbook for Beginners in the Study of the Navajo Language (1910). Means 

(1955) describes Mitchell's accident: 

His plan of work changed only when a runaway team flung him from a 
wagon, shattering his body so that it seemed impossible that it could 
retain life .... Like the Franciscan fathers at St. Michaels, he set about 
putting into writing the complex Navajo language. (p. 37) 

The interpreters institute was taken over by the Presbyterian Church, 

and it closed in 1918 when the buildings were destroyed by fire (Johnson, 

1936, in Philip Johnson MS, NAU). Mitchell wrote: 

I have sometimes wondered if Mr. Johnstone and I, with our fine native 
training school at Tolchaco, had continued independent, under God, 
whether we would not by this time have spread the gospel throughout 
Navajo Land; but our main building burned .... (Salsbury, 1941, p. 24) 

Mitchell expresses two themes which run through the history of Navajo 

literacy: the promise of transformation and the failure of the project to "catch 

on". Tolchaco, although it was never rebuilt after its destruction by fire, 

influenced two leaders in the history of Navajo literacy. 

Philip Johnson, the son of Tolchaco's founder, W. R. Johnson, learned 

to read and write in Navajo as a child at the school. During World War II 

Johnson worked with Navajo marines to develop a code based on the Navajo 

alphabet to transmit messages in the Pacific. J. C. Morgan, a graduate of the 

Hampton Institute, who was elected Navajo tribal chairman in 1938, travelled 

from Shiprock, New Mexico, to attend the Interpreter's Institute at Tolchaco. 



In 1913-14, Morgan assisted in the translation of the Bible into Navajo. 

Morgan served as secretary of the Returned Students' Association founded in 

Ganado in 1932. The association developed employment opportunities for 

returned students, established a scholarship fund for secondary and post

secondary education, and publicized the promise of the treaty of 1868 of a 

school for every 20 Navajo students (Parman, 1972). 
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Protestant missionaries continued to translate parts of the Bible as a part 

of a literacy campaign directed at formally uneducated Navajos. After an 

attempt to reopen his training school in Ft. Defiance, . Mitchell became 

Superintendent of the Ganado Mission. Marjorie Thomas remembers how, as 

a child growing up on the grounds of the Ganado mission, Fred Mitchell 

carried her on his shoulders. The Ganado Mission School had been opened by 

the Presbyterian Church in 1901. Mrs. Charles Bierkemper, the wife of the 

first missionary, held class in an adobe house on the Hubbell Ranch. After 

school she taught Navajo women to use the sewing machine. In 1912 the 

Ganado Mission School became a boarding school following the industrial 

model of half a day of school and half a day of work. The Anglo teachers 

and Navajo student teachers "made a determined effort to eliminate, as much 

as possible, Navajo talking on the campus" (Smith, 1947, p. 37). 
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Mitchell and other Presbyterian mission workers conducted summer 

training schools for native workers. Ganado Mission High School opened in 

1926. The high school and the new nursing school both graduated their first 

classes in 1930. In 1934, Ganado Mission High School was granted Class B 

accreditation, becoming the only accredited high school on the Navajo 

Reservation and making graduates eligible for admission to the University of 

Arizona. College preparatory courses in 1935 included: American History, 

Biology, Spanish I and II, Arithmetic, and World Friendship. 

Woerner (1941) writes of the curriculum at Ganado in the 1930s: 

A home nursing class was started for girls, and agricultural and 
industrial arts instruction was given to the boys. In fact, whenever 
possible the classroom work was tied up to local activities. Through 
the cooperation of the school commissary, advanced arithmetic was 
taught by checking purchases and figuring food costs; a history class 
mapped the reservation in order to study the sections from which the 
students had come; science classes studied the erosion and reforestation 
project of the CCC camps. (p. 139) 

Elma Smith, a graduate of the high school, became the first Navajo 

graduate of the University of Arizona and returned to Ganado as a teacher at 

the high school (Salsbury, 1969). In a Master's thesis which traces the 

development of four mission schools on the Navajo Reservation, Smith writes: 

The Navajo Indian must progress. He should not be kept as a museum 
piece to be analyzed by tourists. The time will come when he will no 
longer be a ward of the government. Only through education will he 
meet the complex situations on the same level with his white brothers. 
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It is these private schools which have contributed and are preparing the 
Indians of tomorrow. (1947, p. 50) 

By 1941, the Ganado nursing school enrolled 46 girls from 26 tribes. 

By 1947, 27 Ganado High School graduates had attended college and three 

had graduated from college. Cora Salsbury, wife of the Superintendent of the 

Mission wrote: 

For several years an Interpreter's class was introduced into the High 
School curriculum and all Navajo students attended it to learn to read 
the Navajo translation' of Scriptures and of Hymns and to interpret them 
in terms their own people could understand. (1941, p. 31) 

Faye Edgerton, a Presbyterian missionary who had taught Korean 

peasants to read the Bible, arrived at the Ganado Mission School in 1924 to 

continue her teaching. Her work was delayed by other duties at the mission 

and by the lack of materials written in Navajo. Wallis (1968) says that it was 

not until she attended the Summer Institute for Linguistics in 1943 with 

Kenneth Pike and Eugene Nida where she studied the work of linguists Sapir 

and Hoijer, that she realized that she was capable of translating the New 

Testament into Navajo. She joined the Wycliffe Bible Translators, an 

international group with regional headquarters in Farmington, New Mexico, 

and began using Sapir and Hoijer's work to revise a translation of the Book of 

John. The Wycliffe Bible Translators also collaborated with Young and 

Morgan's Bureau staff to produce educational materials to teach adult literacy 
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following the Laubach method. A series of readers written by Wycliffe Bible 

translators was printed in the 1950s by the Phoenix Indian School. Faye 

Edgerton completed her translation of the New Testament in 1954. 

There were other mission schools established at the turn of the century: 

the Navajo Methodist Mission School was founded near Farmington, New 

Mexico in 1899, Rehoboth Mission, near Gallup New Mexico, was founded in 

1903. The Navajo Bible Academy or the Navajo Gospel Mission was started 

by the Stokelys, independent missionaries from Keams Canyon, in the summer 

of 1940 and 1941 at Hard Rocks (Young, 1961). Faith Hill, a teacher from 

Shonto Boarding School, writes of her work as a teacher during the summer 

sessions: 

For six weeks in the summer of 1940 and for a similar period in 1941 a 
school was held in connection with the Mission directed by Rev. & 
Mrs. B. H. Stokely. The mission is located fifteen miles from Oraibi, 
Arizona. This is an area in which there is no government school, so the 
students, ranging in age from five to eighteen, were almost entirely 
ignorant of English. A series of lessons was worked out for use in 
these summer schools, using concepts familiar to Navajos. An attempt 
was made to use a basic vocabulary in order to avoid confusion. 
Teaching was done largely by pictures, objects, games, and conversation 
during such activities as planting flower seeds and caring for them, 
watering trees, making dolls and cradleboards and washing towels and 
clothing. (1942, p. 10) 
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During the first full year of school, 1941-42, at the Navajo Bible 

Academy, where Mary Jean Mike would later learn to write in Navajo, five 

students were enrolled in beginners through eighth grade. 

Government Schools 

Just as the Fort Defiance school began as a day school and was rebuilt 

as a boarding school, so federal policy alternated between day schools and 

boarding schools. Francis Leupp, who served as Indian Commissioner during 

Teddy Roosevelt's administration, and who advocated vocational education and 

environmental studies for adults as well as for children called the boarding 

schools "educational almshouses." 

To me the most pathetic sight in the world is a score of little red 
children of nature corralled in a close room, and required to recite 
lessons in concert and go through the conventional daily programme of 
one of our graded common schools. (Leupp, 1910, p. 126) 

Leupp encouraged the use of Indian music and Indian arts in the classroom. 

He wrote: 

I have noted also with great pleasure the appearance in some of the 
school publications of short stories written by the pupils, descriptive of 
their family life, or putting into their own homely phraseology the folk
lore of their people. (Leupp cited in Van Valkenberg MS AHS) 

In addition to the original school at Ft. Defiance, the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs had established eight boarding schools and nine day schools on the 
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Navajo Reservation by the end of the 1920s (Young cited in Thompson, 

1975). The Leupp boarding school, opened in 1909, which continues in 

operation today after serving as a tuberculosis sanitorium for children in the 

1930s and an internment camp for Japanese Americans in the 1940s, was 

named in honor of the former Commissioner. Tohatchi Day School opened in 

1895 and was re-named Tohatchi Boarding School in 1904. Other Reservation 

boarding schools were: Tuba City 1902, Shiprock 1903, Chinle 1910, 

Crownpoint 1909, Fort Wingate 1925, and Toadlena 1913. 

Martha Hall, a teacher at Toadlena and Leupp Boarding School during 

the 1930s writes: 

When I first entered the service children were forbidden to speak 
Navajo .... If teachers heard them speaking Navajo anywhere they 
were supposed to report it to the dormitory staff. ... I remember, too, 
not wanting the children to play under my windows so I'd not be in a 
position to hear their Navajo. (Cited in Thompson, 1975, p. 42) 

Howard Gorman, President of the Navajo Returned Students' 

Association, spoke of his own experience as a student returning to the 

Reservation from boarding school in a radio broadcast on station KTGM in 

1939: 

... If the boy or girl wanted to go beyond the elementary grades he 
had to go away off the reservation to schools like Albuquerque or Santa 
Fe or Haskell or Phoenix, and he would be away for nine months at a 
time, or sometimes if he was useful around the school they would keep 
him during the summer as well; and when he came back his own people 
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would be strange to him, I was one who broke the family ties by going 
away to school when I was so young; and I was away so long I 
practically had to learn Navajo over again, and learn to live with my 
own people. (VanValkenburg MS 4-112 AHS) 

In 1926, during the Hoover Administration, the Brookings Institution, 

which was known then as the Institute for Government Research, was 

commissioned to prepare a report on the economic and social conditions of 

American Indians. The commission investigated conditions in public and 

private hospitals and schools on reservations; much of the investigation was 

conducted on the Navajo Reservation. The report, which came to be known as 

the Meriam Report, after its technical director Lewis Meriam, was instrumental 

in shaping Indian educational programs during the 1930s and 1940s. The 

report called for a new point of view and offered two solutions to the Indian 

problem: Indian self-determination, and an improvement in the quality of 

services for Indians. The section of the Meriam report dealing with education 

was written by W. Carson Ryan, a progressive educator from Swarthmore 

College who was later named Director of Indian Education. The commission 

reported: 

The first and foremost need in Indian education is a change in point of 
view. Whatever may have been the official government attitude, 
education for the Indian in the past has proceeded largely on the theory 
that it is necessary to remove the Indian child as far as possible from 
his home environment; whereas the modern point of view in education 
and social work lays stress on upbringing in the natural setting of home 
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and family life. The Indian educational enterprise is peculiar in need of 
the kind of approach that recognizes this principle; that is less 
concerned with a conventional school system and more with the 
understanding of human beings. (Meriam, 1928, p. 346) 

The Meriam Report investigated the "slow starvation" (Szasz, 1974) of 

students in Indian boarding schools as well as overcrowding which led to the 

spread of contagious diseases such as tuberculosis and trachoma. It 

investigated child labor and the daily military routine which often included 

marching to meals in military formation, or dressing in military attire. 

Routinization characteristics of the boarding schools with everything 
scheduled, no time left to be used at the child's own initiative, every 
moment determined by a signal or an order, no time left to be used at 
the child's own initiative" must be eliminated. (Thompson, 1975, p. 79) 

The Meriam Report called for an end to all aspects of routinizaiton 

from the bell schedule to the Uniform Course of Study which prescribed that 

each child use the same materials at the same time of day and which offered 

courses which did not meet the needs of rural students. The report 

recommended: 

The curriculum must not be uniform and standardized. The textbooks 
must not be prescribed. The teacher must be free to gather materials 
from the life of the Indians about her, so that the little children may 
proceed from the known to the unknown and not be plunged at once 
into a world where all is unknown and unfamiliar. (Thompson, 1975, p. 
32) 
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The foundations of a change in point of view led to the adoption of a 

progressive curriculum: 

There is such a chance to build up for the Indian schools reading 
materials that shall have some relation to Indian interests, not merely 
Indian legends, which are good and susceptible of considerable 
development, but actual stories of modern Indian experiences. (Meriam, 
1928, p. 372) 

The reforms called for in the Meriam Report were begun during the 

Hoover Administration under Indian Commissioner Charles Rhoads who 

increased appropriations for food and clothing for boarding school students. 

Later W. Carson Ryan became Director of Education and worked to establish 

vocational education programs to meet the needs of rural students. These 

reforms, which continued throughout the administration of Franklin D. 

Roosevelt, were the source of efforts to standardize Navajo orthography and to 

publish Navajo language materials. 

The Indian New Deal 

To understand the effort to standardize and teach written Navajo, it is 

necessary to understand the linguists, missionaries, government officials, and 

journalists who struggled to prove that their orthography was best (Phelps 

Stokes Fund, 1939). It is also necessary to understand John Collier's reform 

efforts as commissioner of Indian Affairs to transform reservation schools into 
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community institutions. John Collier served as commissioner of Indian Affairs 

from 1933-1945, during Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal years and during 

World War II. Son of an Atlanta politician, Collier had studied cooperative 

labor movements in Belgium, Ireland, and England. As a social worker in 

New York City from 1907-1920 (Kelly, 1983), Collier studied child life, and, 

finding that children didn't have a place to play, worked with the city 

government to open the schools to the community after hours and on holidays. 

Collier also lectured at The People's Institute, an educational organization for 

working people and immigrants, and he founded the New York Training 

School for Community Workers. Taylor (I975) describes the influence of 

Mary Follet and E.C. Linderman on Collier's ideas of cultural pluralism which 

developed during his years in New York: "These thinkers advocated the 

organization of society into community groups representing different ethnic 

and regional cultural elements as an alternative to the emerging system of 

public policy made by economic interest groups representing large 

bureaucracies" (p. 154). 

Collier became interested in Indian rights issues when he visited Mabel 

Dodge Luhan at the Taos Pueblo in 1920. Dissatisfied with the individualism 

and consumerism of American society, Collier recognized that the communal 

social organization of the Pueblos served as a model for the cultural pluralism 
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which was needed to revitalize American society (Philp, 1977). As executive 

secretary of the American Indian Defense Association, Collier became a 

spokesperson for Indian land rights. He became active in defeating the 

Bursum Bill of 1922, a bill designed to open Pueblo lands to white settlers 

(Parman, 1976). Collier, a former newspaper editor, travelled with a portable 

typewriter. His articles were published in newspapers and in progressive 

magazines including Sunset and The Nation. Collier's "Indian New Deal" 

was enacted in the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act which ended the Dawes 

General Allotment Act and allowed tribes to establish tax-exempt corporations 

which could borrow from an economic development fund. The act also 

provided funds for education and increased opportunities for Native American 

employment in the Indian service. Prucha writes: "Scientific research--the 

Indian administration was to be a 'laboratory of ethnic relations' in Collier's 

view--replaced the 'strong currents of Christian life' as the indispensable means 

of reform" (Philp, 1977, p.ix). 

In 1934, Collier, who viewed the standardization of Navajo orthography 

as a research project, (Philp, 1977) commissioned Yale University linguist 

Edward Sapir to write a Navajo worker's handbook introducing the Navajo 

language to Bureau employees. Collier appointed Father Berard Haile, a 

Franciscan from St. Michaels, to serve as a special consultant on Navajo 
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education, and he commissioned Gladys Reichard of Barnard College to direct 

a summer institute to teach Navajo interpreters to write in Navajo. (Sapir to 

Haile, 6-34, Haile MS, UA) 

Gladys Reichard wrote to Berard Haile and to Edward Sapir sending 

them a copy of her alphabet and asking for their advice as she prepared for her 

summer interpreters' institute. Sapir replied with suggestions about the 

alphabet and advice about the importance of working with a community of 

native speakers: 

In matters of this kind one must always think from the standpoint of the 
native speaker. There are quite a few things that may seem simple or 
advisable to the outsider accustomed to another type of phonetic system, 
that are far from easy or self-evident to the natives, and, on the other 
hand, distinctions which you and I might be inclined to think necessary 
on general principles, would not always strike the native in that light. .. 

Our own experience with children who learn to write English merely 
proves that we have an atrociously bad orthography for our own 
language. It proves nothing about the intrinsic ease or difficulty of 
learning a phonetic system. ( Sapir to Reichard, 4-30-34, Reichard MS 
22-5-2, MNA) 

In 1934, to test the feasibility of teaching Navajos to read and write in 

their native language, Reichard held a hogan school at Miguelito's camp near 

Ganado where she had lived while she conducted ethnographic research on 

Navajo weaving. 

There were 18 students ranging in age from 22 to perhaps 55 years. 
All could read and write English. One had attended school only two 
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years but had been tutored by his wife who has an excellent education; 
two are University students. (Reichard, MS 24-20-1, 
p. 3, MNA) 

The students met in a hogan with a blackboard, two low tables, a box, 

and three blocks of wood. Reichard fictionalized her account of the hogan 

school in Dezba: Woman of the Desert (1939). A photograph of the students 

writing appears in Appendix F. Miguelito, a medicine man, lectured to the 

students. "There is so much about Navajo life and lore that neither my 

students nor I know, that we needed references. These we found in an old 

patriarch instead of in a book" (MS 24-20-1). Reichard reported the success 

of the hogan school which Lamphere (1992) views as a precursor of the 

bilingual, bicultural programs of the 1970s. 

The students began to write compositions of their own about a week 
after starting. At first I corrected them individually before writing them 
on the board for general correction, but within another week, I wrote 
them and had them read as written. (Reichard, MS 24-20-1, MNA) 

In 1935, Haile planned to conduct his own summer institute at Fort 

Wingate New Mexico. Sapir wrote to Haile to encourage him: 

I believe that it is very important to make sure that at least a small 
number of talented Navajos develop more than the average skill in 
reading and recording Navajo material. Such a nucleus is needed to 
carry on the work properly among the whole tribe. This means, I 
suppose, that every effort should be made to keep in close contact with 
certain of the younger Indians even after they have finished their formal 
instruction in class. (Sapir to Haile, 2/24/35, MS 3A, UA) 
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Haile reported to Collier describing the success of the Interpreters' 

Institute held at Fort Wingate in December 1935: 

· .. We endeavored to record terminology in use at present for chapter 
organizations, their officials, the manner of voting, etc. A similar 
vocabulary was desired for community center work and day schools. 

· .. We tabulated the traditional and modern terms for the President and 
his cabinet, the various departments at Washington, the Congress, 
Supreme and state courts and the like. Terms pertaining to the schools 
and employees were also recorded, with some attention to the Health 
Department, trachoma and incidentals. 

· .. We next devoted attention to practical demonstration and selected a 
topic on flies found in one of the health circular. It was a genuine 
satisfaction to me to find how readily these men and women took to 
pen and paper in order to permanently record the translations, even 
without a suggestion on my part to do so. That interest in the written 
language never waned even to the last day. 

One or the other member even tried, in the fourth week, to 
record dictations on the board. Not that they are perfect after four 
weeks' trial, but it does show that there is evidence of having aroused 
interest in the possibilities of recording the native language. (Haile to 
Collier 12/35, Haile MS, VA) 

Although both Reichard and Haile had shown that Navajo could be 

written by Navajo teachers, the debate over the standardization of the 

orthography would continue to delay the publication of Navajo reading 

materials for students in Bureau schools until 1940. 

In 1936, John Collier appointed Willard Beatty, President of the 

Progressive Education Association, to serve as director of Indian education. 
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Beatty set out to continue to change the point of view of Bureau policy. He 

established programs in bilingual education, adult basic education, Indian 

teacher training, and inservice education (U. S. Congress, 1969). Beatty 

wrote, lilt is desired that the Indians be bilingual, fluent, and literate in the 

English language and fluent in their vital, beautiful, and efficient native 

languages" (Papago Progress, 3/15/35). Young credits Beatty with recognition 

of the fact that "Indian languages and culture constituted the framework within 

which social and economic planning had to take place" (1977, p.460). Collier 

(1963) describes Beatty's policy: 

Beatty began to build activities in the Indian day schools around the 
conserving and using of natural resources. Conserving the soil, 
breeding up the sheep, flood-water farming and irrigation, the use and 
increase of native plants, marketing of produce and buying of 
commodities--these became elements in the curricula of schools. (p. 
195) 

Beatty commissioned Dr. John Harrington, a linguist from the 

Smithsonian, to develop a standard form of written Navajo. Robert Young 

(1977) worked with Harrington and Adolph D. Bitanny, a Navajo student of 

Gladys Reichard's, to adapt Reichard's system of writing. Later novelist and 

anthropologist Oliver LaFarge supported Young, Harrington and William 

Morgan, Young's co-worker at the Ft. Wingate sheep breeding station. 

Harrington combined the Franciscan writing system, the Protestant writing 
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system and Reichard's system. This orthography is known as the Young and 

Morgan alphabet. 

Collier (1963) describes Beatty's policy which included bilingual 

education: 

We intended that school life become bilingual. ... We encouraged the 
literalization of Indian languages and the publication of Indian-English 
literature. Children's stories, as well as grammars, dictionaries and 
textbooks, were published with Indian and English side-by-side, and 
illustrated by Indian artists. Bilingual motion pictures were developed 
and film strips and slides. Courses in Indian languages, about the first 
in the world, were begun by the University of Oklahoma. (p. 196) 

In 1933 when John Collier was appointed Indian Commissioner, only 

5,000 of the 13,000 Navajo children were enrolled in school (Parman, 1976). 

Collier proposed a plan to the tribal council at Tuba City in 1933 to provide 

25 day schools for Navajo students. According to his plan, the day schools 

would provide community services for adults as well as education for children. 

He called for progressive schools which would "rapidly supplant the 

stereotyped kind of school which we desire to change or be rid of' (Collier 

cited in Parman, 1976, p. 194). With a Public Works Administration grant of 

$1.5 million to construct 40 day schools, Collier appointed R. M. Tisinger and 

Alan Hulsizer to administer the day school program, a progressive program in 

which " ... the direct teaching of English and arithmetic shall occupy not more 

than one hour and a half each day of several aged groups of children, 
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adolescents, and adults" (Hulsizer cited in Parman, 1976, p. 195). Schools 

were placed at trading posts; a trading post grossing less than $30,000 a year 

was the site of a one-room school; a trading post grossing $60,000 was the site 

of a two-room school. Navajo WPA workers used native stone to build 

classrooms, teachers' quarters, and a kitchen where community members were 

provided with free water, showers, laundry facilities, sewing machines, and a 

shop. 

Adams, in a radio broadcast on KTGM in 1939 describes the use of the 

day schools by the community: " ... A quarter of the adult population comes 

to school every week--for water, or to telephone, or have a letter written, or 

sew, or wash, or cook or mend harness or tools or a dozen other things" 

(VanValkenburg, 4-111 MS, AHS). 

Day school teachers were expected to work as extension workers to 

make home visits and to invite the community to use school facilities. Collier 

sought to reorient Indian education. liThe formal education of children was 

dismissed as a dominant function and was supplanted by the creation and 

focusing of group thought and activities on Navajo problems and culture" 

(Woerner, 1941, p. 134). 

Thompson (1975) describes the curriculum of the day schools: 
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Conversational English was based on home and community life, as well 
as on new experiences at school. Simple reading, arithmetic and 
science materials were prepared by the teacher. She wrote her teaching 
materials about hogan living, sheep herding, trading post activities, 
sings (ceremonies), weaving, conservation, weather and the like. 
Bathing at school, riding the school bus, meals in the dining room, 
visitors and playground activities provided curriculum content. (p. 57) 

Hulsizer and Sally Lucas Jean selected 50 young Navajos to train as 

administrators for the new day schools. In 1934 the community workers were 

trained at Red Rock and Cove in land use, community relations, health, and 

tribal culture. When the day schools opened in the fall of 1935, traditional 

educators in the bureau had forced the reassignment of Hulsizer and Jean and 

the hiring of white teachers. Native staff members at the day schools were 

limited to the positions of cook, bus driver, janitor, and teaching assistant. 

Development and Cultural Assimilation 

Boyce (1974) describes the day schools of the 1940s which, with 

deteriorating physical plants, inadequate water supplies, cracked adobe walls 

leaking roofs, dusty concrete floors, broken kerosene refrigerators, and broken 

gasoline washing machines, were institutions which had failed to "catch on". 

When bus service for the day schools was discontinued in 1941, and the food 
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budget was cut to nine cents per day per student, parents in the Pinon 

community constructed stone hogans for use as student dormitories and 

provided breakfast and dinner for the students. By 1946, four boarding 

schools: Leupp, Tohatchi, Shiprock H.S., and Chinle had been condemned and 

closed. Many teachers had resigned to enlist in military service. Despite 

deteriorating physical plants, Boyce, Young, Morgan, and Thompson continued 

to produce Navajo language materials. 

Robert Young, Edward Kennard, Adolph Bitanny, Gerald Nailor, J. B. 

Enochs, Ann Nolan Clark, and a Navajo printer, Willetto Antonio, worked to 

produce a series of bilingual primers which were used in initial literacy 

instruction in Bureau of Indian Affairs schools through the 1950s. The 

Wycliffe translators, " ... convinced of the need for a nonpartisan system for 

writing Navajo" (Young, 1977, p. 466), worked with Bureau staff to produce 

primers and teaching charts. A monthly newsmagazine Adahooniligii (Events) 

was written in Navajo by Young and Morgan with partial English translation. 

Twenty-five hundred copies of the newsmagazine were distributed to schools 

and to six adult literacy centers on the Reservation. Printed on a single side of 

a sheet of newspaper so that it could be posted in chapter houses and in 

trading posts, the purpose of Adahooniligii was "to provide information 



concerning happenings on the Navajo Reservation for the large numbers of 

non-English speaking Navajos, so that they might better be fitted into the 

Indian Bureau programs of development and cultural assimilation" (Spicer, 

1962, p. 457). Young and Morgan's dictionary, The Navajo Language, was 

published in 1943. 
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In the 1940s, as a part of an adult literacy campaign, the BIA produced 

articles and booklets to educate Navajo adults on health, conservation, and 

livestock management. In 1944, the tribal council distributed a pamphlet 

written in Navajo by Young and Morgan to encourage Navajo involvement in 

educational planning. Young writes: "Because of cultural and linguistic 

barriers between Navajo society and non-Indian society, a primary problem in 

promoting Navajo participation in postwar educational planning is to develop 

understanding by Navajos of their needs, and solutions for their betterment" 

(cited in Boyce, 1974, p. 141). 

In 1946, Hildegard Thompson, who had served as Director of Navajo 

Education, created the Special Navajo Education Project (Thompson, 1975), an 

off-reservation program for Navajo students, 12 years of age and older, who 

had never been to school. The first group of 200 students who enrolled 

voluntarily was sent to the Sherman Institute in Riverside, California. For the 

first three years English and academic skills were taught in a team-teaching 
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situation. Classroom teachers, who were experienced in working with Navajo 

students, coordinated instructional activities for a group of 25 students. A 

Navajo teacher-interpreter was responsible for content-area instruction in 

Navajo and for developing Navajo language materials. A Navajo shop teacher 

and a Navajo home economics teacher assessed students for vocational skills. 

For the final two years of the program vocational instructors coordinated 

activities for the students. More than 50,000 Navajo students were enrolled in 

the Special Navajo Education Project over a period of 12 years (Coombs cited 

in Thompson, 1975). One of these students, Louise Nez, writes in an essay 

"How I came to school:" 

Last Fall my father sent me for some apples. I went on horseback to 
the trading post. I bought the apples. There was a school bus at the 
trading post. A man told me the children were going off to school. 
They were leaving soon. Did I want to go to school? I had always 
wanted to go to school. Here was my chance to go to school. But they 
told me I must have papers. My aunt was at the store. She told me it 
was alright to go to school. She put thumb print on my papers. Then I 
got on the bus. I left the saddled horse there at the trading post and the 
apples. I think somebody took the horse to my father. The bus took us 
to Ft. Wingate School. I stayed there two days then we came to 
Carson. It took us two whole days to come here. I liked the school 
when I saw it first. After I stayed here a while I liked it better. I like 
school life very well. But I like home, too, and remember everyone 
there. (Thompson, 1975, p. 96) 

Returning World War II veterans demanded schools for their children, 

but conservatives in Congress attacked progressive education and demanded 
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that the Indian bureau terminate tribes. This policy of termination was 

reflected on the Navajo Reservation where traders who opposed progressive 

education demanded that Bureau schools be converted to public schools with a 

"standardized" curriculum (Boyce, 1974). 

Thompson (1975) characterizes the late 1940s through the 1950s as a 

"period of upsurge of Navajo interest in education." She says: 

It is an oversimplification to attribute that growing interest in education 
solely to the war, although the war greatly accelerated it. The seeds of 
the growing interest were planted deep in earlier years--first with the 
relatively few Navajos who had received limited schooling in the first 
boarding schools; second, with the members of communities who had 
had their first day schools threatened or closed because of the war, and 
third, with the staffs which had worked in day schools in the 1930's to 
bring education for the first time to some fifty Navajo communities. 
(p. 14) 

In 1948, congressional hearings were held in response to the highly 

publicized lack of classroom space for students on the Navajo Reservation. 

When questioned by congressmen concerning the purpose of Navajo literacy, 

Beatty reflected the changing attitude toward bilingual education: "The basic 

purpose of Indian education for Navajo children is to teach them to speak, 

think, and read and write in the English language" (Boyce, 1974, p. 233). 

The committee proposed a $90 million 10-year plan which was enacted 

in 1950 as the Navajo Hopi Reconstruction Act. The act funded the 

construction of off-Reservation dormitories and funded the relocation of 
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Navajo families to urban areas and to reservations in Southern Arizona. The 

Intermountain Indian School is an example of the return to the policy of large 

off-Reservation boarding schools. Boyce (1974) writes: 

There was a huge Army Hospital, Bushnell General Hospital, in 
Brigham City, Utah. It had been built of permanent brick construction, 
in expectation of a longer war .... The plant had been stripped of all 
equipment, and had been closed for three years .... The plant was so 
large that Senator Watkins had found no organization large enough to 
take it over for some new use ... might it be a practical facility for a 
school for Navajos? (p. 237) 

In contrast to the policy of termination, and the construction of off-

reservation boarding schools the Navajo Hopi Reconstruction Act continued to 

provide funding for Navajo adult literacy instruction. 
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Public Schools 

The first school for the Navajo people following the treaty was opened 

at Fort Defiance in 1869. The first public school on the Reservation opened at 

Fort Defiance in 1936 (Hartle-Schutte, 1991). For nearly 20 years, public 

schools were called "accommodation schools" and were operated to 

accommodate the children of non-Indian Bureau employees who were not 

eligible to attend Bureau schools. To meet attendance quotas, a few Navajo 

students were allowed to attend the accommodation schools where English was 

the medium of instruction. By the mid 1950s, the accommodation schools 

were transferred to public school status and funded through Johnson O'Malley 

contracts. The Johnson O'Malley Act of 1936 provided federal funds to 

provide services for Indian children in off-reservation schools. 

In 1950, Impact Aid legislation, PL 815 for school construction and PL 

874 for operating expenses, was passed to provide federal funding support for 

students on non-taxable military bases to attend public schools. While 

originally intended for students on military bases, Impact Aid funds became 

the chief resource for the construction and operation of public schools on 

Indian reservations. PL 815 funds were first used to build public schools for 

students at Ft. Defiance and Ganado. After 1954 public schools were built 

throughout reservation communities in Arizona, but English remained the 
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medium of instruction. Marjorie Thomas tells of her Beginners classroom in 

the 1950s when she stood at the door and watched for the principal before she 

spoke Navajo to her students. 

When returning Navajo veterans requested schools for their children 

after World War II, they also requested the right to vote. Joseph L. Matthew, 

Superintendent of Chinle Public Schools in the 1950s and 1960s, II accused 

Navajos of making unreasonable demands on the schools" and "believed 

Navajos incapable of directing their own affairs" (Iverson, 1993, p. 370). 

Public school boards were dominated by non-Navajos during the 1950s and 

1960s. Although Navajos in Arizona were permitted to register to vote after 

1948, Navajos failed to gain control of the school board in Chinle until 1971 

and in Window Rock until 1973. 
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Contract Schools 

The term "contract school" was first applied to subsidized mission 

schools during the years from 1869-1897 when the government was not 

prepared to take over the responsibility for education which it had assumed by 

treaty. Contract schools were terminated in 1897 and resumed in 1905 

(Adams, 1946). 

In 1964, as a part of Johnson Administration's War on Poverty, the 

Economic Opportunity Act (OEO) provided funding for demonstration projects 

in economically impoverished communities. The first demonstration school, 

established at Lukachukai in 1965, with a three-year contract between the BIA 

and OEO, sought to involve parents and the community in Navajo education 

and to build pride in Navajo history and culture (Iverson, 1993; McCarty, 

1989). When this project failed to "catch on" because of conflicts between the 

requirements of the BIA school system and the OEO-funded initiatives of the 

Navajo school program, the site of the demonstration project was moved to 

Rough Rock to complete the final two years of the contract (Johnson, 1968; 

McCarty, 1989). 

Robert Roessel, who served as chari man of the task force on American 

Indian poverty and as a consultant to OEO Director Sargent Shriver, assisted 

Tribal Chairman Raymond Nakai in forming a corporation, Demonstration in 
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Navajo Education (Dine Inc.) to administer the contract. The BIA provided 

the nearly-completed boarding school at Rough Rock, teachers' salaries, and 

operating expenses for the demonstration school (Collier, 1988). Rough Rock 

Demonstration School opened on July 27, 1966. The school was "regarded 

not just as a place for educating Indian children, but as the focus for 

development of the local community" (U.S. Congress, 1969). 

The Rough Rock Demonstration School was the first school to be 

governed by an all-Indian locally elected board. Roessel stresses this emphasis 

on community control of the school when he says that Rough Rock's "heart 

lies not in the [instructional] program, but in the leadership of the all-Navajo 

school board" (Roessel, 1977, cited in McCarty, 1989, p.48S). School issues 

were discussed at chapter meetings, and at parent meetings. School facilities, 

including the library, the kitchen, the gym, and the shower rooms, were 

opened for community use, and parents were invited to visit the classrooms 

and the dormitories and to attend school functions such as basketball games 

and school fairs. Parents and community members were employed as dorm 

parents and instructional aides. 

In the classroom, students were exposed to a bilingual-bicultural 

curriculum. Roessel said: "We want to instill in our youngsters a sense of 
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pride in being Indian. We want to show them that they can take the best of 

each way of life and combine them into something visible" (1977, p.91). 

The curriculum, which reflected this effort to "take the best of each way 

of life," combined English as a Second Language with Navajo language 

programs. In 1983 Rough Rock Demonstration School adopted a new 

bilingual-bicultural curriculum based on the NAMDC inquiry-based social 

studies curriculum which followed a spiraling sequence of culturally-relevant 

topics beginning with the Navajo concept of "k'e" (kinship)(McCarty, 1991). 

The Rough Rock Demonstration school thus provided a model for contract 

schools which were locally controlled and which became centers for the 

development and dissemination of Navajo language curriculum materials. 

In Rock Point community members and school personnel including 

principal Wayne Holm and Agnes Holm, a teacher, had begun efforts to gain 

increased community control of the local Bureau school. Holm and Holm 

(personal communication, 1993) discussed the efforts of the Rock Point 

Chapter's education committee to expand the Rock Point BIA school in the 

late 1950s so that students could remain in their own community while 

receiving their education. As Holm and Holm worked with the BIA to gain 

contract status for the newly-enlarged school, the board's determination shifted 
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to include not only the education of Rock Point's students within the 

community, but the education of Rock Point's students in their native 

language. This determination was strengthened when Holm and Holm visited 

a rural bilingual school in Chiapas, Mexico where mestizo teachers used only 

three small books to teach students to read and write in their native Mayan 

language. In Chiapas community members stood outside the window of the 

school observing the visitors who had come to observe their children. The 

success of this rural bilingual education program in Mexico, despite limited 

materials and unimproved roads, and the involvement of the local community 

in the success of the school, encouraged Holm and Holm to work with the 

Rock Point School Board to develop a contract school where Navajo language 

teachers and English language teachers were treated as equals. Holm and 

Holm discussed how the use of both spoken and written Navajo in the school, 

not only provided a productive learning environment for the students, and 

guaranteed equal status for both Navajo and non-Navajo teachers, it also 

demystified the institution of the school for parents and community members. 

In the late 1960s, Rock Point BIA School began instructing students in 

Navajo literacy (Holm & Holm, 1990), while an ESL program was used to 

instruct students in English literacy. When new classrooms were constructed 

in 1972 and the school became Rock Point Community School, a contract 
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school, teacher aides were enrolled in postsecondary education courses. They 

were renamed Navajo Language Teachers, and given responsibility for the 

planning, implementation, and evaluation of the Navajo language curriculum. 

Since 1972, 40 Rock Point community members have received their teaching 

certificates (Holm & Holm, 1992). In 1982, Rock Point Community School 

graduated its first high school class: 

The high school taught a required sequence of Navajo social studies: a 
semester each of Navajo History, Social Problems, Government, and 
Economic Development. Starting at the seventh grade, students planned 
and carried out successively longer field trips to do action research in 
surrounding off-Reservation towns~ by the time they graduated, most 
students would have been on campus at most of the universities in the 
region. A required "Senior Prep" class involved seniors in planning 
explicitly what they intended to do after graduation. (Holm & Holm, 
1992, p. 6) 

Ramah Navajo High School, which opened in 1970, was the first 

contract high school. The Ramah Navajo School Board developed special 

programs to "help the students be analytical and critical without fear of 

reprisals" (Plummer cited in Iverson, 1993, p. 360). Representatives from the 

Office of Navajo Economic Opportunity Legal Aid and Defender Society, 

Dinebeiina Nahiilna Be Agaditahe (DNA) developed a legal studies 

curriculum, students broadcast public service radio programs for the 

community, studied agriculture and livestock management, and participated in 

community development projects such as the Pine Hill Rug Cooperative. 
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Borrego Pass School, Dib6 Yazhe Habitiin Olta', which opened in 1972 

with students in grades K-3 and an emphasis on spoken and written Navajo 

and special individual attention to the students, was the fourth contract school 

to open during the 1970s. Iverson summarizes the success of the four contract 

schools in the mid-1970s: 

They have provided much greater local control of Navajo education. 
They have permitted a much stronger emphasis on Navajo language, 
history, and culture. They have allowed the Navajo child to utilize the 
language which he or she already speaks as a tool for learning rather 
than having to attempt to employ a foreign language to master other 
subjects and skills. (1993, p. 364) 

Today, in 1993, the curriculum materials produced in contract schools 

can be found in many Navajo homes and classrooms, and many Navajo 

language teachers including Verna Clinton Tullie have worked in contract 

schools and turn to their colleagues in the contract schools for materials and 

advice. 

Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 

brought the first funding for bilingual education for economically 

"disadvantaged" Indian students in public schools. The following year funds 

were provided for students in federal schools. This legislation was important 

in the development of Navajo literacy as it provided financial resources to 

implement the production and dissemination of Navajo language materials in 
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contract schools and resources to train bilingual teachers and teaching 

assistants in the bilingual teaching methods. 

In 1938, a tribal education committee was created and in 1971 the 

Navajo Division of Education (NDOE) was created (Iverson, 1975). In 1973 

under the leadership of Dillon Platero, the NDOE implemented the Navajo 

Teacher Education Program to certify Navajo instructional assistants. The 

program originated as a partnership between Antioch College in Yellow 

Springs, Ohio, and Sanostee-Toadlena Boarding School in New Mexico, and 

was later transferred to the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque and to 

the University of Arizona in Tucson. Walter Davis, the project director said: 

Our project is designed to serve the whole Navajo Nation. It will train 
teachers for bilingual programs in many schools, and it will develop 
Navajo reading materials and support regular classroom instruction in 
Sanostee and Toadlena and eventually go to other Navajo 
classrooms.("University of New Mexico" 1973) 

Students attended summer sessions at the University of Arizona and the 

University of New Mexico. University instructors were flown to schools at 

Tuba City, Kayenta, Ganado, Tsaile, Shiprock, and Crownpoint where students 

continued their coursework while employed in schools in their communities. 

The program was designed to support a bilingual curriculum. Bernard Spolsky 

said: 



.... the recognition of the rightful and meaningful place of the Navajo 
language in the education system will make school an integral and 
digestible part of the community .... .it will begin "bridging the gap 
between school and community, and lessening the impression of an 
"army of occupation." (Bilingual education", 1973) 

The Navajo Tribal Education Policy (1984) proposes a bilingual 
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education policy for all schools on the Reservation: Bureau, contract, mission, 

and public. The policy states: 

The Navajo language is an essential element of the life, culture, and 
identity of the Navajo people. The Navajo Nation recognizes the 
importance of preserving and perpetuating that language for the survival 
of the Nation. Instruction in the Navajo language shall be made 
available for all grade levels in all schools serving the Navajo Nation. 
(p.3) 

Government policy has evolved to include the purposes of native 

peoples themselves to read and write in their language. In Indian Nations at 

Risk (1992), Linda Skinner, a native teacher voices the new demand for native 

language instruction from Native Americans themselves: 

On October 30, 1990, President Bush signed Public Law 1 ° 1-477, Title 
I of that bill is the Native American Language Act. This act preserves, 
protects, and promotes the rights and freedom of Native Americans to 
use, practice, and develop Native American languages. Among other 
things, it recognizes the right of natives to use their languages as a 
medium of instruction. 
(p. 54) 

Since 1990 the voices of Navajo teachers and parents have echoed this 

call for Navajo as a medium of instruction. As you read the life histories of 
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the three Navajo teachers, it is important to listen for the unique stories of how 

they learned to value their language and why they continue to teach it. From 

Verna Tullie's attempt to built an Indian Cultural Center on Alcatraz Island in 

San Francisco Bay, to Mary Jean Mike's efforts to talk with individual parents 

about the value of bilingual education for their first graders, to Marjorie 

Thomas' production of bilingual curriculum materials to teach her own 

grandchildren a language she did not teach their parents, these stories of 

learning to write must be heard in their social and political context. These 

teachers "lived" these historical events. Their practice as teachers was 

informed by the laws and policies of the institution of the school in which 

they taught. 

This historical account has been presented in terms of the institutions of 

literacy and power in which these teachers found a voice. Within each of 

these institutional settings the stories of the participants: teachers, students and 

parents have been gathered from historical documents, oral histories and 

photographs to assist currently practicing teachers gain insight into their own 

situation. 



CHAPTER 5 

STORIES OF LEARNING TO WRITE 

If you believe that schooling is about somebody's story, 
somebody's history, somebody's set of memories, a particular set 
of experiences, then it is clear that just one logic will not suffice. 
(Giroux, 1992, p. 14) 

Following the memories, letters, diaries and historical records in the 

previous chapter, I will present the life histories of three Navajo teachers in 

the form of the transcripts of a series of interviews. Each teacher I 
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interviewed understands the history of Navajo literacy in a different way, each 

teacher passes this understanding along to her students in a different way. 

"Just one logic will not suffice" to understand these stories. These stories are a 

call to many readers to begin to question not only the stories of Navajo 

teachers learning to write, but to begin to question all of the teachers of 

bilingual students in America. These stories are an invitation to all teachers to 

give voice to their histories and to their memories. 
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Marjorie Thomas 

As a child Marjorie Thomas lived at Ganado Mission where her mother, 

Naanibaa Gorman worked as a health care worker and translator. Although 

her mother had learned to read and write in Navajo at St. Michaels Mission, 

and although Marjorie Thomas remembers Fred Mitchell, author of the first 

Protestant dictionary, who carried her on his shoulders, she did not learn to 

read and write in Navajo as a child. 

Marjorie Thomas was the principal of Chinle Primary School when my 

sons enrolled in kindergarten. She placed Ben in an English-speaking 

classroom and Ken in a Navajo classroom. Today she continues to work with 

Navajo and English-speaking students as Assistant Superintendent of the 

Chinle Unified School District. The interview between me Louise Lockard 

(LL), and Marjorie Thomas (MT) was conducted on April 9, 1993, at her 

office where she had just returned after a visit to Chinle Elementary School 

where she teaches Navajo language. On her desk, beside a large calendar, 

were two Navajo books: Haile's Origin Legend of the Navajo Flintway (1943) 

and Young and Morgan's The Navajo Language (1980). Behind her desk were 

two Apple computers which she is using to write Navajo language curriculum 

materials. 
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MT: As far back as I remember when I was in school I went to school here at 

the boarding school and they had Navajo Bibles out. I have the old prints, the 

old songbooks were out and most of the Navajo songs were written by Nelson 

Gorman Senior's first wife; that's Carl Gorman's mother. She translated a lot 

of the hymns, I don't know how many; Alice Gorman: it says that in the old 

songbook. We sang them at churches when we went to Ganado. 

They encouraged us to learn to read the Bible for the purpose of preaching the 

Gospel and we had to learn to sing the songs and had songbooks and we read 

the Bible together with one another so when we went on a Gospel trip with 

the Gospel Team one of us was responsible for reading the Bible, so that's 

where I first began to read the Bible in Navajo. Prior to that, there was no 

reason for me to learn, but, because we were in a closed community, we 

couldn't get out of the campus. There was a good chance for me to get out of 

the campus if I could read the Bible. 

LL: So you could go on trips with the Gospel Team? 

MT: On trips, yes. That was an incentive at that time. The school was strict. 

We had housemothers who didn't believe in us getting letters that had sweet 

stuff in them. And they used to open our letters and it was three weeks before 

we got them, we got them secondhand. And if we got one that was plastered 

with sweets then we got called into the office and she'd say, "This is not good 
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for you. You don't need to get this. It We were discouraged from returning a 

letter and I had a boyfriend and I wanted to get around it in some way. 

What I did is I started writing in Navajo and when she called me in she 

said, "What's the meaning of this?" I said, "I really want to be proficient in 

reading because they send me out with the Gospel Team and I really want to 

learn. I'm practicing what you teach." I got around it in that way. She 

mailed my letters and I translated sweetheart and honey with Navajo words 

and I did pretty good. 

Then I went off to a boarding school and I never carried it off. It just 

kind of died. Then later I married the guy I used to write letters to. We went 

to NAU (Northern Arizona University) when it was still ASC (Arizona State 

College) and I continued as a teacher in Tuba City. 

I had students who didn't know English. They were like kindergartners; 

it was their first year in school but they were six years old. The state didn't 

have a kindergarten program. I used to stand by the door and when I wanted 

to teach a concept I'd quickly say it in Navajo looking out the door and down 

the hallway to make sure the principal wasn't looking. 

LL: This was the public school? 

MT: This was the public school. By the end of the year my class was 

reading. This was beginners. The first grade teachers were saying, "You're 
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not supposed to teach them to read. That's our job." I said, "Too bad. You 

take over whatever area they're ready for." 

LL: Were you told to teach only in English? 

MT: Yes, only in English. Only in English, no bilingualism. That's the way 

I started out. As first graders you teach phonics and so I taught phonics. I 

used the Navajo words. We had the same sound in "b". I asked, "What 

words begin with "b"? They would come up with Navajo words and 

somebody's name "Betty" and I'd say, "Yes." Using both Navajo words and 

English words I really had them reading, but they had comprehension 

problems. I had to translate a lot of the things they read in English. I was 

writing the words with them beginning with "b" and "d." 

When Rough Rock Demonstration School opened Navajo teachers were 

called together to meet and I was a part of that. They wanted to teach 

everything in Navajo and they didn't have any math books in Navajo. They 

had a math program they were using and we translated every page of that 

book. They had permission from the company. Margaret Stern produced the 

book in English. Allen D. Yazzie was the director of the school. He wanted 

us to translate science. He wanted to translate words like "flasks" and 

pipettes" and "test tubes." We developed names for all those things that we 

don't have names for in Navajo. 
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At that time there was some confusion between this modern writing and 

they said, "Let's standardize it." William Morgan was there, he's the one that 

helped Robert Young with this dictionary. There were a number of Navajo 

educators who helped standardize the language. 

When NCC (Navajo Community College) was brought in and put up at 

Many Farms even more Navajo materials were coming out. They developed 

the Native American Materials Development Center in Albuquerque. Prior to 

my becoming a principal in Tuba City, I started the Title VII Program. At 

that time the board was very supportive. I told them I would like to teach 

every Navajo in the school, beginners through eighth grade, to read and write 

Navajo and to speak it. In the process of having bilingual education, I ordered 

a lot of materials from Native American Materials Development Center and 

brought these materials back for our program. I also visited Rock Point 

Community School. I praised them a lot. You had to go to the board to 

request their materials. They had to give you permission. That's where I got 

Margaret Stern's math book and a science book. We developed our own 

writing book and our own spelling book from the materials that we had and 

our own health book. Everything in that Navajo kit that was sent from the 

Native American Materials Development Center we expanded on that and we 

used that as our curriculum. It really had a good start in Tuba City. 
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Then Dine hi Olta' Association (DBA) came along. I don't know how it 

started. All of a sudden I was involved in teaching something and then I 

became director. We developed a lot of materials and I don't know what 

happened to them. I think a lot of them have been thrown away. I still have 

what the students developed. I still have those. 

LL: There were some good music materials. 

MT: Some are kind of oriented to the Anglo tunes. The ones that we did 

what we did was get the squaw dance songs and put educational lyrics to them 

and so they're actually squaw dance songs. Each student was responsible for 

completing three songs. We did a lot. I have a few tapes left. The songbook 

was never published. I don't know what happened to the master copy because 

I turned it in. So that's what I know of the Navajo language. 

LL: You've been through so many phases from the Franciscans, to the efforts 

to standardize the language, and you've produced so many materials. What's 

kept you going? 

MT: I guess believing that we can't lose our language, believing in it, using it. 

You know, one fault that I have is I never taught my kids how to talk Navajo 

because I was punished a lot for using the Navajo language and I didn't want 

my children to be punished. That was my main reason. My kids afterwards, 



said, "Mom, why didn't you teach us?" And it was too late. I keep telling 

them, "You can still learn," but, again it's my fault. Automatically when I 

come home I speak English. 
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We've been trying very hard to speak Navajo around our kids when 

they're home. Of course, when you're in a hurry, you have to say something 

in English, you just don't wait for them to figure out what you're saying. I use 

my hands a lot in motioning when I'm talking when somebody doesn't 

understand. Like, I'm trying to explain the cup, and then I'd name the cup, 

and so I talk with my hands and they know what I'm saying and they repeat 

after me, "I'm trying to do that." It's very hard, it's very hard. 

LL: Do you think parents are changing now and trying to share their Navajo 

language with their children? 

MT: I don't think so. A lot of the students that graduate from high school, 

they know English already. They just automatically start speaking English to 

their kids unless there's a grandma who doesn't understand English, then they 

speak Navajo. I think that's the only time that this is ongoing. My children 

have married and the mother-in-law on that side, they talk English. There's no 

Navajo with my grandchildren because the grandparents on the mother's side 

already know how to talk English. It's not ongoing. 
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I have a daughter who lives up at Wheatfields. She took her kids to a 

home because they couldn't find a babysitter and they stayed home and the 

people didn't talk any English and the kids really suffered. They couldn't 

communicate, they didn't want to go there, and they were very uncomfortable. 

She said she was really happy that she got this lady to take care of her kids 

because she thought her kids were just going to pick up the language. 

LL: Do you think the school needs to take responsibility? 

MT: In Chinle we are doing it, but we're doing it only in fourth, fifth, sixth, 

and seventh grades. I used to be the principal at this school (Chinle 

Elementary) and I started before anybody else said, "Go, do it." I did it on 

my own. This year I'm over here (Administration Building) so we added this 

other grade. 

LL: In the junior high? 

MT: It'll be going up through eighth grade because the state mandates a 

foreign language from first through eighth. That's what we're heading for. 

LL: What materials are you using? Are you using video tapes? 

MT: I'm using video tapes and it's working very well for the elementary 

school because we have a lot of non-Navajo teachers. The teachers are taking 

the tests and they're acing them too. The same way with the junior high; they 

get the materials, they show it on video. Many Farms School is fortunate, 



they have Navajo help and Tsaile School has Navajo teachers who are 

teaching it to their students. They don't have to use the video. 

LL: What about books and newspapers published in Navajo? 
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MT: We send articles every now and then to the Navajo Times and the Gallup 

Independent, but they hardly ever publish them. We have an organization 

called the Dine Language Teachers' Association. We talk Navajo at the 

meetings. Our minutes are all in Navajo. There's usually a teaching idea. We 

all read it together and discuss it. That's how our meetings go. To revive the 

language, that's what we are doing. 
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Mary Jean Mike 

Mary Jean Mike is a first grade teacher in Pinon, Navajo Nation, 

Arizona. My sons, Ben and Ken, were students in her bilingual first grade 

class when Pinon Public School opened in 1984. Like many first graders, they 

learned to read in English. Unlike many first graders, they were privileged to 

learn from a teacher who had learned to write in Navajo and who taught her 

students to read and write in Navajo. 

Mary Jean Mike was born in Hard Rocks, Arizona in 1939. She 

learned Navajo as her first language. When she was eight years old, two 

women, anglo missionaries, came to her house to enroll her in the new Navajo 

Bible Academy. She said that Navajo reading was a daily part of the 

curriculum. The Protestant Navajo translation of the Bible was used as the 

text. The teachers broke down short passages phonetically for the students to 

recite. Throughout their lessons the students were asked to memorize and 

recite increasingly longer portions of the Bible. Mary Jean Mike said that 

there was little writing involved in this teaching, and that her teachers did not 

speak in Navajo except when reading aloud. She said that she learned to read 

quickly, and that as her reading became more fluent, she and her sister began 

to critique the text of the Bible for errors in grammar and usage. 
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When she completed eighth grade at Hard Rock Mission School, Mary 

Jean Mike was sent to Tucson, Arizona to attend the Tucson Indian School, a 

contract school which had been opened in 1888 by the Women's Board of 

Home Missions. Its founder Rev. Howard Billman wrote, "We propose to 

civilize the Indian by teaching him the beauty of the blistered hand" (Billman 

cited in Hamilton, 1948, p. 17). Billman's policy of the "blistered hand" was 

continued in the words of a counselor who told Mary Jean Mike that she 

should work with her hands and that she should not continue her studies at the 

University of Arizona. After high school graduation she returned to the 

reservation where she worked as a dormitory aide at Pinon Boarding School. 

The Navajo Teacher Training Program helped Mary Jean Mike return to 

Tucson to complete her B.A. and M.A. in Education at the University of 

Arizona. She taught first grade and Navajo Studies at Cottonwood Day 

School and Pinon Boarding School and became a first grade teacher at Pinon 

Public School when the school opened in 1984. She is completing her ninth 

year as a first grade teacher at Pinon Public School. 

These interviews between Louise Lockard (LL) and Mary Jean Mike 

(MJM) were conducted on October 14, 1992, and on April 19, 1993, at Forest 

Lake, Arizona. 
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MJM: I started school when I was very small and went to a day school with 

one classroom--one house with about eight students--or maybe less students. 

We walked to school every day. We walked to school all year round no 

matter whether it was snowing or when the sun was shining. In those days the 

education was different. Our teacher was really strict and also in those days 

we weren't allowed to use our language. When I got home it's nothing but my 

Navajo language spoken and when I got to the classroom, it was just English 

spoken so I was living in two worlds. It was very difficult for me. If I ever 

used my language in the classroom we were punished--things like having our 

mouths washed out with soap or sit outside with a sign around our neck 

saying we'll never talk Navajo again in the classroom. In my family I was 

brought up with a poor family. We had a lot of livestock, about 500 sheep. 

We had to take our own lunch to school and a lot of times we didn't have very 

much food to make our lunch and most of the time we were just really 

hungry. Walking to school was hard on us, comparing that time and now, it 

was a lot of exercise with a little bit of food. My parents made us go to 

school. I went to school like that in my early years. 

When I got out of high school I was told, "You'll never make it to college. 

The only thing you're going to accomplish yourself is doing things with your 

hands." 
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I went to school like that in my early years of schooling, then when I 

got into high school I was sent away to school when I didn't come home all 

through the school year till school out. 

LL: That was down at Pueblo High School? 

MJM: Yeah, Tucson. It's a long ways. We just took a bus down there and 

sometimes when my folks had money, we came back at Christmas time. A lot 

of times we just stayed down there even at Christmas time. Even though some 

other students get to go home that live around the area some of us just stayed. 

That's how I finished my high school years and when I got out of high school 

I went to work for the BIA, Bureau of Indian Affairs. I had night duty in the 

dorm, watched the kids when they were asleep or whatever. If they needed 

something, I was there to help them. I watched the kids for a couple of years 

and then I switched to day and I had a different title. Then I worked for about 

five or six years and I wanted to go into something a little better than what I 

was doing, so one day I saw written in there in the Navajo Times, it said that 

this was for Navajo students. If you want to continue your education you put 

in your application and you get an interview and they called it the Navajo 

Teachers' Program which the Navajo tribe was putting on. It was about 1978, 

1979. You have to have so many hours to get into that program and I worked 

on it that whole year picking up hours. I think they said you have to have 16 
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hours to get into that program. I drove to Chinle to take night classes after I 

got off work. I took classes from Northland Pioneer College and I did that all 

winter and the following summer and that fall I had enough hours to get into 

that program. I put in my application and I got accepted. The following 

winter I went and took classes again down in Chinle. The instructors flew out 

from U of A and gave classes once a week. Sometimes classes were on 

weekends and sometimes we have to drive to U of A to attend workshops for 

two days. That's how I got my BA. 

LL: Let's backtrack to your background in bilingual education. You spoke 

Navajo at home, but when you were in school were you ever given instruction 

in reading and writing in Navajo? 

MJM: Yeah, when I was in day school we took Navajo reading. We learned 

to read Navajo and then do some writing. 

LL: What was the name of the day school? 

MJM: They called it Navajo Bible Academy. 

LL: Do you remember how they taught you? I've been reading about the 

Wycliffe Bible translators and looking at some of the charts that they used. 

MJM: Well, we learned the Navajo consonants first and then from there we 

switched into reading the Bible in Navajo. 

LL: Did they have translations in English written in smaller print 
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MJM: No, it was just all in Navajo. I still remember some of that, but I didn't 

forget, and when I got my degree in teaching I got into teaching as a bilingual 

teacher for three years and that's where I used it. 

LL: Was that in Cottonwood? 

MJM: Cottonwood Day School. There I kind of brushed up on my writing 

again and reading and I was working for three years. 

LL: You did that by yourself, brushing up? 

MJM: It was practice. I worked with it every day. I worked with 

kindergarten up through eighth grade students and then I had foster 

grandparents working with me. 

LL: You learned when you were in school until seventh grade, and then at 

Pueblo High School--

MJM: I didn't use it. 

LL: When you were working as a dorm aide? 

MJM: I didn't use anything like that in the dorm. When I really used my 

Navajo reading and writing was when I got to be a bilingual teacher. 

LL: What about your training at U of A. Did they ever give you instruction in 

bilingual education? 

MJM: No, I took classes in bilingual education, but it was geared toward 

Spanish. Whenever I wrote a paper I tried to write something on my culture. 
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That's when I found it was very important to know your culture and I ran into 

people who asked me curious questions and I had to have some kind of 

definition. 

LL: You were a bilingual teacher for about three years in Cottonwood? 

MJM: And then when I got into the classroom I didn't use my bilingual much. 

About two years ago I started using my bilingual teaching again. 

LL: What got you started? 

MJM: The school went with bilingual education and that's when I started using 

it again. 

LL: Was that when Morgan Allsup was there? Did he ask you for help? 

MJM: No, sometimes I asked him for help. He's real good. We found some 

of his tapes today. He was reading in Navajo and that new teacher said, 

"What is this, can you tell me?" I said, "That's an Anglo teacher. He can 

read and write." 

LL: So for the last two years you've been doing reading and writing with your 

first graders? 

MJM: We're doing bilingual materials this year. We're doing the colors right 

now, Navajo colors, Navajo names. 

LL: Do you have the kids dictate stories or tell stories? 
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MJM: Yeah, like we did the corn--cornmeal during American Indian week last 

year. We did a unit on the cornmeal. Then we made the cornmeal and passed 

it around and the kids tasted it. Some of them didn't know what it was. And 

then some of them said, "We use it in weddings too, sometimes we use it in 

ceremonies." And I said, "Yeah, sometimes you put a cake in the ground 

made out of corn. So we did a lot of oral presentations to the students and 

then we had them draw and write in their own words. We make a booklet on 

the cornmeal last year. Then at one time we did a yei bei chei unit and I 

couldn't find anything at the school and at that time it's a good thing we had a 

foster grandparent there and he came in the classroom and helped me out. My 

kids were really into it and they drew pictures of the yei bei chei and I learned 

a lot from that unit. 

LL: So many Navajos have gone through school and they haven't learned to 

read and write. What do you think made you keep going? 

MJM: When I went to Navajo Community College, I took all the four 

languages: 1, 2, 3, 4. That really helped me too. 

LL: Was that when you were in Cottonwood? 

MJM: Right at that time. My instructor said, "I could get you to teach Navajo 

because you've already learned enough." I never got to teach Navajo language 

with the writing. 



LL: Who was teaching you? 

MJM: Martha Jackson. 

LL: She encouraged you? 
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MJM: Yeah, she really encouraged me. When I was in my elementary years 

and in high school I didn't think that Navajo culture and Navajo reading and 

writing was important till I got out of college with my BA degree and then 

when you run into older people that talk to each other, a lot of the stuff they 

talk about was really interesting. When I sit around and listen to them, that's 

when I think of a lot, too. I'm stilI learning though, there's still a lot that I 

need .... When you're young you don't think it's that much important. Just 

like these young kids these days they don't really take advantage of it. 

LL: Do you see a change in the kids as they come to first grade in the 

language that they choose? 

MJM: Yeah, my first year of teaching I really had to work with my little kids 

when they were six. A lot of them didn't know how to write their names, but 

this year and last year all of them can write their names, almost all of them 

can speak English; maybe one or two their first language would be Navajo, 

but they'd pick up right away from the other kids. The first year (1984) I 

really had to work with the kids, we had to start from scratch, but as the years 

went on, the kids really picked up a lot of English before they got to first 
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grade, probably from the television and other people that they're around .... 

Here on parent night last year we did some legends. We did a female and 

male hogan. We told the parents what the kids learned about the male and 

female hogan, the cornmeal colors that went with both of them. One parent 

said, "I don't even know this one." She said, "I'm really glad my child is 

learning. This is really interesting." We did another legend about the dog's 

tail. The kids drew and wrote their own stories and she was really interested. 

She said, "Oh, this is really good. I didn't even know some of these stories." 

She's happy for her child to learn. 

LL: Do you think it's important for the parents to understand bilingual 

education? 

MJM: It's real hard for some of the people to understand what bilingual 

education is until they see the child's work. If you try to tell them what 

bilingual education is about they're not going to understand what you're trying 

to tell them. These two parents I talked to, she kind of changed her mind 

about bilingual education when she saw the child's work. She said, "I thought 

bilingual education was just reading and writing." I said, "It's a wide area. 

You could branch out in many different ways in bilingual education. I told 

her I could teach bilingual education to the same kids for two years and 

they're not going to learn everything, for three years, they're not going to learn 
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everything. Very few parents ask questions like that. Others, when you ask 

them what you want your child to learn in bilingual education, say, "Anything 

you teach them is OK with me." The biggest need among parents is for the 

parents to come to the school and see what their child is doing. 

LL: Are you working with students from Prescott College? 

MJM: Yes, two of them. 

LL: Is there a way you can help them become a better teacher from all your 

experiences? 

MJM: Out of Prescott College they like to have somebody work with them out 

here who's working with the kids. The students are right in the classroom, 

too. Everything we need to talk about is right here. I told one of the students 

to make lesson plans and use them for a week in the classroom. 

LL: How are you teaching Navajo language and culture in your first grade 

classroom? 

MJM: I've been using critical thinking. During Mother Earth Week we talked 

about pollution. There's no one word for pollution in Navajo. You have to 

bring up a lot of things: smoke, trash dumps. We compared pollution around 

our homes with pollution in cities. We talked about things that make 

pollution: noise from the street, sirens, trucks, the corral. 

LL: What do you think is the direction of Navajo education? 
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MJM: What do I see happening with the kids? I wish I'd taken a survey of all 

the students that I've had in my class who've gone on to college. When I used 

to go down to summer school at U of A, I ran into two students I used to 

teach at the boarding school. They said, "Remember how you used to get 

after us in the dorm?" They asked, "What are you doing here?" I said, "The 

same thing you're doing." They said, "Thank you." Another one of my 

students came back three years ago. He said he was going to school at the 

University of Colorado at Boulder. He talked to the class and he said, "Thank 

you for helping." 

I talk to my little kids about getting a good education. One time we did 

a mini-unit on careers. They drew pictures and I had them write short stories. 

A lot of them wanted to be something like a secretary, a bus driver, work for 

the railroad, some of them would like to be a principal. Another one said he 

wanted to fix cars. 

LL: I'm still curious about the Navajo Bible Academy. Is the school still 

there? 

MJM: No, the school's no longer open. It was non-denominational. Churches 

from all over the United States supported this mission and that's how the ones 

that came there--the bilagaana (Anglo) ones, that's how they got paid. Let me 
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see how I figure it. I think I started school when I was about eight, and I was 

born in 1939, that would be 1945 or 1946. I heard about the war at that time. 

I remember my uncle got killed in World War II in Europe. 

The Stokelys were the founders of Hard Rock Mission. When they first 

started the mission they rode a horse. I guess they lived in Oraibi. Mr. 

Stokely came up on horseback. At Hard Rock there's a rock house the size of 

this room. While they lived there, they did some missionary work. The first 

building that they built was the church. They got everybody involved in the 

community and they got rocks. People hauled rocks in their wagons with 

horses. They used these old plows to dig a basement. A lot of people 

worked. My dad worked too chipping rock. That church is still there. It's a 

real old building, nearly 70 years old. 

When I first started school it was small, maybe five or six students. I 

remember we used to come in and help our teacher. Somebody saw her not 

long ago, she's out in California. We used to bring in the wood for the fire in 

the morning, and in the evening we used to take out the ashes. 

During the winter we used to have sewing class for the ladies. They 

sewed quilts. Mission churches from all over sent already cut cloth for quilt

making, and a lot of ladies used to show up and sew on their own quilts. 

Whatever they made, they kept for themselves. All along, when they had 
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sewing class, they had some missionary talk about the Bible, that was the main 

thing, preach to them. 

LL: Did you use a treadle sewing machine? 

MJM: We didn't even use sewing machines. We sewed the quilts by hand. I 

remember my mom made one quilt, my sister made one. I don't think I made 

one but I was sewing pieces together. 

LL: I bet you didn't travel so much then. 

MJM: All we had was just a wagon. I remember I had an uncle living in 

Utah, he comes and visits down Hard Rock maybe once a year, he comes 

down in the summertime. I remember he came down one time, he lives way 

across the valley. We know when he's there because we see his vehicle. My 

dad said, "Oh, my nephew's back. I'm going to see him and ask him if he'll 

take me down to Oraibi and get some groceries." My father went down and 

got some groceries. That only happened only maybe once in a great while. 

LL: It's not that far, maybe 30 minutes if you drive. 

MJM: My mom and dad used to go down there in the wagon. It'd take them 

all day. They used to come back real late at night. We'd stay up until they'd 

come back. We were curious about what they'd bought. Even though it's late 

we'd sit up, even though we'd doze off to sleep. 

LL: Did your dad and mom go to school? 
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MJM: Just my dad went to Sherman Institute. He said he was sent away too 

for a long time, five or six years. He said he used to run in the relays. At 

one time they won against some Anglos. He's the only one that used to write 

to us when we were down in Tucson. My mom never went to school because 

her mother made her hide when the soldiers came. My dad said they used to 

come in a wagon with two wheels and a horse; they used to come out and 

hunt for the kids. Her mother used to pack them a lunch and she said, "Stay 

up there all day, wait till night and come back." 

LL: Did your dad encourage you to attend high school? 

MJM: My aunt lives in Tuba City. Her kids were going to school down in 

Tucson. She was taking her kids down again. She said, "You guys like to 

go?" My sister and 1. First it was called Indian School but that Indian phased 

out so we had to go to Pueblo High. So we rode down there in the pickup. 

We sat in the back. Imagine in August, it was so hot. I can remember it 

being so hot. She took us down there and we got admitted and then we stayed 

in the dorm. My sister graduated from Indian School and then I was left there 

by myself with some other people and some other kids. They no longer had 

the Indian School but they left the dorm for the kids to go to. It was mostly 

Pimas and Papagos. I think I was the only Navajo there. The rest were 

Spanish and Mexicans. 



We had some students that went on to college. One girl, when she 

went on to U of A, she got honors. They used to take us out to the U and 

show us the buildings. They had senior weekend and they used to invite us 

out there. We had some boys there that were really good in cross-country. 

LL: Then you left high school and got the job in Pinon? 
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MJM: My sister was already working there and she said they needed more 

people to work at Pinon. She said they wanted people with a high school 

education. There were about eight of us that got hired and out of the eight, I 

was the only one with high school. 

LL: What was Pinon Boarding School like, did they have Navajo teachers? 

MJM: Only one. They had some colored and Anglos, mostly Anglos. I 

remember one Navajo teacher. I used to think, IIOh, how would it feel to be a 

Navajo teacher?1I When I got out of high school I was told, IIYou'll never 

make it to college. The only thing you're going to accomplish yourself is 

doing things with your hands. 1I But way back in my mind I wanted to go to 

college. 

LL: Do things with your hands? 

MJM: Like sewing. They said, IIThat's the only thing you're going to do good 

in. II I ended up taking a crazy test, I think that's how they found out. When I 

got out of high school, I stayed down there one summer and while I was there 
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I enrolled at Lamson Business College. I don't know if it's still there. I took 

night classes. I took typing and shorthand because I really wanted to go to 

college. 

LL: What classes did you take in high school? 

MJM: I took science, chemistry, algebra, math, history, geography, P.E. 

LL: Why did they tell you you should work with your hands when you'd taken 

classes that would prepare you for college? 

MJM: That was the crazy test I took. 

LL: An aptitude test? 

MJM: I think that's what they gave me. Even in class I don't believe in giving 

tests to my students because my bright students will sometimes score real low 

and my low students score real high. 

LL: What made you go on? 

MJM: Even though I was told all those things in high school, when I got to 

work in Pinon, when I saw those teachers. One year there was only one 

Navajo teacher. Then, as the years went by, I was in the dorm, I saw these 

Navajo teachers teaching there and I thought, "Oh, one of these days I'm 

going to do that too." I thought, "I wonder what they had to do, what classes 

they had to take to become teachers." I grabbed my first chance when I saw 

that article in the Navajo Times. I called down there. I can't remember who I 
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talked to in the education department in Window Rock, and she said, "Y ou're 

going to have to get some classes. II 

LL: Was there anyone in Pinon who encouraged you? 

MJM: No, in Pinon nobody encouraged me. They said, "It's only for people 

that work in the classroom. You work in the dorm. I called somebody in 

Cottonwood, it was the principal. I found out later it was William Draper. He 

said, "Yeah, anybody is welcome to take classes here. It's for everybody. 

Don't let anybody tell you it's for people in the classroom. II That's when I 

started taking classes over there. 

LL: It sounds like you did a lot of this all by yourself. 

MJM: All by myself, even though I got turned down. Like the time I was 

doing my student teaching. I didn't get much encouragement from my 

supervisor and I had to sign a leave, well I worked, I tried to put in some of 

my hours. I was still in the dorm part-time. And I was tired when I finished 

my student teaching, because one of those nights I had to work nights, but I 

made it. 

LL: Was there anyone at U of A who encouraged you? 

MJM: Dr. Rubin gave a lot of encouragement to the students. He said, "Don't 

ever let anybody tell you you're dumb. Even though they tell you it's hard, 

just go in there and take that class," and that's what I did. I remember taking 
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one real hard class. Sometimes I felt like crying, but I stayed in there, just 

stayed in there, and I got either an A or a B. Sometimes when it gets real 

rough for me, I would have a ceremony, that really helped. One summer I 

was really struggling through one of my classes, it was a special education 

class, I had a list of requirements. My roommate said, "Are you going to do 

all these? I couldn't do something like this." I told her, "I'm going to stay in 

there. I'm going to get a grade out of it." I worked on my project. I even 

translated some of those words into Navajo, some special education 

terminology, and I got an A out of that class. Speaking up in class really 

helped. Sometimes when I talked about communications, she'd say, "Talk 

more about it. It's what I like to hear." 

LL: Now there are less and less Navajo teachers graduating. 

MJM: Well, they're making it hard. 

LL: Is it because there's less scholarship money? Is that one of the problems? 

MJM: That's one of them. If you're going to get into the teacher's program 

you have to take a test. At that time I didn't have to take that kind of exam. 

LL: Do you think that would have stopped you? 

MJM: Yeah, I wouldn't have made it. 

LL: It stops a lot of people. 
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MJM: Now I'm married and sometimes when we go somewhere, some 

ceremonies sometimes John would introduce me. He'll say, "She's a teacher," 

like he's so proud of it. "She's teaching her own language to the kids." 

LL: You learned how to read and write in the mission school. Did you ever 

go to church or use Navajo reading in church after you came back from high 

school? 

MJM: Right now my husband's parents go to church and my husband's sister 

has a Navajo Bible. We went to church a couple of times and they read 

Navajo. I just read along with them. And then John's mom asked me, "Do 

you know how to read Navajo?" I said, "Yeah." She said, "Where'd you 

learn it?" I said, "I learned it since I was a little girl." She said, "I wish I 

could read Navajo." Even their preacher, I was helping him with some of the 

words. He asked me where I learned to read. I said, "Many, many moons 

ago." I guess he was surprised because a Navajo teacher should know how to 

read. 
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Verna Clinton Tullie 

When Verna Clinton Tullie asked her fifth grade students at Tsaile 

Elementary School to raise their hands if they spoke Navajo with their 

grandparents, only one-third of the students responded. Like many of her 

students, Verna Clinton Tullie learned to speak first in English. She learned 

Navajo as a young adult when she returned to the reservation from San 

Francisco and realized that it was necessary for her to communicate in Navajo 

to speak at Chapter meetings and to write curriculum materials. She has 

worked as an artist, a Navajo Headstart Teacher, and an illustrator and 

curriculum developer at Rough Rock Community School. She is currently a 

fifth grade bilingual teacher at Tsaile Elementary School in the Chinle Unified 

School District where she teaches her students to communicate in Navajo with 

their grandparents. She has published two volumes in Navajo and English of 

an oral history of Teesto, the community where she was born. The interviews 

between Verna Clinton Tullie (VT) and Louise Lockard (LL) were conducted 

on October 21, 1992 and on April 18, 1993, at Tsaile, Arizona. 

LL: How did you learn to read and write in Navajo? 
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VT: It goes back to my early childhood. Navajo was not part of my language 

when I was a baby. My dad was working on the railroad and I picked up a 

lot more English. I got shoved into a BIA school. This was Seba Dalkai 

School, ironically that's where I've been a school board member for four years. 

They plopped me on a high chair and grabbed my braids and cut it off and 

shaved it just right up to the top of my head, cut my bangs and made me look 

like everybody else, put me in coveralls. 

LL: Where did you go to high school? 

VT: Winslow. 

LL: Did you go back and forth? 

VT: From the BIA dorm to the public school. From BIA rules to public 

school rules. It was not fun at all. 

LL: Did they have separate classes for Navajo students? 

VT: Our elementary schooling was on the campus surrounding the dormitory. 

It used to be an old army barracks. The dormitories were old quarters. The 

walls were torn down. We went to school there until we got to be sixth 

graders. Then we had to walk 10 blocks or more. 

LL: In the winter? 

VT: In the winter, rain, wind. They didn't have buses to take us back and 

forth to the public school. We had to walk. They still do. They still walk 
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even today. When the lunch bell rang at the high school, we ran back to the 

dorm, 10 blocks. We ran and we got in line. 

LL: Were there any Navajo teachers? 

VT: None. I was in boarding school for 10 years there and the only time I 

went home was for major holidays, Christmas, end of the year. I was 

probably one of the worst students there. I had a bad attitude. I had bad 

behavior. I gave all the ladies a hard time. I am responsible for the 

bathrooms being spic and span because I was given a toothbrush. I took care 

of the crevasses. I was telling my girlfriend, "I love these two colors: teal and 

pink." One day I went to the bathroom over at Chinle Junior High and these 

exact same colors were in the tile. I said, "You mean to tell me that the colors 

were forced on me?" 

My senior year I really planned to get away the furthest I could get. I 

got a grant to go to an art school in Cleveland, Ohio. The BIA did everything 

for us: the school, the place we stayed, a bi-weekly stipend; they took care of 

everything. The art school was about 60 percent Black; there are a lot of 

Black artists. I got to know a lot of other Indian students from all over the 

place: Alaska, Canada, Wisconsin, New York. I stayed there for a year, then I 

got lonely, I wanted to come home. I dropped out. I got on the bus and went 

home and there was nothing there for me--there's the sheep. 
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There's so much that you can do in your late teens. If you come home, 

you announce to the community that you're available for marriage. I knew 

that was going to come so I wanted to leave before anybody could find out I 

was back. And so I contacted my aunt in South San Francisco. She went to 

school on one of those programs and she married an Italian. 

I enrolled in art school. The art school that I went to was so 

fascinating, I just threw myself into it. That was the San Francisco Art 

Institute. At that time Native American Indian artists were going to San 

Francisco, it was kind of like we were the undercurrent. Something was 

coming, this was in 1966. At that time there was also an awareness of Native 

American culture, a self-awareness. I enrolled at City College and later I went 

to San Francisco State and stayed there for one semester. 

In 1968 the San Francisco Indian Center on Mission Street burned 

down. The college students in that area decided to do something about the 

Indian Center to obtain the lease on the land. Some older women professors 

and adjunct professors at UC Berkeley and San Francisco State had done 

research in ownership of mission lands and Indian land and water rights and 

their work was being published in the universities. 

Meantime, the lease for Alcatraz Island came up. The city of San 

Francisco advertised to the whole world that they were calling for proposals 
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for Alcatraz Island. Whoever had the best proposal could get the lease. That's 

when we entered in. The college students said this would be an opportunity to 

take back the island based on Indian land rights. Alcatraz was just taken from 

the Modocs and other coastal tribes. They all got together and worked that 

out and the students left their universities. 

We had plans for an Indian center for education and a cultural center 

with four wings for the four directions for each of the tribes. There would be 

a knowledge center with a library. We had plans. We were trying to get a 

release from the city of San Francisco. It didn't go through and we just more 

or less took it over and we stayed. I commuted by boat every day from there 

to City College. I'd go by trolley to City College and I'd go back on the 

trolley. I'd stay there on the island and go back and forth in the cold and we 

tried to keep people going out on the island. My roommate on the island was 

Grace Thorpe, Jim Thorpe's daughter. It was really educational. I learned a 

lot about other tribes. I heard what they were saying about preserving their 

culture and their language. I met a lot of good people there. 

I wanted to get away to the mountains of the Reservation, so my 

girlfriend and I moved to Pinon. She was working for the US Public Health 

Service (PHS) and I was more or less on her coat-tails and we got a trailer 

right behind that church behind the boarding school on the old road to Forest 
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Lake. Meantime, all this livestock reduction and relocation was starting and I 

could hear my family all these people who were waiting for this storm to 

come and they didn't quite know how to get ready for it. There were people 

that were working for the government: they began to talk about fencing off the 

area. They were willing to join the tribal police departments to help move 

Navajos out of here. There were people that were listening for, "How much 

money do I get if I move?" 

We young people were just sort of holding up our elders, making sure 

they didn't have heart attacks, trying to ease the pain of livestock reduction. 

That they were no longer weaving, that was the worst thing that could happen 

to them. That was what I was preparing myself for when I was in San 

Francisco; all that anger against the city and the United States government: the 

genocide, how the west was won, fighting for what was yours, trying to 

preserve what was yours. 

Our own relatives, our own people, Hopi and Navajo, built these fences. 

They were the first ones to leave to get a brand new truck and a house like 

where you live. I told them, "You don't have a job. You have to pay for 

water, taxes, pickup payments, groceries." They didn't listen. 

LL: Where were you teaching? 
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VT: I put my application in everywhere. I was painting all the time. I was 

selling a lot of artwork. I went down to Chinle. Somebody told me they 

needed Headstart teachers. I walked in and I put my application in and they 

contacted a couple of references and they interviewed me, and they said, 

"You're hired." I said, "What?" It was within a week I was hired. The guy 

behind the desk said, "We're going to give you either Blue Gap or 

Whippoorwill. Take your pick." And they were saying, "Whippoorwill is top 

priority." They gave me the situation for both schools and then I thought, 

"Blue Gap is way out in the canyon and Whippoorwill is just right off the 

road." I had a Volkswagen at the time so I didn't dare drag my Volkswagen 

to the mountains. They told me, "If you get an enrollment of so many 

students, you've got your school. If you don't, we're going to close that 

school." There wasn't any electricity. There was a butane refrigerator and a 

butane stove and a wood stove in the classroom. We had to chop wood. We 

had to do our own bus run. We hauled our own water in these little 

containers. We hauled the water in the bus for the kids' baths. We hauled our 

own wood. If we wanted to have a major meeting, we cooked outside. I 

really enjoyed it. 

My greatest learning experience was Whippoorwill. I learned to 

communicate with people I did not know. I decided the only way I would get 
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these kids back in school was to go house-to-house, so I dragged along the 

cook and the bus driver and the teacher assistant. They introduced me and I 

would make my pitch. I really did a lot of footwork, a lot of talking, and we 

had a lot of bingos, a lot of parent meetings. We got our enrollment. We had 

people coming from Pinon to our bingos, cake walks, too, and drawings. I 

had kids that we had to turn down. The whole community flocked to the 

school. 

From there I went to Chinle School District, Title IV Curriculum 

Development. I illustrated books for all the teaching assistants who were 

teaching Navajo culture. When the opportunity came for me to learn more, I 

grabbed it every chance I could get. I attended Navajo Community College 

and I learned Navajo language in one summer. 

LL: One summer? 

VT: One summer and I was an expert. I was just like a sponge. I absorbed 

every sound, everything. I hadn't perfected it, but I got enough to learn how 

to write; to write curriculum materials. 

LL: Who taught you Navajo at Navajo Community College? 

VT: It was Teddy Draper, the veteran Navajo Code Talker. He said to me, "If 

the Navajo language doesn't want you, you will never learn. You've got to 

really have it, be very reverent about it." So I said, "I'm very reverent. I 
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want to learn." He said, "If your mind is not ready for it, it will not come to 

you." 

LL: Did learning to write change the way you spoke Navajo? 

VT: You do reawaken when you write. You find yourself reading it and you 

say, "This is how you say it correctly. I was saying it wrong all the time." I 

did learn how to speak correctly when I started to write because I was 

listening to the sound and how it was put together. 

When I was growing up, I didn't speak very well. I was like my 

daughters are now. I could understand, but I could speak only in short phrases 

to carry on conversations. Then, after I learned to read and write, I was going 

before the Relocation Commission and speaking for the elders and speaking in 

chapter houses. 

LL: You've learned through trial and error. 

VT: Really, trial and error is correct. I heard my mother say, "When I was 

your age," and I said, "Here we go again. I've heard this a thousand times." I 

memorized it. I knew what she was going to say. My daughters say, "I 

know, Mom. You told us that already." I tell them, "I just have to do this 

because that is the way I was brought up. I have to keep bringing this up to 

you, and if you hear this a thousand times, you will learn it." We pattern 

ourselves after our own parents. I try to make it smoother for my daughters at 
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home and my students. I try to tell them what's ahead and what they have to 

learn, why they have to do research now. 

LL: What kind or research do you do? I remember in the Fall you were 

making pinon picking contraptions. 

VT: Oh, that was very successful. We did our pinon nut recipes. We did the 

cooking. We brought it in. We had a pinon nut recipe tasting. We had all 

kinds of dishes that were made from pinons. Now we're typing up our recipes 

and entering them in the Arts Showcase down in Chinle. 

In May we're going to research community issues and we're going to 

visit the Wheatfields Chapter House. We're going to have an election, elect 

chapter officers. We're going to research community issues and prioritize 

them and make recommendations to the Chapter. Nelson Gorman, the Speaker 

of the Navajo Nation, is going to come. 

There's so much that still can be done. Right now a lot of kids know 

how to write Navajo. They can produce their own materials. There are stories 

that can be recorded, and biographies. We have to teach the Navajo language 

now. 

LL: How have your own experiences helped you to understand the needs of 

your students? 
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VT: ... I just got that awareness real early and to this day I can go back and 

recall the smell, the feeling, the air, the food. I didn't talk Navajo but I can 

remember all my senses. There was a lot of time when I was alone. I 

remember carrying my little black doll with little porcelain legs and a body all 

made out of cloth. I would carry that around and that was my only toy. I 

didn't care what I looked like. I didn't care if my clothes were clean or dirty 

or if I smelled bad. I think that has a lot to do with how I look at kids now. 

I don't try to judge the kids by the way they look. I say, "I wonder if this 

child goes home and has a quiet evening? Do they go back to a comfortable 

bed or do they have to share a bed with somebody? I always try to think of 

the child and of what they've been through and how I felt when I was their 

age. 

Verna Clinton Tullie's memories can be analyzed in terms of Bakhtin's 

concept of multivoicedness which Quantz and O'Connor (1988) describe as the 

dynamic nature of culture. Within this changing culture, education does not 

reproduce a static set of cultural patterns passed down from generation to 

generation, but rather education transforms conflicting views of culture from 

within a pluralistic society. It is within this dynamic process of education that 

the individual's voice is restored II in the creation of the social pattern. II Verna 
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Clinton Tullie's childhood memories are restored witnin her work as a 

bilingual teacher. In Chapter 6 I will continue to weave her memories and the 

memories of Marjorie Thomas and Mary Jean Mike together with the history 

of Navajo literacy. 



CHAPTER 6 

ANAL YSES AND CONCLUSIONS 

And when the telling is done and the voices of the voiceless are 
heard, does not storytelling invoke a call to action. (Polakow, 
1985, p. 826) 

In Chapter 4, in an effort to establish the historical context of Navajo 
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literacy as space within which the three Navajo bilingual teachers have found 

their voice, I cited anthropologist Michael Taussig's warning that the historian 

must seize hold of the past as "a memory as it flashes up at the moment of 

danger" (1987, p. 368). 

Three Navajo teachers have told their stories of learning to write at the 

moment of danger, at a moment when many of the efforts to read and write in 

Navajo and to produce literature in Navajo have failed to "catch on." They 

speak at a moment of danger when they must remember their history and their 

language if it is to survive. Waiter Benjamin writes, "Every image of the past 

that is not recognized by the present as one of its own concerns threatens to 

disappear irretrievably" (1968, p.255). 
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Before beginning my more formal analysis of passages from the 

interviews, I would like to describe how I learned to recognize these stories of 

learning to write as my own concern, and to begin to discuss how these stories 

may suggest other stories which deconstruct the master narrative of the history 

of American education. 

To answer my first research question, "How did Navajo literacy begin?" 

I turned to the preface of the Young and Morgan dictionary: 

Historical backgound. Although contacts between the Navajos, the 
Spaniards and the Mexicans extended over a period of more than two 
and a quarter centuries, it appears that the latter made little or no effort 
to record and learn the Navajo language -- a reflection, perhaps, of their 
failure to conquer the tribe ...... (1980, p. iii). 

As I read newspapers, letters, the parchment paper letterbook of the Ft. 

Defiance Agent, Dennis Riordan, and questioned teachers and students of 

Navajo history; and as I searched for other materials from bibliographies and 

footnotes, I was interested in the stories of teachers, missionaries, and 

government officials who, despite their "failure to conquer the tribe" had 

persisted in their "effort to record and learn the Navajo language." Like Mary 

Jean Mike, I felt that someone had let me sew together the pieces of a quilt 

while not allowing me to have a quilt of my own to take home and while 

lecturing to me about a dogma they wanted me to take away instead of a 

finished quilt. 
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When I read in Dennis Riordan's 1884 letterbook from the Ft. Defiance 

Agency (VanValkenburgh MS, AHS) "There is no one here who remembers a 

thaw coming in February before," I realized that the connection between 

history and memory, between the word written on parchment paper, and the 

winter of 1993 when we had experienced the same winter rains Riordan wrote 

about, would come only in my own recollection and recording of these stories 

of learning to write. 

To find references to stories of learning to write in Navajo, I often read 

whole inventories of manuscript collections, then sat beside a cartload of boxes 

containing folders which might contain information about literacy. Lamphere 

(1992) writes of Reichard's account of a "terrible winter" in a letter which I 

read as I read through years of correspondence between anthropologists, 

missionaries, and government officials. 

There were few Navajo voices in the manuscript collections. Chic 

Sandoval, Haile's Navajo informant, wrote to Sapir about fixing his roof. 

Haile and Reichard typed lists of Navajos, some of them college graduates, 

who attended their Interpreters' Institutes, but they did not include their writing 

in their reports. Boyce ended his book with a list of Navajo teachers and 

administrators. J. C. Morgan is listed as the author of "A Voice from an 
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Indian," but the publication The Banner in which his article appeared was not 

available in the library. 

Photographs sometimes provided a hint of connections which did not 

appear in the written materials. The three Day boys were photographed at the 

Ft. Defiance Boarding School in 1893, and again at the Franciscans' school at 

St. Michaels in 1898 (Appendix F). These photographs provided my first 

"-
insight into the connection between Bureau and mission schools. Two 

photographs of Antoinette Williams Stewart, the first Navajo teacher, appeared 

in The Handbook of the North American Indian (Emerson, 1984), but her 

name was not included in the captions. Just as the written record privileged 

non-Indian voices, the photographic record often did not identify Navajos. 

When I showed Marjorie Thomas a photograph of a group of Indians and non-

Indians she said, "That looks like my grandfather, do you have names for this 

picture?" The names of the non-Indian subjects were recorded, the Navajos in 

the picture were listed only as "Navajo Indians." 

To update the bibliography of Navajo language materials I wrote to 

publishers and curriculum centers requesting a list of current publications. I 

received one reply on a white 3 x 5 inch post card: 
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10/5/92 

Dear Louise, 

It's been many, many years since Navajo Christian Reading 
produced Navajo tracts and booklets .... Sorry we can't help you but 
it's nice to know that occasionally someone still has access to one of the 
tracts or booklets that we produced so long ago. 

Sincerely, 
Norma Davis 

This reference to a body of literature "produced long ago" and the loss 

of access to this body of literature led me to question teachers about their own 

memories of learning to write. A Navajo teacher told me that her mother had 

attended the Pinon BIA school during the 1940s and taken her own blankets 

with her. A teacher talked of her grandparents who travelled in a wagon with 

two wheels and a horse. Another teacher, a classmate of Marjorie Thomas', 

told of her experiences at Chinle Boarding School in the 1940s when all of the 

students were given the same King of Spain haircut. She talked about the lack 

of information the students were given. In the dormitory where they were 

given playing cards, they found their images with the same broad bangs on a 

card; the king of spades. Fifty years later she said, "Those things come back 

to hurt you if you don't understand them." 
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Ann Nolan Clark, a reservation teacher and author whose works were 

discussed in Chapter 2, heard a story from one of her Zuni students about a 

group of Zuni boys who had carefully observed their Anglo teacher to find out 

where he hid his wisdom. The boys observed the teacher take out his pocket 

watch, open it, close it, and put it away. They stole the watch, and after they 

had opened and closed it a few times, they took it apart piece by piece. Clark 

(1969) cautions, "Magic is not enclosed in silver watches or clothbound books . 

. . . We could tear a book apart but all we would have when we finished 

would be tiny screws and wheels, words and dots and question marks" (p. 

110). 

With Clark's cautionary tale in mind, in an effort to gain a sense of the 

shared meaning of the autobiographical account of the three teachers, I 

selected passages from transcripts of the interviews with the three teachers 

which I found engaging. The process of selecting the passages and 

categorizing the passages for analysis is discussed in Chapter 3. In Appendix 

E each passage is recorded and coded by category and by participant. The 

categories are: English Literacy, Navajo Literacy, Oral Language, Home, 

Boarding School, Secondary School, Post-Secondary School, Professions, 

Pedagogy, and The Future. In what follows I will discuss selected passages 



from each of the categories, then link them to the historical account which I 

discussed in Chapter 4 with broader themes. 

Spoken and Written Language 
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For Mary Jean Mike, English literacy provided an important link to her 

home and family because her father wrote to her in English while she attended 

boarding school in Tucson. For Marjorie Thomas, as a public school teacher 

on the reservation in the 1960s, English literacy was seen as a mandate, "Only 

in English. Only in English. No bilingualism." As a teacher she used Navajo 

literacy to teach English literacy. "I used Navajo words. We had the same 

sounds." 

Two of the teachers, Marjorie Thomas and Mary Jean Mike, learned to 

write in Navajo in a mission school from religious texts. Mary Jean Mike 

says, "We learned the Navajo consonants first and then from there we 

switched to reading the Bible." Marjorie Thomas says, "There was a good 

chance for me to get out of the campus if I could read the Bible." Although 

Marjorie Thomas found one authentic purpose for Navajo literacy in the 

uncensored letters she wrote to her future husband, it was not until she had 

become a teacher and a principal that she found a range of authentic purposes 

for reading and writing in Navajo. She says, "I became principal. I told them 
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that I would like to teach every Navajo in the school beginners through eighth 

grade to read and write and speak in Navajo." Mary Jean Mike experienced a 

similar transformation in purpose for reading and writing in Navajo: "When I 

was in my elementary years and in high school, I didn't think Navajo culture 

and Navajo language were important." She says, "When I really used my 

Navajo reading and writing was when I got to be a bilingual teacher." Verna 

Clinton Tullie learned to read and write in Navajo only after she had found a 

purpose for Navajo literacy. She says, "You do reawaken when you write." 

The category of oral language can be used to explore the connection 

between home and school. Mary Jean Mike describes how she was punished 

for speaking Navajo at school. "If I ever used my language in the classroom, 

we were punished." Marjorie Thomas says, "I never taught my kids how to 

talk Navajo because I was punished for using the Navajo language at school." 

Each teacher has faced silencing in the public place of the school in 

childhood because of her native language and has gained her voice as a 

teacher within the same institution. Verna Clinton Tullie says, "I didn't talk 

Navajo, but I can remember all my senses." Now, as a teacher who has 

reclaimed her language, Tullie talks to her principal about one of her fifth 

grade students. "The daughter is teaching the mother how to talk Navajo 

now." 
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Schooling and Professions 

An analysis of the categories of language leads to an analysis of 

categories of schooling. Each teacher learned to write in Navajo at a different 

moment of her formal education: Mary Jean Mike in elementary school, 

Marjorie Thomas in secondary school, and Verna Clinton Tullie in a 

community college. Mary Jean Mike describes the hardships of her years in 

elementary school: "We had to take our own lunch to school and a lot of times 

we didn't have very much food to make our lunch." In boarding school Verna 

Clinton Tullie describes herself as "bad;" Mary Jean Mike reflects the lowered 

aspirations of her secondary school years when she was encouraged to "work 

with her hands." In their post-secondary years both Verna Clinton Tullie and 

Mary Jean Mike describe how contact with other Native Americans helped 

them to speak about their language and culture. Tullie says, "I learned a lot 

from other tribes. I heard what they were saying about preserving their culture 

and language." 

Another category for analysis is the professional development of each of 

the teachers, their preservice and inservice education. Mary Jean Mike 

discusses the importance as a role model of a Navajo teacher at Pinon 

Boarding School, "I remember one Navajo teacher. I used to think, "Oh, how 

would it feel to be a Navajo teacher." Verna Clinton Tullie discusses the 
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importance of her experience as a Navajo Headstart teacher, "My greatest 

learning experience that I always use as an example was Whipporwhill. I 

learned to communicate with people I did not know." Marjorie Thomas 

discusses her efforts as principal of Tuba City Primary School to produce and 

purchase curriculum materials in Navajo, and her current efforts to teach 

Navajo language literacy to the students and faculty members of Chinle 

Elementary School, "I'm using video tapes and it's working very well." 

Pedagogy and the Future 

The final categories for analysis: pedagogy and the future will draw on 

both the experiences of literacy and oralcy and the experiences of schooling 

and teaching of the participants in an effort to understand why these 

experiences must be told in an effort to transform the future of Navajo 

literacy. Although two of the teachers learned to read and write from religious 

texts, today, in an effort to transform these roots, all three use a variety of 

whole language curriculum materials which involve parents as active 

participants in the education of their children. Verna Clinton Tullie says, "I 

want parents involved in my classroom and I tried to get them involved in my 

pinon-picking contraption." Mary Jean Mike says, "The biggest need among 

parents is for the parents to come to the school and see what their child is 
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doing." The teachers use a variety of thematic units. Verna Clinton Tullie 

says, "We're going to research community issues and we're going to do role 

playing at the Wheatfields Chapter House." Mary Jean Mike says, "We did a 

unit on cornmeal ... the kids tasted it. ... Some of them said, "We use it in 

weddings and sometimes we use it in ceremonies .... We did a yei bei chei 

unit. ... During Mother Earth Week we talked about pollution." The teachers 

use a process writing approach with their students in both English and in 

Navajo. Verna Clinton Tullie says, " ... They'll be able to write a short story 

by the end of the month .... They can produce their own materials." Mary 

Jean Mike says, "We did a lot of oral presentations and then had them draw 

and write in their own words." 

As teachers who have transformed the past in order to educate their 

students, these teachers speak with hope for the future. Mary Jean Mike says, 

"I wish I'd taken a survey of all the students that I've had in my class who've 

gone on to college." Verna Clinton Tullie includes both her daughters and her 

students, "I try to make it smoother for my daughters at home and my 

students. I try to tell them what's ahead, why they have to learn, why they 

have to do research now .... " Marjorie Thomas finds strength in the past to 

transform the future. "To revive the language. That's what we are doing ... 

believing that we can't lose our language, believing in it, using it." 
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History and Memory 

I have attempted to tell the story of Navajo literacy from the 

perspectives of three Navajo teachers as they inscribe their stories within the 

larger history of Navajo education, in the hope that this telling can be used to 

connect their actions with the institutions of literacy and power within which 

they have found a voice. The three themes which I will use to describe this 

synthesis between history and memory are: the social context of literacy, the 

discontinuity between school and home literacy, and literacy for preservation. 

First, I return to a theme introduced in Chapter 2, the theme of learning 

to read by participating in literacy events (Heath, 1983; Taylor, 1983; Brandt, 

1991; Goodman & Wilde, 1992). In Chapter 5 each teacher describes how she 

becomes literate in Navajo when she sees herself as a full participant in a 

literate community, whether in a classroom, a curriculum center, or a 

professional organization such as Dine Bi Olta' Association or the Dine 

Language Teachers' Association. Marjorie Thomas, a public school 

administrator, speaks of the importance of preserving the Navajo language 

within the institution of the school. She also speaks, as a grandmother, of the 

danger of losing the Navajo language as children no longer must speak to their 

grandparents in Navajo. 
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Marjorie Thomas' words remind us that the social context for literacy is 

situated in both the institution of the home and the institution of the school, 

and that these institutions are defined and redefined through the voices of their 

participants. To address my second theme, the discontinuity between literacy at 

home and literacy at school, I will discuss the stories of schooling of the three 

teachers. Each teacher attended a boarding school: Verna Clinton Tullie 

attended a reservation boarding school at Seba Dalkai and an off-reservation 

boarding school at Winslow, both of which were administered by the BIA. 

Marjorie Thomas attended a BIA boarding school at Chinle and a Presbyterian 

Mission boarding school at Ganado where she learned to read and write in 

Navajo. Mary Jean Mike attended a mission boarding school in Tucson. 

These boarding school experiences range in time from the 1940s to the 1960s, 

and geographically from Tucson to Chinle. Woven throughout these stories is 

a sense of discontinuity. Verna Clinton Tullie says, "It was like a shelter." 

Mary Jean Mike says, "I was the only Navajo." Marjorie Thomas describes 

the housemother who "didn't believe in us getting letters that had a lot of 

sweet stuff in it." Marjorie Thomas' classmate says, "We had so little 

information to go on." Unlike the parents in Taylor's (1983) study of family 

literacy, who knew the literacy skills expected of a first grader and who could 

use oral language to include their children in a literate community, and unlike 
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the Tohono O'odham students in Goodman and Wilde's (1992) study who 

participated in a continuum of oral and literate between home and school, the 

experiences of the three teachers in the boarding schools did not lead to 

further learning, did not allow them to find meaning in their past experiences 

or allow them to plan for the future. Verna Clinton Tullie talks of a haircut, 

Marjorie Thomas' classmate also talks of a "King of Spain" haircut, and Mary 

Jean Mike talked to me, as we read through the 1962 yearbook of the Tucson 

Indian Industrial School, about her participation in the gospel choir. These 

memories of the boarding school were not memories of home, not memories 

of a native language, yet it was often within the foreign and incomprehensible 

institution of the boarding school that these teachers learned to read and write 

in Navajo. 

In the interviews, I asked each participant, "How did you learn to read 

and write in Navajo?" Although each response was different, each reflected 

the ideology of literacy in a native language which prevailed in that institution 

at that time. Among the three teachers, Mary Jean Mike learned to write in 

Navajo at the youngest age, but the purpose of Navajo instruction was limited 

to decoding the Bible. For Mary Jean Mike, the oral tradition, the stories her 

father told her about building the church and the school, were displaced from 

the literacy of the school. Indeed, Mary Jean Mike remembers wearing a sign 
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which said, "I will not speak Navajo" in the school where she learned to read 

and write in Navajo. Throughout the story of her schooling and her work in 

schools there are many times when she says, "I didn't use my language." 

Mary Jean Mike relearned this skill and found new purpose for reading and 

writing in Navajo when, as a bilingual teacher she shared not only the skills of 

decoding sounds and letters in Navajo, but the membership in the community 

of shared stories and shared experiences within the oral and written tradition of 

her people. Taylor tells us that literacy is a medium, Ann Nolan Clark tells us 

that we can't find the secret of a watch by deconstructing it or find the secret 

of a book by tearing apart the cover and the binding, but that literacy is a 

medium for telling the stories of the community. 

Marjorie Thomas, like Mary Jean Mike, learned to read in a Protestant 

mission. She learned first from a hymnal, later by studying for the gospel 

team and writing letters. Unlike Mary Jean Mike, who saw little purpose in 

writing in Navajo, Marjorie Thomas found that she could use her own 

language to communicate with her future husband. She talks of finding new 

ways to say "honey" and "sweetheart," of using Navajo literacy to gain both 

privacy and intimacy. As a beginning teacher, she talks about standing at the 

door watching for the principal while speaking in Navajo. Later, when she 

becomes principal of Tuba City Primary School, her purpose for writing in 



Navajo loses its secrecy. She talks about developing a math curriculum at 

Rough Rock, a music curriculum with DBA, and a writing and spelling 

curriculum for Tuba City Primary School. 
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The final teacher, Verna Clinton Tullie, learned to read and write in 

Navajo after she had lived in San Francisco, and after she had become a 

teacher and illustrator of Navajo language childrens' books. Verna Clinton 

Tullie says that she learned to read and write "like a sponge" in a single 

summer and that her instructor and former Navajo code talker Teddy Draper 

told her that she could learn only if she were ready. Draper told her, "If the 

Navajo language doesn't want you, you will never learn." Verna Clinton 

Tullie found her purpose for learning to write in her native language not 

within the institution of the school, but within a community of Native 

American students who studied Indian land rights issues in order to rebuild the 

San Francisco Indian Center on Alcatraz Island in San Francisco Bay. She 

says, " ... I learned a lot from other tribes. I heard what they were saying 

about preserving their culture and their language ... to preserve yourself and 

to have babies and teach them everything you know about preserving your 

culture." 

Verna Clinton Tullie's words introduce a third and final theme which 

synthesizes history and memory: literacy for preservation. A discussion of 
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this theme will begin with a history of Navajo writing systems. Writing 

systems for Navajo were developed by Washington Matthews for the purpose 

of recording Navajo ceremonials, by Fred Mitchell for the purpose of 

preaching the gospel, by Anselm Weber and the Franciscan fathers for the 

purpose of gaining an understanding of the Navajo people. All three writing 

systems were developed in collaboration between Anglo civil servants or 

missionaries and Navajo interpreters. The three systems were interrelated. 

Matthews' system formed a starting point for the system of the Franciscans, 

which like Mitchell's system at Tolchaco was modified by use in a community. 

These two systems with modifications provided by linguists Sapir and 

Reichard were combined in the late 1930s and further modified for 

technological purposes as the Young and Morgan orthography. Today 

Marjorie Thomas writes at her computer using two of the writing systems for 

references: the Franciscan orthography and the Young and Morgan 

orthography. She says that she uses both writing systems but that, because 

Morgan, a Navajo, worked with Navajo educators to standardize the 

orthography, she would consult the Young and Morgan dictionary as the final 

authority. 

These purposes for writing in Navajo are further described by stories 

from written historical records of Navajo teachers. In the 1930s J. C. Morgan, 
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BIA employee, missionary, and later tribal chairman, wrote a poem about 

livestock reduction in Navajo for the BIA newspaper, Indians at Work. In the 

1940s, Van Tsihnahjinnie found the inspiration for his illustrations of the 

Navajo readers in the oral tradition of his community. Throughout the 1950s 

Young and Morgan published information in Navajo about health, animal 

husbandry and economic development. 

Echoed, throughout the historical account and the accounts of the 

teachers, is the sense of literacy as a medium through which the oral traditions 

of the past can be transmitted to the students to prepare them and strengthen 

them for the future. This theme of literacy for preservation is articulated by 

Verna Clinton Tullie when she says that learning to speak in Navajo 

empowered her fifth grade students to hold their heads high and to say 

everything they always wanted to say. This theme is articulated by Marjorie 

Thomas when she talks about preserving her language and culture for her 

grandchildren and by Mary Jean Mike when she talks about studying mother 

earth and discussing the concept of pollution in the Navajo language within 

the context of a Navajo community. The theme of literacy for preservation is 

expressed in the everyday practice of the teachers who use the Navajo 

language to make their students strong. This theme is echoed by 
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anthropologist Michael Taussig when he calls for "memory as it rises up at the 

moment of danger" (Taussig, 1987, p. 368). 

There have been moments of danger interwoven with the written 

histories and the oral histories of the teachers. Verna Clinton Tullie speaks of 

"the genocide" of relocation. Other moments in American history: the Civil 

War, westward expansion, the great depression, the second World War frame a 

backdrop for the stories of learning to write. The first school at Fort Defiance 

was built because of a treaty agreement which "compelled" students to attend 

school. Grant's peace policy divided the tribes among churches which sought 

to "civilize savages." During the Great Depression, the Wheeler-Howard Act, 

the Indian New Deal, provided funds for the construction of day school which 

would serve as community centers and where conservation efforts and health 

care were central to the purpose of the school. The Navajo Tribe did not vote 

to ratify the Wheeler-Howard Act. World War II provided an opportunity for 

many Navajo workers and members of the armed forces to leave the 

reservation. When returning veterans saw the institution of the school as a 

place where Navajo students could learn about the country and people who 

surrounded the reservation, the postwar years became a time of increased 

enrollment by Navajo students in schools. For a period of seven years during 

this postwar period no Navajo language books were published. 
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In his autobiography The Long Haul community educator Miles Horton 

warns, "You can't cut off the top of a tree and stick it in the ground 

somewhere and make it grow." These stories of learning to write span a 

period of 150 years from Captain Eaton's translation of 424 words to Mary 

Jean Mike's efforts to teach her first graders to write in Navajo. An 

understanding of these roots is necessary in order to understand the possibilites 

for writing in Navajo in our homes and classrooms in the future. 

In conclusion, it is the stories which these teachers are able to recover 

and pass on to their grandchildren and to their students which will survive. As 

a teacher and a parent on the Navajo reservation, I was able both to listen to 

the stories of classroom teachers and to interpret these stories in terms of a 

shared experience which Sapir calls the "irrevocable trivialites of everyday 

life." Marjorie Thomas wanted to know more about Antoinette Williams 

Stewart the first Navajo teacher at Ft. Defiance Boarding School in 1883. 

Mary Jean Mike looked at a copy of her 1956 high school yearbook which I 

had found at the Arizona Historical Society and said, "I didn't know I was 

historical." Verna Clinton Tullie showed me a volume of her oral history of 

the Teesto community (Clinton Tullie, 1981) and talked of plans to do a five

year follow up study of the men and women she had interviewed. These 

questions and responses join with the themes: the social context of literacy, the 
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discontinuity between school and home literacy, and literacy for preservation, 

themes which have been woven throughout this account and which point 

toward a future in which Navajo literacy and the community of Navajo 

speakers readers and writers will find their voice. 



CHAPTER 7 

EPILOGUE 

My dad said they used to come in a wagon with two wheels and 
a horse. They used to hunt the kids. (Mary Jean Mike) 
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We need not carry the guilt of yesterday's mistakes, only the 
responsibility to rectify them. Some of our books should remind our 
children that the people of our past were strong people who lived within 
the standard structures of their times. We cannot blame the people of 
hundreds of years ago for not having used today's measuring stick, not 
if we have learned anything in the centuries between. At any age it is 
difficult to see the forest for the trees. Only from the distances of space 
and time are we able to see the shape of things. (Clark, 1969, p. 100) 

When I came to the Navajo Reservation as a teacher in 1975, I lived in 

a trailer near the Tselani-Cottonwood Chapter House. On Sundays before 

Chapter meetings I typed resolutions for Seya Mitchell, the Chapter Secretary, 

and he talked to me about his father's education (Mitchell, 1978) and about his 

own schooling at Chinle Boarding School. He told stories of marching in 

formation around the flagpole, polishing the floors until he saw his reflection, 

and of going to bed hungry at night. The following year, when my classroom 

was transferred to the building which had once served as the Chinle Boarding 

School, I looked closely at the large paved area around the flagpole, I watched 

the custodians polish the dust and mud from the floors, and I began to listen, 
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the custodians polish the dust and mud from the floors, and I began to listen, 

while I typed, to other stories of early schooling experiences. I began to note 

similarities: the hours spent cleaning the floors, punishments for speaking 

Navajo, the hunger. As I listened to these stories and compared them, I 

realized that, more than isolated accounts of abuse and neglect, these stories 

had been told to teach others about the changes that these individuals were 

making in the schools and communities where they had received their 

education and where they had now become teachers and community leaders. 

As I typed and re-typed Mary Jean Mike's interview, I noted her 

responses to my questions which focused on the function of literacy. Her 

responses were frequently an invitation to investigate the ethical and political 

issues which had shaped her education. She spoke about the sign around her 

neck, "I will not speak Navajo." She remembered the professor at the 

University of Arizona who said, "Don't let anyone tell you you're dumb." I 

would like to end my discussion of Navajo literacy with questions which 

might be asked to other Navajo language teachers in an effort to use the 

stories of the past to begin to understand the future of Navajo literacy. Mary 

Jean Mike has transformed teaching from the oppressive beginning her father 

describes: the arrival of soldiers in wagons with two wheels and a horse. 

Today she explains to young parents in Pinon that bilingual education is much 
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broader than reading and writing. Mary Jean Mike describes her childhood in 

Hard Rocks where a trip to the store was a day-long event and where her 

uncle's arrival in a vehicle was noted across the valley. Her story is told in a 

two-story relocation house with a satellite dish and a VCR, with four vehicles 

parked outside. She says that the bilingual education is much broader that 

reading and writing. What is the future of Navajo literacy for the children she 

teaches? What stories will they tell or write for their children? Marjorie 

Thomas reads the minutes of the meetings of the Dine Language Teachers 

Association with a group of Navajo teachers, "To revive the language. That's 

what we are doing." Verna Clinton Tullie describes her fifth grade students: 

I just taught them a few things, a few steps and they can stand up and 
look you straight in the eye and say everything they really want to say 
in Navajo. I was surprised. One of the students is not a Navajo 
speaker and shocked her parents because she could stand up and say 
these things. 

Many of the stories of learning to write of the Navajo people have not 

found a place in the master narrative of the history of American education. I 

have told what I could discover of a few of these stories: the Interpreters 

Institute at Tolchaco on the Little Colorado River, Gladys Reichard's 

Interpreters Institute, Marjorie Thomas' DBA songbook. An understanding of 
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In weaving the historical account of Navajo education together with the 

stories of successful bilingual teachers, I hope that you as readers listening to 

their stories have shared in their dreams for the future, dreams which should 

be a part of every child's schooling experience, which should allow every child 

to "stand up and look you straight in the eye and say everything they really 

want to say." 
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8. APPENDIX A: NAVAJO LANGUAGE LITERATURE 1940-1990 



Navajo Language Literature 1940 - 1990 

Aa' aa' 

TheA Sound 

author: Tsinajinnie, Stella 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Rock Point Community 
School 

ABC of Navajo 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

Acheii Bahane' Vol. II 

Grandfather Stories 

author: Yellowhair, Marvin 

illus.: Bia, Fred 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Adahooniligii 

Happenings 

author: 

illus.: 

AEIO 

pub.: 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: 

BIA, Haskell Institute 

Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Ahi Ni' Nikisheegiizh 

author: Jim, Rex Lee 

illus.: 

pub.: Princeton 
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date: 1974 

date: 1946 

date: 1984 

date: 1940 to 1951 

date: 1973 

date: 1989 



Alai' Anijilwo' 

Helping 

author: Dick, Ernest 

mus.: Bia, Fred; Dick, Ernest; Schwanke, Jack 
and Tsinajinnie,Andy 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Akalii ChQ'i 

date: 1972 

Sloppy Cowboy 

author: Wallace, Laura 

mus.: 

Schwanke, Jack and Phase III Students 

pub.: 

Ak'eelchi 

Writing 

author: 

Rough Rock Demonstration School 

illus.: Begay, Paul Jr. 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

A'daa'~hay~ 

Taking care of yourself 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Alatsii' 

Seed 

author: Begaye, Rodger 

mus.: 

Blackhorse, B.A. 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

date: 1976 

date: 

date: 

date: 1974 
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Alkee SinH 

Dual Language 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Independent School District #22, Shiprock 

Alphabet Flash Cards 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: San Juan School District 

Atchini Baa Dahane' 

date: 1976 

date: 

author: Rough Rock Middle School 
Students 

Wallace, Laura Silentman, Irene 

illus.: Sells, Ray 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Atchini Baa Hane' 

Children's Stories 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Alchini Baa Hane Vol I and II 

Navajo Children's Literature 

author: Ciccarello, Edmund L. (ed) 

illus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Atchini Binaaltsoos 

Childrens Newspaper 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

date: 1974 

date: 

date: 1984 

date: 
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Akhfui Biyiin 

Navajo Music for Children 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Atk'i~~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' Dinek'ehji 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Atk'i~~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #14 

Navajo Historical Selections 

author: Young, Robert 

mus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Atk'i~~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #17 

author: Preston, Scott 

mus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Atk'i~~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #22 

author: Claw, John C. 

illus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Atki'~~' Adah66t'iidii Beehaniihigii 

Historical Stories 

author: Preston, Scott 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Morgan, William 
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date: 

date: 

date: 

date: 1973 

date: 1973 

date: 



Atki'cij.~' Adah66t'Udii Beehaniihigii Baa Hane' 

Memories of Old Stories 

author: Mitchell, Charlie 

illus.: McHamey, Caryl 

Hale, Benny 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Rock Point Community 
School 

Atk'icij.~' Bis60di ShitH Nit'~~' 

My Pet Pig 

author: Tsinajinnie, Stella 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Rock Point Community 
School 

Atk'icij.~' Dine Vee Dahinaanii Baa Hane' 

Stories of Early Navajo Life 

author: Watchman, John 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board 

Atk'icij.~' Jini 

Long Ago 

author: DBA 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

At'aa' Ateego Adaalya 

Made in Different Shapes 

author: Yazzie, Paul 

illus.: 

Todachene, Gloria 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 
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date: 1974 

date: 1974 

date: 1974 

date: 1971 

date: 



AUk'i~~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #39 

author: Young, Robert 

ilIus.: Henderson, Jerry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Andrew d66 Andy Baa Hane' 

Andrew and Andy's Story 

author: Begay, Lena 

ilIus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Aneelt'e' 

Numbers 

Morgan, William 

author: Dennison, Johnson Dick, Ernest 

illus.: Dennison, Johnson 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Anthony d66 TI'izi ChQQh 

Anthony and the Billy Goat 

author: Smith, Betty 

ilIus.: Smith, Jack 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Arts and Crafts 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

As~~ Naalnishg66 iiyaago Baa Hane' 

Women Go to Work 

author: Begay, Lena 

ilIus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 
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date: 

date: 1974 

date: 1973 

date: 

date: 1971 

date: 



Asdzani Naabeeh6 Dine'e Yitxahgi H616niigii 

Women in Navajo Society 

author: Roessel, Ruth 

iIIus.: Bia, Paul Jr. 

pub.: Navajo Academy 

Ashdla'go Shibee Akohwiinidzinii 

My Five Senses 

author: Yazzie, Etta M. 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Ashikii Bhi Baa Harre' 

The Story of Gray Boy 

author: Martin, Judy 

iIIus.: Draper, Teddy 

pub.: Navajo Community College 

Ashkii Gaagii 

author: Toledo, Kenneth 

iIIus.: 

Begaye, Rodger tr. 

Yazzie, Paul 

pub.: NAMDC and Cuba Independent School District 

Ashkii Ne'eshjaa' Binees~~go Baa Hane' 

Story of a Boy Who Was Raised by an Owl 

author: Bilsili, Barnie 

iIIus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

At'eed Yazhi Baa Harre' 

The Story About the Little Girl 

author: Johnson, Lavern 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Dine Bi Olta' Association 

Hale, Benny 
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date: 1983 

date: 1974 

date: 

date: 1979 

date: 1974 

date: 1974 



At'eettsooi d66 Shash Taa' 

Goldilocks and the Three Bears 

author: Nofchissey, Rose F. (tr.) 

illus.: Whitethorne, Billy 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Ats'iis 

The Body 

author: Dick, Ernest 

illus.: Tsinajinnie, Andy 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Awee' Chideeldlo 

Baby's First Laugh 

author: Wallace, Laura 

illus.: Benally, Larry 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Ay60 Honishyoi 

author: Platero, Paul 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Community College 

Baadlohasin 

Funny Stories 

Baa' 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

author: Hale, Benny 

illus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Schwanke, Jack 
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date: 

date: 1972 

date: 1976 

date: 1968 

date: 

date: 1972 



Bahi Baa Hane' 

Bahi's Story 

author: Nahkai, Ray 

illus.: Nahkai, Ray C. 

pub.: Sanostee-Toadlena 

Barebone Navajo Literacy Program 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Basic Medical Navajo 

author: Wilson, Alan 

illus.: 

pub.: University of New Mexico, Gallup Branch 

Beedahaniihigii 

Remembered Events 

author: Harvey, Frank 

iIIus.: Singer, Frank 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Beenahatlii 

Transportation 

author: Begay, Elsie 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Dine Bi Olta' Association 

Beeso W61ta' 

Counting money 

author: 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Wmdow Rock School District 

Ft Wmgate students 
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date: 1973 

date: 

date: 1972 

date: 1974 

date: 1974 

date: 1979, 1980 



Behe 

Orphan Lamb 

Behe 

author: Schwanke, Jack 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Pet Lamb 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Bikee' Ndaazb~~ Daho16nigii 

Those with the Round Shoe 

author: 

illus.: 

Yazzie, Ethelou 

date: 1970 

date: 

pub.: Southwest Board of Cooperative Services date: 1975 

Bilagaana Bit Keehojit'iigo 

Living Among the White Man 

author: Harvey, Frank 

illus.: Singer, Frank 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Bilagaana Bizaad Bihoo'aah 

Learning English 

author: Wycliffe Bible Translators 

illus.: 

pub.: Wycliffe Bible Translators 

Ft Wingate HS Students 

date: 1974 

date: 
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BilU' 

His Horse 

author: 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Southwest Board of Cooperative Services 

Bill d66 Bid60la Baa Hane 

Bill and His Bull 

author: Littleben, Thomas Jr. 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Birth Registration 

date: 1975 

date: 

author: BIA 

iIlus.: 

US Public Health Service 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

Bis60di Naakigo Baahane' 

The Story of Two Pigs 

author: Reid, Lydia F. 

iIlus.: Martinez, Benny 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Bits'~~ d66 HoselUigii 

Your Paternal and Maternal Grandparents 

author: Tsinajinnie, Stella 

iIlus.: McHamey, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Rock Point Community 
School 

Bitsi' Yishtfizhii Yazhi 

The Cheyenne Kid 

date: 1948 

date: 

date: 1973 

author: Begay, Jerry Nelwood, Benny and Johnson, Stanley 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School date: 
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Bruce Doo Bit H66ts'iid 

Bruce got homesick 

author: Begay, Eleanor 

iIIus.: Navajo children 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Chaa' (2) 

Beaver Book 2 

author: Rosier, Helen 

iIIus.: Harvey, Herbert 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Chat (1) 

Frog Book 1 

author: Rosier, Helen 

iIIus.: Singer, Ed and Kinsman, Carolyn 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Charlie Naaldlooshii Bee H61Q 

author: Toledo, Nina 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Cuba Independent School District 

Chee Dodge Baa Hane' 

Story of Chee Dodge 

author: Bingham, Sam Benally, Thomas 

iIIus.: Yazzie, Danny 

date: 

date: 1977 

date: 1977 

date: 1979 

pub.: Navajo Area School Board Association date: 

Chidi Bitsiits'iin Baa Hane' 

The Car's Engine 

author: Johnson, Frank 

iIIus.: Johnson, Frank 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Benally, Thomas 

date: 
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Chidittsooi d66 G6lizhii 

The Bus and the Skunk 

author: Silentman, Irene 

illus.: Begaye, Eddie and McHamey,Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Chizh d66 Tsin 

Firewood and Wood 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Coyote and Crow--A Navajo Folktale 

author: Frazier, Herbert 

illus.: Yanito, Charles 

pub.: San Juan School District 

Coyote and Santa; Rodeo; Man Boy and Donkey 

author: Schwanke, Jack 

illus.: Schwanke, Jack 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Dtt~ NahasdlU' 

Springtime 

author: 

illus.: Henderson, Jerry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Dah Diniilghaazh 

Fry Bread 

author: Silentman, Irene 

illus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 
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date: 1973 

date: 

date: 

date: 1970 

date: 1973 

date: 1972 



Dah Iistt'6 Baahane' 

Story of the Navajo Rug 

author: Sisco, Wilfred 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Da'ii~ 

Eating 

author: Atcitty, Marlene 

illus.: McHarney, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Da'ilkeed Binaaltsoos 

Book of Photography 

author: Sandoval, Delores 

illus.: 

pub.: Dine Bi Olta' Association 

Deestsiin Choo'inigi Baahane' 

Story of Using Pine 

author: Sisco, Wilfred 

illus.: 

pub.: Sanostee-Toadlena and Antioch College 

Deezhaa' 

author: Atcitty, Marlene 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Deezhah and Chee 

Johnson, Richard 

author: Yazzie, Ethelou Handeland, Peter 

illus.: Tullie, Verna 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 
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date: 1974 

date: 1973 

date: 1974 

date: 

date: 

date: 1977 



Dib6 Yazhi Nizh6nigo Yich'i' Nahidiijeehii 

How to Produce a Good Lamb 

author: Beno, Leo Yazzie 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Didi Shil Beedah6zin 

I Know These 

author: 

illus.: 

Harvey, Frank et. al. 

pub.: Southwest Board of Cooperative Services 

Dii K'ad Anaa'igii Baa Hane' 

War With the Axis-- Defending Our Freedom 

author: McFarlane, Charles 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

Dil Shaghandi H6lQ 

The Things at My Home 

author: Caveleri, Tish 

illus.: Toledo, Melvin 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board 

Dil Ats'iistah Naalnishgi 

Blood Works in the Body 

author: Manning, Carol 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Young, Robert 

Harvey, Frank 
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date: 1975 

date: 1973 

date: 1943, 1975 

date: 1978 

date: 1975 



Dine Baa Hane' Neits66h 

The Budding of Navajo Stories 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Alchiniyazhi Binaaltsoos W6lta'ii 

Reading Navajo Stories, Young Children's Book 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Baadlohasin 

Reading Navajo Stories, Funny Stories 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Dine Be'da'ool'i' 

Reading Navajo Stories, Navajo Story of Com 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Dine d66 Naaldlooshii baa' Olta'ii 

Reading Navajo StoriesNavajo and Animal Stories 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 
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date: 1989 

date: 

date: 

date: 

date: 



Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Doo Ajil ii Da 

Reading Navajo Stories, Do's and Don'ts 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Hooghan 

Reading Navajo Stories,Hooghan 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' Wolta'ii Naaltsoos, Da'iidiiltah 

Let's Read 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6lta'ii Naaltsoos Woltaii B 

Reading Navajo Stories Book B 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: 

Harrison, Martin 

Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W61ta'ii Naaltsoos W61ta'ii Bohoneedlinii 

Reading Motivation Workbook 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 
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date: 

date: 

date: 

date: 

date: 



Dine Baa Hane' Wolta'ii Naaltsoos Wolta'ii Ch 

Reading Navajo Stories Book Ch 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' Wolta'ii Naaltsoos Wolta'ii D 

Reading Navajo Stories Book D 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6lta'ii Naaltsoos W6lta'ii E 

Reading Navajo Stories Book E 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6lta'ii Naaltsoos W6lta'ii G 

Reading Navajo Stories Book G 

author: 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6lta'ii Naaltsoos W6lta'ii H 

Reading Navajo Stories Book H 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 
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date: 

date: 

date: 

date: 

date: 



Dine Baa Hane' W6lta'ii Naaltsoos W6lta'ii I 

Reading Navajo Stories Book I -

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Be'Da'ool'i 

What People Do 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Dine Bikeyah 

Navajoland 

date: 

date: 1982 

author: Harvey, Frank 

illus.: Singer, Frank 

Ft Wingate HS Students 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Dine Bikeyah 

Navajoland 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Dine Bikeyah #14 Tl'ohchiniji Dine Keedahat'iinii Baa Hane' 

Navajoland Series #14 --Story of the People of Ramah 

author: Ortiz, Agnes 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

date: 1977 

date: 1976 

date: 1973 
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Dine Bikeyah #15 Tse NiIcini H66lyeegi H66chi' Y~~ Baa Hane' 

Navajoland Series # 15 Early Happenings at Round Rock 

author: Naakaii Dine NitIaaigii 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Dine Bikeyah #16 Nabeeh6 Al'~~ Dadin'e 

Gonnan, Howard 

Navajoland Series # 16--Stories of Different Navajo Clans 

author: Sandoval, Chic 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Dine Bikeyah #17 Al'aa Dadine 

Navajoland Series #17 Different Clans 

author: Preston, Scott 

illus.: Wilson,Paul 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Dine Bikeyah #18 Alk'i<ij.~' Oozei AsdUd Jini 

date: 1973 

date: 1973 

date: 1973 

Navajoland Series #18--The Ancient Extinction of the Hopi 

author: Preston, Scott 

illus.: McHamey, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study date: 

Dine Bikeyah #19 Ba'alilii Wolyee Nt'ee' Olta' Dooda Niigo Yininaa 
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Navajoland Series #19--The Disagreement Between Baalilii and the Anglo School 

author: Kin Dah Lichihiii Yee Biye 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study date: 1973 



Dine Bikeyah # 20 Tadidinii 

Navajoland Series #20--The Story of Tadidinii 

author: Moore, Lester 

illus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Dine Bikeyah #21 Lit' T'aa' Visit Wolyeii Bikee Na'azna 

Navajoland Series #21--When they Went After Geromimo 

author: Malone, John 

illus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Dine Bikeyah # 22 Alchini Idlii daa Hane'igii 

Navajoland Series #22--My Childhood Story 

author: Claw, John C. 

illus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

date: 1973 

date: 1973 

date: 1973 

Dine Bikeyah #23 La' T'aa Bita'ig66 Nijighaa Nt'ee'go Bahane 

Navajoland Series #23--Story of the Wanderer 

author: Woodman, Nancy 

illus.: McHarney, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study date: 1973 

Dine Bikeyah #37 Dine La'da' Ahiisy! NihisiIaago lnda Yil Naaznilii 

Navajoland Series #37--Story of a Killing; We Should Respect the Police and 
Their Associates 

author: Sandoval, Chic 

illus.: Henderson, Jerry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Preston, Scott 

date: 
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Dine Bikeyah #38 1949 Y~~cij~' Dine Bideg Daadzaazy~~ Baa Hane' Asdzani 
Sits'M' Bit Ndzi Dine Bikeyah Bikaag66 Shit Ta'doot'a' 
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Navajoland Series #38--The Big Snowstonn of 1949: The Man Whose Wife Was 
Killed with an Axe; The Person Who Flew Over Navajoland in an Airplane 

author: Nez, Teddy 

illus.: Henderson, Jerry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Dine Bikeyah #39 Dine Bikeyah 

Yazzie, Tim 

date: 1973 

Navajoland Series #39--0Id Stories of Navajoland 

author: Tsosie, Tony 

.' illus.: Henderson, Jerry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Dine Bina'ach'~~h Bahane' Be'iool'iit 

Navajo Art; History; and Culture 

author: Wallace, Stephen 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Young, Robert 

date: 1975 

Lynch, Regina and Yellowhair,Marvin 

date: 1984 

Dine Bizaad Bee lina' B6hoo'aah G6ne'e' Binaaltsoos 

author: Kahn, Lorraine 

illus.: 

pub.: 

Dine Bizaad Bee Na'adzo 

Writing Navajo 

author: Platero, Paul 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Academy 

WRHS Students 

date: 1982 

Platero, Linda and Legah,Lorene 

date: 1985 



Dine Bizaad Bohoo'aah 

I'm Learning Navajo 

author: Benally, Louise 

illus.: Tullie, Vema 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Dine Bizaad Bohoo'aah Vol I and Vol 2 

Learning Navajo 

author: Watkins, Stephen 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Gospel Mission 

Dine Bizaad Hazaalye 

author: Platero, Paul 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Community College 

Dine Bizaad W6lta'go Bee Bihoo'aahii 

Learning to Read Navajo Reader 

author: 

illus.: Tsihnahjinnie, Andrew V. 

pub.: Wycliff Bible Translators/reprinted Phoenix Indian 
School 

Dine Naaldlooshii Dah Delleii Baa Hane' 

Story of Navajos and Their Livestock 

author: Beno, Leo Yazzie et. al. 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Dine N66da'i Yil Anada' Ahijisjchijgi 

War Between the Navajos and the Utes 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 
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date: 

date: 

date: 1969 

date: 1952 

date: 1975 

date: 1977 



Dine T'aa akogi at'eii 

The Right Kind of Person 

author: Henderson, Jerry 

illus.: Henderson, Jerry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Dine Yazhi Ba' Alchini 1 

Little Man's Family 1 

author: Enochs, J.B. 

illus.: Nailor, Gerald 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

Dine Yazhi Ba' Alchini 2 

Little Man's Family 2 

author: Enochs, J.B. 

illus.: Nailor, Gerald 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

Dine Yazhi Ba' Alchini 3 

Little Man's Family 3 

author: Enochs, J.B. 

illus.: Nailor, Gerald 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

Dineji Hatsii' Baa ahay{l 

Navajo Way of Caring for Hair 

author: 

illus.: Martin, Harrison 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 
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date: 1974 

date: 1940 

date: 1940 

date: 1940 

date: 



Dinek'ehji Iigeh 

Navajo Wedding 

author: Martin, Judy 

illus.: Draper, Teddy Jr. 

pub.: Navajo Community College 

Dinetahgi Lahgo Ahoodzaa Dine Bahane' 

Navajo Changes--A History of Navajo People 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Diyin God Bizaad Binahji' Dine K'eh W6lta'igii Bee Nanitin 

Teaching Navajo Reading by Means of God's Word 

author: Martin, Lois 

illus.: Riker, Chris 

pub.: Southwestern School of Missions 

Dlohii 

Laughter 

author: Allen Chiisch'iilii 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Dziilyehi Daats'i Baahane' 

True Occurence Near a Mountain 

author: Kinsley, William 

Echo 

illus.: Martin, Harrison 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Harvey, Frank 
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date: 

date: 

date: 

date: 1977 

date: 

date: 1981 



Ervin T6 Siyinig66 Deeya 

author: Rafelito, Nora Jean 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Fairtime Pictionary 

author: Kass, Sandy ed. 

iIlus.: Joe, Oreland 

pub.: Consolidated School District, Shiprock 

Feeding our Animals 

author: 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board 

Forked Tongues:Methods of Creating Bicultural Drama 

date: 1976 

date: 1982 

date: 

author: Murray, Heather 

iIlus.: Wilson, Paul Jr. 

Schwanke, Jack and Murray, Heather 

Gah 

pub.: 

Rabbit 

author: 

iIlus.: 

pub.: 

Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Gah Yazhi Baahane' 

The Story of Little Rabbit 

author: Kelwoody, Edith J. 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Dine Bi Olta' Association 

date: 1974 

date: 1971 

date: 1974 
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Gai Bichei 

Gai's Grandfather 

author: Wallace, Laura Hobson, Dottie 

illus.: Schwanke, Jack 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Going to Town 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board 

Haa la Wol ye? 

What is it called? 

author: Martin, Judy 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Haa'ishll Da'iidiiltah 

Let's Read 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Mission Aides 

Haa'ishll' Da'iidiltah 1 

Let's Read Lessons 1 to 24 

author: 

illus.: Tsihnahjinnie, Andrew v. 
pub.: Wycliffe Bible Translators 

Haa'ishll Da'iidiiltah 2 

Let's Read Navajo 2 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Wycliffe Bible Translators 
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date: 1971 

date: 

date: 1972 

date: 

date: 1947 

date: 



Haa'ish~' Dine Bizaad Deiidiiltah 

Let's Read Navajo 

author: 

illus.: Draper, Teddy 

pub.: Navajo Book Shelf 

Haa'ish~ Dine Bizaad Deiidiiltah 

Lets read Navajo 

author: Goossen, Irvy 

illus.: Harshbarger Dan and Harry Walls 

pub.: Northem Arizona University 

Haa'ish~ Dinek'ihji Bee'ak'eda'diilchii 

Let's Write Navajo 

author: Edgerton, Faye 

illus.: 

pub.: Wycliffe Bible Translators 

Haash Yit'eigo Naat'a'? 

How Does it Fly? 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Wmdow Rock School District 

Hai NahasdlH' 

author: Henderson, Jerry 

illus.: McHamey, Caryl 

pub.: Sanostee-Toadlena 

Haila Shideezhi? 

Who is my sister? 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Window Rock School District 
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date: 1966 

date: 1968 

Hill, Faith 

date: 

date: 

date: 1975 

date: 1978 



Haish Bighan? 

Whose House? 

author: Reid, Lydia F. 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center date: 

Haisha T'aa K'ad 0166 Silii'? 

Who wants to be a prairie Dog? 

author: Clark, Ann 

illus.: Tsihnahjinnie, Andrew V 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

Ha'at'iish At'e? 

What is it? 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Ha'at'iish D~~go Dah6IQ? 

What is Found in Springtime? 

author: Nofchissey, Rose F. 

illus.: Martinez, Ben 

date: 1940 

date: 1976 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center date: 

Ha'at'iish~ Shighi' HoIQ? 

What's Inside of Me? 

author: Zim, Herbert 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Begishe, Kenneth 

date: 
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HalH Baa Ahoji1y~~gi 

Taking Care of Your Livestock 

author: Beno, Leo Yazzie 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Hane' Akhini Yazhi Ba'higii 

Short Stories for Children 

Bahie, Annie 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Hane' Yazhi T6haali doo Tse' Alnaozt'i'i 

The Little Story of the Water and the Canyon 

author: Boyd, Nora B. 

illus.: McHarney, Caryl 

pub.: 

Hane' Yazhi Vol. I 

Curley, Eleanor 

author: Begay, Marlene Benally, Louise 

illus.: 

date: 1975 

date: 

date: 1979 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center date: 

Hane' Yazhi Vol. II 

author: Begay, Marlene Benally, Louise 

illus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center date: 

Harold Baa Hane' A Navajo Story 

Harold's Story 

author: Handeland, Peter 

illus.: Green, Maurice 

pub.: Gallup McKinley County Schools date: 1973 
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Haskie D66 Ye'ii Bicheii 

Haskie and the Ye'ii Bicheii 

author: Crowder, Jack L. 

illus.: 

pub.: Crowder, Jack L. 

HastNshgoo Doo Ya'at'eeh Da 

It's Not Good When It's Muddy 

author: Frank, James 

illus.: Toledo, Melvin 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board 

Hastiin Ch'ahii 

Mr. Hat 

author: Harvey, Judy 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Hastiin Nimazi d66 As~~ Nimazi 

The Round Man and the Round Woman 

author: Henry, Rena 

illus.: 

Morgan, Jack 

pub.: Consolidated School District, Shiprock 

Hastiin Ts'6si 

Mr. Skinny 

author: Tsinajinnie, Leroy 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study, Rock Point and UNM 
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date: 1970 

date: 

date: 1972 

date: 1982 

date: 1974 



Hastoi doo Saanii 

The Old Man and the Old Woman 

author: Ft. Wmgate H.S. students 

ilIus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

HastOi Nidaalzheeh 

Navajo Game Hunters 

author: Yellowhair, Marvin 

ilIus.: Martinez, Benny 

Harvey, Frank 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Hastoi Taa' Naha~ 

Three Men Sitting 

author: Harvey, Judy 

ilIus.: McHamey, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Hatah Ya'ah 

author: Blackhorse, B.A. 

ilIus.: McHamey, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Hatah Ya'ahoot'eeh doo Adaa'ahaya 

Feeling Good and Taking Care of Oneself 

author: 

Hilda 

ilIus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

author: Blackhorse, B.A. 

ilIus.: McHamey, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 
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date: 1974 

date: 

date: 1972 

date: 1974 

date: 1981 

date: 1974 



Hooghan 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Hooghan Bahane' 

Story of the Hogan 

author: Begay, Shirley Spencer, Horace 

illus.: Tullie, Verna 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Hooghan G6ne' Dah616nigii Yish'i 

What's Inside a Hogan 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Southwest Board of Cooperative Services 

Hooghandi Adaa'hay~ 

Home Safety 

author: Nahkai, Ray 

illus.: Nahkai, Ray 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Hwelde 

The Long Walk 

author: Schwanke, Jack 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Ihoo'aah 

Education 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA 
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date: 

date: 1982 

date: 1975 

date: 1974 

date: 1970 

date: 1949 



Iinci 

Life 

author: Begay, Bobby 

illus.: Willie, Hank 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

II iits'a'igii 

The Sound II 

author: Sells, Evelyn 

illus.: Schwanke, Jack 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Jasper 

author: Silentman, Irene 

illus.: McHarney, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Jei Adiih 

Tuberculosis 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: BIA 

J iits'a'igii 

The Sound of J 

author: Sells, Kenneth 

mus.: Sells, Kenneth 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Joe and His Family Book Two 

author: Wallace, Cathey 

mus.: Begay, Rudy 

pub.: Independent School District #22, Shiprock 
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date: 1984 

date: 1972 

date: 

date: 1941 

date: 1972 

date: 1974 



Joe and His Happy Family Book One 

author: Wallace, Cathey 

iIIus.: Begay, Rudy 

pub.: Independent School District #22, Shiprock 

Johnny Baa Hane' 

author: Pinto, Samuel 

iIIus.: 

pub.: NAMDC and Cuba Independent School District 

Johnny doo Willie 

Johonny and Willie 

author: Benally, Louise 

illus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Johonaa'ei doo Nahasdzaan 

Sun and Earth 

author: Yazzie, Paul 

iIIus.: Yazzie,Paul and Etta M. 

Fasthorse, Rose 

Yazzie,Etta M 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toad lena 

K~i<i' ts' in 

Dinosaurs 

author: Holliday, Babette 

iIIus.: Tsihnahjinnie, Andy 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Karen Doo Bimasani Baa Hane' 

Karen and her Grandmother 

author: Yazzie, Vema 

illus.: 

Perkins, Warren 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 
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date: 1974 

date: 1979 

date: 1973 

date: 1974 

date: 

date: 
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KeeBaa Hane 

author: Toledo, Nancy 

iIlus.: Emerson, Larry 

pub.: Cuba Independent School District date: 1979 

Kee's Day 

author: Chatto,Dodge Lee, Kee 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board date: 1981 

Kelchi al'inigii Baa Hane' 

How to Make Moccasins 

author: Martin, Judy 

iIlus.: Draper, Teddy 

pub.: Navajo Community College date: 

Kenineezi 

Boots 

author: Taylor, Linda 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Gallup McKinley County Schools date: 1974 

Keniijeeh Baa Hane' 

Shoe Game Stories 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School date: 

Keshjee' 

Shoe Game 

author: Tsisthihnii Yazhi Harvey, Frank 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Rock Point Community date: 1974 
School 



Keys to Writing Navajo 

author: Hill, Faith 

illus.: 

Kii 

pub.: Summer Institute of Linguistics 

author: Dotson, Rebecca 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Kii Baghan Haz'~~gi 

Kee's Home 

author: Hall, Geraldine 

illus.: Drysdale, Vera 

pub.: Northland Press 

Kii d66 Tl'izi 

Kee and His Goat 

author: Yellowhair, Marvin 

illus.: Martinez, Benny and Alice 

Goosen, Irvy 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Kinaalda A Navajo Puberty Ceremony 

author: Begay, Shirley M. 

illus.: Beck, Clifford 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

K'e Bina Niltin 

Teaching Peace 

author: Begay, Shirley 

illus.: Tullie, Verna 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Tullie, Verna Clinton 
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date: 1973 

date: 1970 

date: 1971 

date: 

date: 1983 

date: 1982 



K'os 

Clouds 

author: Yazzie, Etta M. 

illus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Sanostee-Toadlena and Antioch College date: 

Laughter: The Navajo Way; Humorous Stories of the People Vol. I 

author: Wilson, Alan 

illus.: 

Dennison, Gene 

pub.: University of New Mexico, Gallup Branch 

Learning the Navajo Alphabet --The Consonants 

author: Handeland, Peter 

illus.: 

pub.: Gallup McKinley County Schools 

Linda Baa Hane' 

Linda's Story 

author: Sagboy, Brenda 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

L6i d66 Tsiiltsoi 

Story of Two Men; Loi and Tsiiltsoi 

author: Reid, Lydia F. 

iIIus.: Rastetter, Alice 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

LU' Baa Hane' 

A Horse's Story 

author: Henderson, Jerry 

iIIus.: Henderson, Jerry 

pub.: Sanostee-Toadlena 

date: 1970 

date: 1973 

date: 1974 

date: 

date: 1974 
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Lit' Hazlit'dM' Hane' 

The Creation of the Horse 

author: Mitchell, Charlie Fasthorse, Rose and Benally, Louise 

illus.: 

pub.: 

Wilson, Paul 

Navajo Reading Study 

Lit' T'~~ Visit Bikee' Na'azna 

date: 1974 

Navajo Possess that Went After the Man Called "Pulling the Horse Back" 

author: Hastii Bal60n 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Maii Dashijini 

I am a Coyote 

author: Chester, Shirley (Tr.) 

iIIus.: Link, Dee 

pub.: Cuba Independent School District 

Maii D66 Gotizhi 

Coyote and the Skunk 

Harvey, Frank 

author: Taylor, Michele Chester, Shirley 

iIIus.: Barney, Vernon Ortiz, Jim 

date: 1976 

date: 

pub.: Cuba Independent School District date: 

Ma'ii d66 Nashd6i Baa Hane' 

Story of the Coyote and the Wildcat 

author: Henderson, Jerry 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena date: 
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Ma'ii d66 Shaash Baa Hane' 

The Story of Coyote and Bear 

author: Johnson, Frank 

mus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Ma'ii loodloshi 

Coyote Stories 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Ma'ii Washindoong66 Deeya 

Coyote Goes to Washington DC 

author: 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Mazii d66 Bich'ah 

Marble and His Hat 

author: Nofchissey, Rose F. 

mus.: Martinez, Ben 

date: 

date: 

date: 1976 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center date: 

Merry Keshmish Naaltsoos Naach'~~hi 

Merry Christmas Coloring Book 

author: Tullie, Verna 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School date: 1982 
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Mogi T'aa At'eheji' Iilwo'ii 

Monkey Goes Everywhere 

author: Morgan, William (tr.) 

illus.: Morgan, William 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

M6si Yazhi d66 Bighan Baa Hane' 

The Kitten and His Home 

author: Charley, Elizabeth 

illus.: 

pub.: 

M6silgai 

White Cat 

Rock Point Community School 

author: Atcitty, Marlene 

illus.: McHarney, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Mountain Lion and Coyote 

author: Burke, Inez 

illus.: Yanito,Charles 

pub.: San Juan School District 

Naabeeh6 Baa Hane' 

author: Ignacio, Larry 

illus.: 

Singer,Lewis (trans) 

pub.: NAMDC and Cuba Independent School District 

Naabeh6 Be'iina' Baa Hane' 

Stories of Navajo Life 

author: Martin, Lois (ed.) 

illus.: Riker, Chris 

pub.: Navajo Gospel Mission 
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date: 1948 

date: 

date: 1973 

date: 

date: 1977 

date: 1989 



Naachid 

Early Squaw Dance 

author: Ch'ah Adini BimiH 
Daghaashch'ilii 

Hastinee Biye' and Frank Harvey 

mus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Naacij~ Haleehgi Baa Hane' 

Story of Growing Com 

author: Belone, Nora 

mus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Naakaiitahgoo Tazhdiiya: As~~ Atsidi Baa Hane' 

Capture by the Mexicans: The Story of Asdzaa Atsidi 

author: Jim, Emma 

mus.: Charley, Wayne 

Jim, Rex Lee 

pub.: Rock Point Community School and National 
Endowment for the Humanities 

Naaldlooshii 

Animals 

author: 

iIIus.: Tsinajinnie, Andy 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Naaldlooshii Baa Hane' 

Animal Story 

author: Yazzie, Emma 

iIIus.: King, Larry 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Antioch College 

date: 1976 

date: 1974 

date: 1981 

date: 1972 

date: 
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Naald100shii Baa Hane' 

Animal Story 

author: Begay, Lorene 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Naald100shii Bee Iimiaanii 

Making a Living with Livestock 

author: Beno, Leo Yazzie 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Naaldlooshii Dine'e (4) 

Animal People Book 4 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Naald100shii Dine Naltsoos IV 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board 

Naaldlooshii Naach'~~h 

Animal Coloring Book 

author: Silentman, Irene 

iIIus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Naald100shii Nizh6nigo Bee Iimiagi 

Making a Good Living with Livestock 

author: Beno, Leo Yazzie 

iIIus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 
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date: 1972 

date: 1975 

date: 1979 

date: 1980 

date: 1982 

date: 1975 



Naal'eel'i Nahahin Bit Ya'at'eeh 

Ducks Like Rain 

author: Goldtooth, Alice (tr.) 

illus.: Mabie, Peter 

pub.: Follet Publishing Co. 

fro Mabie,Peter 

Naaltsoos Bik'i Na'adzo d66 Bik'i Ak'e' Alchi 

Book of Writing 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Naaltsoos Bini'doonishigii NBBC Grade 2 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: 

Naaltsoos Naakiigii 

Primer Book 2 

author: 

illus.: Morgan, William 

pub.: Wycliff Bible Translators/reprinted Phoenix Indian 
School 

Naaltsoos Naalt'a'i adadiilniit 

Let's Make a Kite 

date: 

date: 

date: 

date: 1948 

author: Charles, Vangie Yazzie, Etta,; Yazzie, PJ;Tsosie, E. and 
Belone, N. 

illus.: 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena date: 
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Naaltsoos Ntsaaigii Baa Hane' 

The Big Book 

author: 

iIlus.: 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

Naaltsoos T'aata'igii 

Preprimer Book 1 

author: 

illus.: Morgan, William 

pub.: Wycliff Bible Translators/reprinted Phoenix Indian 
School 

Naaltsoos W61ta' Boh6needlpui Naaltsoos W6lta'i 

author: 

iIlus.: Martin, Harrison 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Naanish Hanishta 

I Want a Job 

author: 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Wycliffe Bible Translators 

Nahasdzaan Doo Bikaa' Din'e Baa Rani' 

The World and its People 

author: Young, Robert 

ilIus.: 

pub.: BIA 

Nahidizidigii 

Navajo Calendar 

author: DaghashchHlf et al 

iIlus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Morgan, William 

Harvey, Frank 
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date: 1948, 1949 

date: 1947 

date: 

date: 

date: 1941 

date: 1977 



Nakeyah Ji Noshchii 

Trees on Our Reservation 

author: Vincenti, Arnold 

illus.: 

pub.: Dulce Independent School District 

Na'ah66haidi 

At the Rodeo 

author: Harvey, Judy 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Rock Point Community 
School 

Na'ah66hailchi'i 

The Little Red Hen 

author: Sanostee TitHe VII Trainees 

illus.: Schwanke, Jack C. 

pub.: 

Na'ashQ'ii 

Snake 

Sanostee-Toadlena 

author: Manygoats, Tina 

iIIus.: Yazzie, Merlin 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board 

Na'nilkaadi Bileech~~'i HazlU 

The Shepherd's New Dog 

author: Dick, Lynda 

ilIus.: Schwanke, Jack 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Begay, Lorene 
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date: 

date: 1973 

date: 1973 

date: 1978 

date: 1971 



Na'nilkaadi Yazhi 'Aak'eedgo 

Little Herder in Autumn 

author: Clark, Ann 

iIIus.: Denetsosie, Hoke 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Daago 

Little Herder in Spring 

author: Clark, Ann 

iIIus.: Denetsosie, Hoke 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Haigo 

Little Herder in Wmter 

author: Clark, Ann 

iIIus.: Denetsosie, Hoke 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Shiigo 

Little Herder in Summer 

author: Clark, Ann 

iIIus.: Denetsosie, Hoke 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

Nambaa d66 Kiilchii 'Ay60 Naalnish 

Nambaa and Kiilchii Like to Work 

author: Nofchissey, Rose F. 

iIIus.: Rastetter, Alice 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 
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date: 1950 

date: 1950 

date: 1950 

date: 1950 

date: 



Nashd6i (3) 

Lion Book3 

author: Rosier, Helen 

iIIus.: Whitehorne, Billy 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Nashd6i Yaazh Bit haz' ~~di Nooye& 

Young Lions 

author: 

iIIus.: 

pub.: National Geographic Society and NAMDC 

Navajo Alpahbet 

author: Sanostee/Todlena Title IV Staff 

iIIus.: Begaye, Rodger 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Navajo Alphabet and Letter Sounds 

author: Wallace, Laura 

iIIus.: Tsinajinnie, Andy 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Navajo Bilingual-Bicultural Curriculum Kit 

author: 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board 

Navajo Culture Selections in Navajo 

author: Roessel, Robert 

iIIus.: 

pub.: NLI 

Begaye, Rodger (tr.) 
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date: 1978 

date: 1972 

date: 1973 

date: 1970 

date: 

date: 1982 



Navajo Historical Series 

author: Morgan, William 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA 

Navajo Historical Selections 

author: Young, Robert 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

Navajo Jokes 

author: Frank, James 

illus.: 

pub.: Ramah Navajo School Board 

Navajo Language 

author: Draper, Teddy 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Navajo Life Series 1 

author: Thompson, Hildegard 

illus.: Tsihnajinnie, Andy 

pub.: BIA/reprinted UN Las Vegas 

Navajo Life Series 2 

author: Thompson, Hildegard 

illus.: Tsihnajinnie, Andy 

pub.: BIA/reprinted UN Las Vegas 

Navajo Life Series Reader Coyote Tales 

author: Thompson, Hildegard 

illus.: Tsihnahjinnie, Andy 

pub.: BIA/reprinted UN Las Vegas 
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Young, Robert 

date: 1949 

Morgan, William 

date: 1954 

Henio, Bradle 

date: 1977 

date: 1981 

Young, Robert and Morgan,William 

date: 1948, 1953 

Young, Robert and Morgan,William 

date: 1949, 1953 

Young, Robert 

date: 1949 



Navajo Music 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Dine Bi Olta' Association 

Navajo Music for Classroom Enrichment 

author: Yazzie, Dollie 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Navajo Sketches 

author: Wilson, Alan (ed.) 

illus.: 

pub.: University of New Mexico 

Navajo Texts 

author: Sapir, Edward 

illus.: 

pub.: Linguistics Society of America 

Navajos Fight Tuberculosis 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

Nazbaa' Bidib6 HolQ 

Nazbaa Has Sheep 

author: Johnson, Lavern 

illus.: 

pub.: Dine Bi Olta' Association 
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date: 1971 

Dick, Lynda 

date: 1976 

date: 

date: 1942 

date: 1948 

date: 1974 



Neezhaa' 

author: Becenti, Lynda 

mus.: 

pub.: Window Rock School District 

Nicho'iji Baahoneeni Binaaltsoos Naach'aah 

The Halloween Coloring Book 

author: Begay, Shirley 

mus.: Tullie, Verna 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Nidahweeshiig66 Adizhneeshkaad 

Herding Sheep to Summer Camp 

author: Yepa, Ruby 

mus.: 

Wagner, Rita 

pub.: NAMDC and Ramah Navajo School Board 

Nida'diich'~~ Series Book 1 Beegashii 

Let's Draw a Cow 

author: Litson, Martin 

mus.: 

pub.: Window Rock School District 

Nihighan Baa Adaholy~ 

Home Safety 

author: 

mus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Nihi'iina' AI'~~ amia'niil 

Different Lifestysles 

author: Ft. Wmgate H.S. students 

illus.: Singer, Frank 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Harvey, Frank 
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date: 1981 

date: 1977 

date: 

date: 1980 

date: 

date: 1977 



Nihil Hahoodzod66 DiijUdi d66 A<ij~<ij~' Naaltsoos T'aaf'i G6ne' Yits'itigii 

Our Community Today and Yesterday Book One 

author: Bia, Fred Lynch, Regina 

illus.: Bia, Fred 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Nihil Hadoodzood66 DiijUdi d66 A<ij~<ij~' Naaltsoos Naaki 

Our Community --Today and Yesterday; Book Two 

author: Bia, Fred Lynch, Regina 

illus.: Bia, Fred 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Nihimasani d66 Nihicheii Baa Dahane'~~ 

Our Grandmothers and Grandfathers Story 

author: Ft. Wmgate H.S. students 

illus.: Singer, Frank 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Nihina'aldlooshii Bee Baa Dziinidlinii 

Depending on Livestock for a Living 

author: Beno, Leo Yazzie et. al. 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Nihizaad Al'~~ Adeits'a'igii Naaltsoos Bik'i Sinil 

The Different Sounds of Words 

author: Neundorf, Alice 

illus.: Denny, Milton 

pub.: Navajo Community College 

date: 1982 

date: 1982 

date: 1974 

date: 1975 

date: 
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Nihoolcia' D66 Tayi' Naaldeehi 

Animals that Live on Land and in Water 

author: B1ackhorse, B.A. 

illus.: MCHarney, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

Ni'iichiihji Binahat'a 

The Way of Planning Birth 

author: Werner, Oswald 

illus.: 

pub.: Northwestern University 

Ninaag66 Adahooniligii Baa Akoninizin 

Begishe, Kenneth 

Awareness of Things Happening Around You 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Olta' 

School 

author: 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Olta'g66 

Away To School Navajo New World Reader I 

author: Smith, Ramon 

illus.: Kahn, Franklin 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

King, Cecil 

date: 1975 

date: 

date: 

date: 1976 

date: 1956 

Outline of a Plan for Resource Development; Navajo Reservation 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School date: 1947 
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Pabii D66 Masi 

The Puppy and the Cat 

author: Nimihaazbaa' 

illus.: Dine Bima 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

Philip Baa Hane--A Navajo Story 

Philip's Story 

author: Handeland, Peter 

illus.: Bia, Fred 

pub.: Gallup McKinley County Schools 

date: 1972 

date: 1973 

Position in Space--Gateway to Good Reading; Navajo Language Edition 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: San Juan School District 

Practice Reading 

author: Young, Robert 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

Robinson Crusoe Baa Hane' 

author: Gorman, Alice (tr) 

illus.: 

pub.: AFPS, Ogden, UT 

Rock Point Landmarks 

author: Rock Point Middle School 
students 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

date: 

Morgan, William 

date: 1948 

(fr)Defoe, Daniel 

date: 

date: 1974 
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Rules and Regulations for the Tribal Council 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

Saad Ah~~ SinH 

Dual Language 

author: Austin, Martha (ed) 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Saad Bee Ahaa Nitsahakeesigii 

Words Used with Respect 

author: Ft. Wingate H.S. students 

illus.: Singer, Frank 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Saad Bee AI'ini Bohoo'aah 

Learning the Alphabet 

author: Martin, Lois 

illus.: Riker, Chris 

pub.: Navajo Gospel Mission 

Saad Bee Hadaazt'i'igii Baa Hane 

The Alphabet Story 

author: Martin, Judy 

illus.: Draper, Teddy 

pub.: Navajo Community College 

Saad Bihwiidoo' Aligii Naaltsoos IV 

Lynch, Regina (ed) 

Harvey, Frank 

author: Benally, Louise Fasthorse, Rose et al. 

illus.: Whitethome, Billy 

date: 1947 

date: 1983 

date: 1974 

date: 1988 

date: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center date: 
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Saad Naasch'~~' 

Coloring Words 

author: Rough Rock Title VII Project 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Saad Naashch'~~ , 

Coloring Words 

author: Sedillo, Richard 

illus.: 

pub.: Wmdow Rock School District 

Saad Naashch'~~ , 

Decorated Words 

author: Silentman, Irene Wilson, Paul 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Saad T'aa' Aanii W6jihigii 

Pronouncing Real Words 

author: Harvey, Frank 

illus.: Singer, Frank 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

scns 1 T'aadoole'e 

Material Objects 

author: 

iIIus.: 

date: 1982 

date: 1980 

date: 1974 

date: 1974 

pub.: Native American Materials DeVelopment Center date: 
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sclts -- Dahimianii 

Organism 

author: 

ilIus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

SCltS 3a Iina Nidaat'i'ji 

Life Cycles 

author: 

ilIus.: 

pub.: NAMDC and Ramah Navajo School Board 

SCltS 3b Ahil Nidaalnishii Doo Alkee' Honitltlgo Nidaalnishii 

Interactions and Systems 

author: 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Shaani 

Give Me 

author: Harvey, Judy 

ilIus.: 

puh.: 

Shash 

Bear 

Navajo Reading Study 

author: Sells, Kenneth 

iIlus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 
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date: 

date: 

date: 

date: 1973 

date: 



Shi d66 Shinaai Baa Hane' 

Me and My Older Brother 

author: Hobb, Gerald 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Shlkeyah 

My Land 

author: Secatero, Leon 

illus.: 

Secatero, Leon 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Shlkeyah Bidah Na'at'a'i 

The Flag of My Country /Navajo New World Readers II 

Shila' 

author: Nez, Marian 

illus.: Bahe, Henry 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

My Hands 

author: Yazzie, Emma 

iIIus.: 

pub.: 

Shlle'eyazhi 

My Colt 

Navajo Reading Study 

author: Taylor, Linda 

iIIus.: 

pub.: Gallup McKinley County Schools 

King, Cecil 
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date: 1974 

date: 

date: 1956 

date: 1974 

date: 1974 



Shileech~~'i 

My Dog 

author: Silentman, Irene 

iIlus.: McHarvey, Caryl 

pub.: Navajo Reading Study 

ShilU' Baa Hane' 

author: Norberto, Lester 

ilIus.: 

pub.: Cuba Independent School District 

Shil!!' Bikee' La Banisin 

I Need Shoes for My Horse 

author: Yazzie, Steven(tr) 

ilIus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

ShilU1chii' 

My Chestnut Horse 

author: Taylor, Linda 

illus.: 

pub.: Gallup McKinley County Schools 

Shima 

My Mother 

author: Blackhorse, B.A. 

ilIus.: 

Johnsen, Richard 

pub.: Sanostee-Toadlena and Antioch College 

Shima Nahas~~ Bikaa' AhooniHgii 

Things That Are Happening on Mother Earth 

author: Harvey, Gina P.(ed) 

illus.: 

pub.: Center for In-Service Education 
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date: 1973 

date: 1979 

date: 1982 

date: 1974 

date: 

date: 
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Shim6si Baa Hane' 

My Cat's Story 

author: Handeland, Peter Taylor, Linda 

illus.: 

pub.: Gallup McKinley County Schools date: 

Sin'atchini Yee Da' Alzhishigii 

Children Dance and Sing 

author: Deboute, Ruth A. Clarke, Floren 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA date: 1945 

Sound to Letter 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School date: 

Special Five Year Program 

author: Runyam, Norma Morgan, William 

illus.: 

pub.: Intermountain Indian School date: 1953 

Stefanii D66 Mi\'ii 

Stephannie and the Coyote 

author: Crowder, Jack L. 

illus.: 

pub.: Crowder, Jack L. date: 1970 

Stories of the Navajo 

author: Wallace, Laura Silentman, Irene 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School date: 1974 



Tadidinii 

author: Moore, Lester 

illus.: King, Larry 

pub.: date: 

Tar Coyote 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: San Juan School District 

Teach Yourself to Read Navajo 

author: Martin, Lois 

illus.: Riker, Chris et.al. 

pub.: Navajo Gospel Mission 

Teacher Infonnation Book 

date: 

date: 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center date: 1980 

Telii Hataal Y 6hool'aah 

The Donkey Who Wanted to Sing 

author: Honie, Lorraine 

illus.: Schwanke, Jack 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Telii Yazhi 

Little Donkey 

. author: Dennison, Johnson 

illus.: Dennison, Johnson 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Talk, Rena and Holliday,Babbette (trs) 

date: 1972 

date: 1971 
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T',i<i Din6k6hji A,a,Ch,B,b,d,e Saad Bee Nadaazt'i'igii Baa Hane 

The Navajo Way; A;a;Ch;B;b;d;e -- Story of Letters that Start a Word 

author: Martin, Judy 

illus.: Draper, Teddy 

pub.: Navajo Community College 

T'aash Aanii 

Really? 

date: 

author: Benally, Louise Fasthorse,Rose Fasthorse,Rose et al 
et al 

illus.: Whitehome, Billy et al 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center date: 1981 

T'66 Baa Dloh Hasingo Hane' 

Funny Stories 

author: Hastinn Waa' 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Tl'izi ChQQh Taa'go Baahane' 

Story of the Billy Goat 

author: Edmund, Lano 

illus.: Martinez, Benny 

Harvey, Frank 

date: 1975 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center date: 

TI'ohchiniji Din6 K66dahat'iinii Baa Hane' Navajo Historical Series I 

The Ramah Navajos 

author: Son of Former Many Beads 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

To Be A Navajo 

author: Phase III Students 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Young, Robert and Morgan, William trs 

date: 

Begay,Shirley (ed) and Silentman, Irene (tr) 

date: 1973 
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Tonibah d66 Naats'iilid 

Tonibah and the Rainbow 

author: Crowder, Jack L. 

illus.: 

pub.: Upper Strata Ink Inc. 

Treaty of 1868 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Phoenix Indian School 

Tohtsonie, Clara 

Trouble at Round Rock Navajo Historical Series II 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: BIA, Haskell Institute 

Ts d66 Ts' iits'a'igii 

The Sounds of Ts and Ts' 

author: Benally, Rita 

illus.: Schwanke, Jack 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Tsa'aszi' 

Yucca 

author: Tohtsonie, Clara 

illus.: 

Young, Robert 

pub.: Navajo Evangelical Lutheran Mission 

Tse Nitssa Deez'ahi Hoolyeedi Tse H616nigii 

Rock Fonnations at Rock Point 

author: 

illus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 
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date: 1986 

date: 1946 

date: 1952 

date: 1972 

date: 

date: 1974 



Ts6k'ina'sdzooi Ts6 Deiishashigii Baa Hane' 

The Story of Rock Writing 

author: Chatto, John 

illus.: 

Heino,Clyde and Rafaelito, Johnson 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Ts6' ad6'ii 

Housefly 

author: 

illus.: 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 

Tsitk6i d66 Ch'ik6i 

Boys and Girls 

author: Ft. Wmgate H.S. students 

illus.: 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Ts'aa' Baa Hane' 

Story of Baskets 

author: Martin, Judy 

illus.: Draper, Teddy 

pub.: Navajo Community College 

Walk in Beauty With Science 

author: Duncan, Katherine 

illus.: 

pub.: San Juan School District 

Harvey, Frank 

date: 1976 

date: 1976 

date: 1974 

date: 

date: 

We Just Came to See How They Make a Road Nihi 6i Kodi Niikai Atiindi 
Haaleiit'eego Atiin Adeiile~ Dadii'niigo 

author: Begay, Shirley 

illus.: 

pub.: Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Begay, Wilbert 

date: 1976 
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Wilt Chamberlain 

author: Chiisch'iilii 

mus.: Wilson, Paul 

pub.: Rock Point Community School 

Wmter Shoe Game Songs 

author: Thomas, Marjorie (ed) 

mus.: 

pub.: Dine Bi Olta' Association 

WmterTales 

author: Thomas, Marjorie(ed) 

mus.: 

Benally, Thomas 

pub.: Dine Bi Olta' Association-/ reprinted by Native 
American Materials Development Center 

Words That Tell Where and How 

author: Frazier, Herbert 

mus.: Mose, Dan 

pub.: San Juan School District 

Writing Navajo; Dictation Drills for Bilinguals 

author: Cochran, Carol Badoni, Etta 

mus.: 

pub.: Navajo Gospel Mission 

Yaadihi! 

Oh Dear! 

author: Benally, Lousie Fasthorse, Rose et al 

mus.: Whitehorn, Billy and Yazzie,Alan et al 

pub.: Native American Materials Development Center 
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date: 1976 

date: 1973 

date: 1973, 1980 

date: 

date: 

date: 1981 



Ya'at'eeh 

Hello 

author: Kniseley, Willia 

iIlus.: Loretto, Glenn 

pub.: Borrego Pass School 

Zhini Yinishye 

I'm A Black Person 

author: Viers, Gerald 

illus.: Lorenzo, Alfred 

pub.: St. Michaels Press 

249 

date: 

date: 1973 
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9. APPENDIX B: NAVAJO LANGUAGE LITERATURE BY DATE 



Navaio Language Literature by Date 1940-1990 
1940 

Dine Yazhi Ba' Alchini 1 
Dine Yazhi Ba'Atchini 2 
Dine Yazhi Ba' Alchini 3 
Haisha T'aa K'ad Dl66 Silii'? 

1940 to 1951 
Adahoonitigii 

1941 
Jei Aruih 
Nahasdzaan Doo Bilrna' Din'e Baa Hani' 

1942 
Navajo Texts 

1943. 1975 
Dii K'ad Anaa'igii Baa Hane' 

1945 
Sin'alchini Vee Da' Alzhishigii 

1946 
ABC of Navajo 
Treaty of 1868 

1947 
Haa'ish~' Da'iidiltah 1 
Naaltsoos T'aata'igii 
Outline of a Plan for Resource Development; Navajo Reservation 
Rules and Regulations for the Tribal Council 

1948 
Birth Registration 
Mogi T'aa At'eheji' Iilwo'ii 
Naaltsoos Naakiigii 
Navajos Fight Tuberculosis 
Practice Reading 

1948. 1949 
Naaltsoos Ntsaaigii Baa Hane' 

1948. 1953 
Navajo Life Series 1 
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1949 
Ihoo'aah 
Navajo Historical Series 
Navajo Life Series Reader Coyote Tales 

1949. 1953 
Navajo Life Series 2 

1950 
Na'nilkaadi Yazhi 'Aak'eedgo 
Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Daago 
Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Haigo 
Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Shiigo 

1952 
Dine Bizaad W6lta'go Bee Bihoo'aahii 
Trouble at Round Rock Navajo Historical Series II 

1953 
Special Five Year Program 

1954 
Navajo Historical Selections 

1956 
Olta'g66 
Shlkeyah Bidah Na'at'a'i 

1966 
Haa'ish~' Dine Bizaad Deiidiiltah 

1968 
Ay60 Honishyoi 
Haa'ish~ Dine Bizaad Deiidiiltah 

1969 
Dine Bizaad Hazaalye 

1970 
Behe 
Coyote and Santa; Rodeo; Man Boy and Donkey 
Haskie D66 Ye'ii Bicheii 
Hwelde 
Kii 
Laughter: The Navajo Way; Humorous Stories of the People Vol. I 
Navajo Alphabet and Letter Sounds 
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Stefanii D66 M~'ii 

1971 
Alk'i~~' Jini 
Arts and Crafts 
Gah 
Gai Bichei 
Kii Baghan Haz'~~gi 
Na'nilkaadi Bileech~~'i Hazlii 
Navajo Music 
Telii Yazhi 

1972 
Aka' Anijilwo' 
Ats'iis 
Baa' 
Basic Medical Navajo 
Dah Diniilghaazh 
Haa la Wol ye? 
Hastiin Ch'ahii 
Hast6i Taa' Naha~ 
II iits'a'igii 
J iits'a'igii 
Naald100shii 
Naald100shii Baa Hane' 
Nashd6i Yaazh Bil haz' ~~di Nooyeet 
Pabii D66 Masi 
Telii Hataal Y 6hool'aah 
Ts d66 Ts' iits'a'igii 

1973 
AEIO 
Alk'i~~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #17 
Alk'i~~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #22 
Aneelt'e' 
Bam Baa Hane' 
Bits'~~ d66 HoselUigii 
Chidiltsooi d66 G6lizhii 
D~~ NahasdlU' 
Da'ii~ 
Didi Shil Beedah6zin 
Dine Bikeyah #14 Tl'ohchiniji Dine Keedahat'iinii Baa Hane' 
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Dine Bikeyah #15 Tse Nikani H66lyeegi H66chi' Y~~ Baa Hane' 
Dine Bikeyah #16 Nabeeh6 AI'~~ Dadin'e 
Dine Bikeyah #17 AI'aa Dadine 
Dine Bikeyah #19 Ba'altlii Wolyee Nt'ee' Olta' Dooda Niigo Yininaa 
Dine Bikeyah # 20 Tadidinii 
Dine Bikeyah #21 LU' T'aa' Yisil Wolyeii Bikee Na'azna 
Dine Bikeyah # 22 Alchini Idlii daa Hane'igii 
Dine Bikeyah #23 La' T'aa Bita'ig66 Nijighaa Nt'ee'go Bahane 

~iW¢~~ifrrt~~iblRg~~~<J31BRIDfg~JdgfuPH~g~~~ Baa Hane' 
Harold Baa Hane' A Navajo Story 
Johnny d66 Willie 
Keys to Writing Navajo 
Learning the Navajo Alphabet --The Consonants 
M6silgai 
Na'ah66haidi 
Na' ah66hailchi'i 
Navajo Alpahbet 
Philip Baa Hane--A Navajo Story 
Shaani 
Shileech~~'i 
To Be A Navajo 
Wmter Shoe Game Songs 
Zhini Yinishye 

1973. 1980 
Wmter Tales 

1974 
Aa' aa' 
Alatsii' 
Alchini Baa Dahane' 
Alki'~~' Adah66t'Udii Beehaniihigii Baa Hane' 
A~k'i~~' Bis60di ShilU Nit'~~' 
Alk'i~~' Dine Vee Dahinaanii Baa Hane' 
Andrew d66 Andy Baa Hane' 
Ashdla'go Shibee Akohwiinidzinii 
Ashkii Ne'eshjaa' Binees~~go Baa Hane' 
At'eed Yazhi Baa Hane' 
Beedahaniihigii 
Beenahatlii 
Bilagaana Bil Keehojit'iigo 
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1974 Dah Iistt'6 Baahane' 
Da'ilkeed Binaaltsoos 
Dine T'aa akogi at'eii 
Forked Tongues:Methods of Creating Bicultural Drama 
Gah Yazhi Baahane' 
Hastiin Ts'6si 
Hast6i d66 Saanii 
Hatah Ya'ah 
Hilda 
Hooghandi Adaa'hay~ 
Joe and His Family Book Two 
Joe and His Happy Family Book One 
Johonaa'ei d66 Nahasdzaan 
Kenineezi 
Keshjee' 
Linda Baa Hane' 
LU' Baa Hane' 
LU' HazlU'~~' Hane' 
Naa~~ Haleehgi Baa Hane' 
Nazbaa' Bidibe H61¢ 
Nihimasani d66 Nihicheii Baa Dahane'~~ 
Rock Point Landmarks 
Saad Bee Ahaa Nitsahakeesigii 
Saad Naashch'~~ , 
Saad T'aa' Aanii W6jihigii 
Shi d66 Shinaai Baa Hane' 
Shila' 
Shile'eyazhi 
Shilii1chii' 
Stories of the Navajo 
Tse Nitssa Deez'ahi Hoolyeedi Tse H616nigii 
Tsilkei d66 Ch'ikei 

1975 
Bikee' Ndaazb~~ Dahol6nigii 
BilU' 
Dibe Yazhi Nizh6nigo Yich'i' Nahidiijeehii 
Dit Ats'iistah Naalnishgi 
Dine Bikeyah #39 Dine Bikeyah 
Dine Naaldlooshii Dah Deileii Baa Hane' 
Hai NahasdlU' 
HalU Baa Ahojily~~gi 
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Hooghan G6ne' Dah616nigii Yish'i 
Naald100shii Bee Iimiaanii 
Naald100shii Nizh6nigo Bee Iimiagi 
Nihina'ald1ooshii Bee Baa Dziinidlinii 
Nihoolaili' D66 Tayi' Naaldeehi 
T'66 Baa Dloh Hasingo Hane' 

1976 
AkatH Ch(>'i 
Alkee Sinil 
Awee' Chideeld10 
Dine Bikeyah 
Ervin T6 Siyinig66 Deeya 
Ha'at'iish At'e? 
Lit' T'M Yisit Bikee' Na'azna 
Ma'ii Washindoong66 Deeya 
Naachid 
Navajo Music for Classroom Enrichment 
Olta' 
Tsek'ina'sdzooi Tse Deiishashigii Baa Hane' 
Tse' ad6'ii 
We Just Came to. See. How Thev Make a Road Nihi ei Kodi Niikai Atiindi 
Haalellt'eego Atlm Aaellleil Uadh nllgo 
Wilt Chamberlain 

1977 
Chaa' (2) 
Chat (1) 
Deezbah and Chee 
Dine Bikeyah 
Dine N66da'i Yit Anada' Ahijisjchiigi 
Dlohii 
Naabeeh6 Baa Hane' 
Nahidizidigii 
Navajo Jokes 
Nicho'iji Baahoneeni Binaaltsoos Naach'aah 
Nihi'iina' At'ilil anaa'niit 

1978 
Dii Shaghandi H6lQ 
Haila Shideezhi? 
Na'ash(>'ii 
Nashd6i (3) 
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1979 
Ashkii Gaagii 
Charlie Naaldlooshii Bee H61{> 
Hane' Yazhi T6haaIi d66 Tse' Atnaozt'i'i 
Johnny Baa Hane' 
Kee Baa Hane 
Naaldlooshii Dine'e (4) 
ShilU' Baa Hane' 

1979. 1980 
Beeso W61ta' 

1980 
Naaldlooshii Dine Naltsoos IV 
Nida'diich'llll Series Book 1 Beegashii 
Saad Naashch'llll ' 
Teacher Infonnation Book 

1981 
Echo 
Hatah Ya'ahoot'eeh d66 Adaa'ahaya 
Kee's Day 
Naakaiitahg66 Tazhdiiya: As~~ Atsidi Baa Hane' 
Navajo Language 
Neezbaa' 
T'aash Aanii 
Yaadila! 

Dine Be'Da'ool'i 
Dine Bizaad Bee lina' B6hoo'aah G6ne'e' Binaaltsoos 
Fairtime Pictionary 
Hastiin Nimazi d66 AS~ll Nimazi 
Hooghan Bahane' 
K'e Bina Niltin 
Merry Keshmish Naaltsoos Naach'llllhi 
Naaldlooshii Naach'llllh 
Navajo Culture Selections in Navajo 
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Nihil Hahoodzod66 Diijiidi d66 A~~~~' Naaltsoos T'aal'i G6ne' Yits'itigii 
Nihil Hadoodzood66 Diijiidi d66 A~~~~' Naaltsoos Naaki 
Saad Naasch'llll' 
Shilii' Bikee' La Banisin 



1983 
Asdzani Naabeeh6 Dine'e Yitxahgi H616niigii 
Kinaalda A Navajo Puberty Ceremony 
Saad Ah[l~ Sinil 

1984 
Acheii Bahane' Vol. II 
Akhini Baa Hane Vol I and II 
Dine Bina'ach'[l~ Bahane' Be'iool'iit 
Iina 

1985 
Dine Bizaad Bee Na'adzo 

1986 
Tonibah d66 Naats'iilid 

1988 
Saad Bee AI'ini Bohoo'aah 

1989 
Am Ni' Nikisheegiizh 
Dine Baa Hane' Neits66h 
Naabeh6 Be'iina' Baa Hane' 
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10. APPENDIX C: NAVAJO LITERATURE BY PUBLISHER 



Navajo Language Literature by Publisher 1940 - 1990 
Bureau of Indian Affairs 

BIA 
Ihoo'aah 
Jei AdHh 

Nahasdzaan Doo Bilma' Din'e Baa Hani' 

Navajo Historical Series 

Sin'alchini Vee Da' Alzhishigii 

BIA. Haskell Institute 

Adahooniligii 

Dine Yazhi Ba' Alchini 1 

Dine Yazhi Ba' Alchini 2 

Dine Yazhi Ba' Alchini 3 

Na'nilkaadi Yazhi 'Aak'eedgo 

Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Daago 

Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Haigo 

Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Shiigo 

Navajo Historical Selections 

TI'ohchiniji Dine K66dahat'iinii Baa Hane' Navajo Historical Series I 

Trouble at Round Rock Navajo Historical Series II 
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BIA. Phoenix Indian School 

ABC of Navajo 

Birth Registration 

Dii K'ad Anaa'igii Baa Hane' 

Haisha T'aa K'ad Dl66 Silii'? 

Mogi T'aa At'eheji' Iilwo'ii 

Naaltsoos Ntsaaigii Baa Hane' 

Navajos Fight Tuberculosis 

Olta'g66 

Outline of a Plan for Resource Development; Navajo Reservation 

Practice Reading 

Rules and Regulations for the Tribal Council 

Shikeyah Bidah Na'at'a'i 

Treaty of 1868 

BIA/reprinted UN Las Vegas 

Navajo Life Series 1 

Navajo Life Series 2 

Navajo Life Series Reader Coyote Tales 

Intennountain Indian School 

Special Five Year Program 
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Church Affiliated Presses 

Mission Aides 

Haa'ish~ Da'iidiiltah 

Navajo Academy 

Asdzani Naabeeh6 Dine'e Yitxahgi H616niigii 

Dine Bizaad Bee Na'adzo 

Navajo Book Shelf 

Haa'ish~' Dine Bizaad Deiidiiltah 

Navajo Evangelical Lutheran Mission 

Tsa'aszi' 

Navajo Gospel Mission 

Dine Bizaad Bohoo'aah Vol I and Vol 2 

Naabeh6 Be'iina' Baa Hane' 

Saad Bee AI'ini Bohoo'aah 

Teach Yourself to Read Navajo 

Writing Navajo; Dictation Drills for Bilinguals 

Southwest Board of Cooperative Services 

Bikee' Ndaazb~~s Dahol6nigii 

Bili!' 

Didi Shit Beedah6zin 

Hooghan G6ne' Dah616nigii Yish'i 
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Southwestern School of Missions 

Diyin God Bizaad Binahji' Dine K'eh W6lta'igii Bee Nanitin 

St. Michaels Press 

Zhini Yinishye 

Wycliff Bible Translators/reprinted Phoenix Indian School 

Dine Bizaad W6lta'go Bee Bihoo'aahii 

Naaltsoos Naakiigii 

Naaltsoos T'aata'igii 

Wycliffe Bible Translators 

Bilagaana Bizaad Bihoo'aah 

Haa'ish~' Da'iidiltah 1 

Haa'ish~ Da'iidiiltah 2 

Haa'ish~ Dinek'ihji Bee'ak'eda'diilchii 

Naanish Hanishta 

Contract Schools 

Borrego Pass School 

Atk'idM' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' Dinek'ehji 

Baadlohasin 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Atchiniyazhi Binaaltsoos W6lta'ii 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Baadlohasin 
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Borrego Pass School 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Dine Be'cia'ool'i' 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Dine d66 Naaldlooshii baa' Olta'ii 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Doo Ajil ii Da 

Dine Baa Hane' W6Ita'ii, Hooghan 

Dine Baa Hane' Wolta'ii Naaltsoos, Da'iidiiltah 

Dine Baa Hane' W6lta'ii Naaltsoos Woltaii B 

Dine Baa Hane' W61ta'ii Naaltsoos W61ta'ii Bohoneedlinii 

Dine Baa Hane' Wolta'ii Naaltsoos Wolta'ii Ch 

Dine Baa Hane' Wolta'ii Naaltsoos Wolta'ii D 

Dine Baa Hane' W61ta'ii Naaltsoos W61ta'ii E 

Dine Baa Hane' W61ta'ii Naaltsoos W61ta'ii G 

Dine Baa Hane' W61ta'ii Naaltsoos W61ta'ii H 

Dine Baa Hane' Wolta'ii Naaltsoos W6lta'ii I 

Dine Be'Da'ool'i 

Dineji Hatsii' Baa ahay~ 

Dziilyehi Daats'i Baahane' 

Hatah Ya'ahoot'eeh d66 Adaa'ahaya 

Hooghan 

Keniijeeh Baa Hane' 
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Borrego Pass School 

Ma'ii Joodloshi 

Naaltsoos W61ta' Boh6needlinii Naaltsoos W6lta'i 

Ramah Navajo School Board 

Atk'i<ij.~' Dine Yee Dahimianii Baa Hane' 

Dil Shaghandi H6lQ 

Feeding our Animals 

Going to Town 

Hasu'ishgoo Doo Ya'at'eeh Da 

Kee's Day 

Naaldlooshii Dine Naltsoos IV 

Na'ashQ'ii 

Navajo Bilingual-Bicultural Curriculum Kit 

Navajo Jokes 

Rock Point Community School 
Ak'eelchi 

Akhini Baa Hane' 

Andrew d66 Andy Baa Hane' 

As~~ Naalnishg66 ilyaago Baa Hane' 

Ashdla'go Shibee Akohwiinidzinii 
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Rock Point Community School 
Barebone Navajo Literacy Program 

Beedahaniihigii 

Behe 

Bilagaana Bil Keehojit'iigo 

Bill d66 Bid60la Baa Hane 

Chidi Bitsiits'iin Baa Hane' 

Dibe Yazhi Nizh6nigo Yich'i' Nahidiijeehii 

Dil Ats'iistah Naalnishgi 

Dine Baa Hane' Neits66h 

Dine Bikeyah 

Dine Naaldlooshii Dah Deileii Baa Hane' 

Dine N66da'i Yil Anada' AhijisjchUgi 

Dlohii 

Echo 

HalU Baa Ahojily~~gi 

Hast6i d66 Saanii 

Iina 

Linda Baa Hane' 

Lit' T'~~ Yisil Bikee' Na'azna 

Ma'ii d66 Shaash Baa Hane' 



Rock Point Community School 

Mosi Yazhi dO~ Bighan Baa Hane' 

Naachid 

Naaldlooshii Bee Iimiaanii 

Naaldlooshii Nizhonigo Bee Iinaagi 

Naaltsoos Bik'i Na'adzo dO~ Bik'i Ak'e' Alchi 

Nahidizidigii 

Nihi'iina' Al'~~ anaa'niil 

Nihimasam dO~ Nihicheii Baa Dahane'~~ 

Nihina'aldlooshii Bee Baa Dziinidlinii 

Ninaagoo Adahooniligii Baa Akoninizin 

Rock Point Landmarks 

Saad Bee Ahaa Nitsahakeesigii 

Saad T'aa' Aanii Wojihigii 

Shi dO~ Shinaai Baa Hane' 

Shit ii' Bikee' La Banisin 

Sound to Letter 

T'oo Baa Dloh Hasingo Hane' 

Tse Nitssa Deez'aru Hoolyeedi Tse H616nigii 

Tsilkei d66 Ch'ikei 

Wilt Chamberlain 
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Rock Point Community School and National Endowment for the Humanities 

Naakaiitahg66 Tazhdiiya: As~~ Atsidi Baa Hane' 

Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Acheii Bahane' Vol. II 

AEIO 

Aka' Anijilwo' 

Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Akalii ChQ'i 

Atchini Baa Dahane' 

Alk'i~~' Jini 

Aneelt'e' 

Arts and Crafts 

Ats'iis 

A wee,' Chideeldlo 

Behe 

Bitsi' Yishtlizhii Yazhi 

Bruce 000 Bil H66ts'iid 

Coyote and Santa; Rodeo; Man Boy and Donkey 

Deezbah and Chee 

Dine Bina'ach'~{lh Bahane' Be'iool'iil 
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Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Dine Bizaad Bohoo'aah 

Dinetahgi Lahgo Ahoodzaa Dine Bahane' 

Forked Tongues:Methods of Creating Bicultural Drama 

Gah 

Gai Bichei 

Ha'at'iish~ Shighi' HoIQ? 

Hooghan Bahane' 

Hwelde 

11 iits'a'igii 

J iits'a'igii 

Kaa'ts'in 

Kii 

Kinaalda A Navajo Puberty Ceremony 

K'e Bina Niltin 

Merry Keshmish Naaltsoos Naach'{l~ 

Naaldlooshii 

Naald100shii Baa Hane' 

Naald100shii Naach'~~ 

Na'nilkaadi Bileech{l{l'i Hazlii 

Navajo Alphabet and Letter Sounds 
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Rough Rock Demonstration School 

Navajo Language 

Navajo Music for Classroom Enrichment 

Nicho'iji Baahoneeni Binaaltsoos Naach'aah 

Nihil Hahoodzod66 Diijiidi d66 Acij~cij~' Naaltsoos T'aal'i G6ne' Yits'iligii 

Nihil Hadoodzood66 Diijiidi d66 Acij~cij~' Naaltsoos Naaki 

Saad Ah~tth Sinil 

Saad Naasch'~~' 

Saad Naashch'~~ , 

Shash 

Stories of the Navajo 

T6lii Hataal Y 6hool'aah 

T6lii Yazhi 

To Be A Navajo 

Ts d66 Ts' iits'a'igii 

We Just Came to See How They Make a Road Nihi 6i Kodi Niikai Atiindi 
Haal6iit'6ego Atiin Adeiile~ Dadii'niigo 

Sanostee-Toadlena 
Bahi Baa Hane' 

Hai Nahasdlii' 

Lit' Baa Hane' 

Na'ah66haikhi'i 



Off Reservation Curriculum Centers 

Native American Materials Development Center 

Ha'at'iish At'e? 

Hast6i Nidaalzheeh 

Karen D66 Bimasani Baa Hane' 

Nashd6i (3) 

Olta' 

Navajo Reading Study 

Alk'icij~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #14 

Alk'icij~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #17 

Alk'icij~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #22 

Alki'cij~' Adah66t'Udii Beehaniihigii 

AUk'icij~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #39 

Ashkii Ne'eshjaa' Binees~~go Baa Hane' 

Baa' 

Chidiltsooi d66 G6lizhii 

Dah Diniilghaazh 

Da'iicij 

Deezbaa' 
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Navajo Reading Study 

Dine Bikeyah #14 TI'ohchiniji Dine Keedahat'iinii Baa Hane' 

Dine Bikeyah #15 Tse Nikani H66lyeegi H66chi' Y~~ Baa Hane' 

Dine Bikeyah #16 Nabeeh6 AI'ilil Dadin'e 

Dine Bikeyah #17 AI'aa Dadine 

Dine Bikeyah #18 Alk'i<ij.~' OOZel Asdiid Jini 

Dine Bikeyah #19 Ba'alilii Wolyee Nt'ee' Olta' Dooda Niigo Yininaa 

Dine Bikeyah # 20 Tadidinii 

Dine Bikeyah #21 LU' T'aa' Yisil Wolyeii Bikee Na'azna 

Dine Bikeyah # 22 Alchini Idlii daa Hane'igii 

Dine Bikeyah #23 La' T'aa Bita'ig66 Nijighaa Nt'ee'go Bahane 

Dine Bikeyah #37 Dine La'da' Ahiisyt Nihisilaago Inda Yil Naaznilii 

Dine Bikeyah #38 1949 Y~~<ij.~' Dine Bideg Daadzaazy~~ Baa Hane' 
Asdzani Sits'~~' Bil Ndzi Dine Bikeyah Bikaag66 ShU Ta'doot'a' 

Dine Bikeyah #39 Dine Bikeyah 

Haa la Wol ye? 

Hastiin Ch'ahii 

Jasper 

Johnny d66 Willie 

LU' HazIU'<ij.~' Hane' 



Navajo Reading Study 

M6sitgai 

Pabii D66 Masi 

Shaani 

Shila' 

Shileechtltl'i 

Navajo Reading Study and Antioch College 

Naaldlooshii Baa Hane' 

Navajo Reading Study and Rock Point Community School 

Aa' aa' 

Atki'dM' Adah66t'iidii Be6haruihigii Baa Hane' 

Atk'i<ij,~' Bis60di Shilii Nit'~~' 

Bits'~~ d66 Hoseliiigii 

Keshjee' 

Na'ah66haidi 

Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

A'daa'~ay~ 

Alatsii' 

At'aa' Ateego Adaalya 

Chizh doo Tsin 
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Navajo Reading Study and Sanostee-Toadlena 

D~~ NahasdlU' 

Dah Iisu'6 Baahane' 

Dine T'aa akogi at'eii 

Hatah Ya'ah 

Hilda 

Hooghandi Adaa'hay~ 

Johonaa'ei d66 Nahasdzaan 

Ma'ii d66 Nashd6i Baa Hane' 

Naa~~ Haleehgi Baa Hane' 

Naaltsoos Naalt'a'i adadiilniil 

Navajo Alpahbet 

Nihookaa' D66 Tayi' Naaldeehi 

Navajo Reading Study, Rock Point and UNM 

Hastiin Ts'6si 

NAMDC and Cuba Independent School District 

Ashkii Gaagii 

Johnny Baa Hane' 

Naabeeh6 Baa Hane' 
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NAMDC and Ramah Navajo School Board 

Nidahweeshiig66 Adizhneeshkaad 

SCllS 3a limi Nidaat'i'ji 

Native American Materials Development Center 

Akbini Baa Hane Vol I and II 

Akbini Binaaltsoos 

Akbini Biyiin 

Anthony d66 Tl'izi ChQQh 

At'eettsooi d66 Shash Taa' 

Bis60di Naakigo Baahane' 

Chaa' (2) 

Chal (1) 

Dine Bikeyah 

Ervin T6 Siyinig66 Deeya 

Haish Bighan? 

Ha'at'iish Di.li.lgo Dah61¢? 

Hane' Akhini Yazhi Ba'higii 

Hane' Yazhi Vol. I 

Hane' Yazhi Vol. II 

Kii d66 Tl'izi 

L6i d66 Tsiiltsoi 
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Native American Materials Development Center 

Ma'ii Washindoongoo Deeya 

Mazii doo Bich'ah 

Naald100shii Dine'e (4) 

Nambaa doo Kiikhii ' Ayoo Naalnish 

Nihighan Baa Adaholy~ 

Saad Bihwiidoo' Aligii Naaltsoos IV 

scllS 1 T'aadoole'e 

sclls -- Dahinaanii 

SellS 3b Ahil Nidaalnishii Doo Alkee' Honitltlgo Nidaalnishii 

Shikeyah 

Teacher Information Book 

T'aash Aanii 

TI'izi ChQQh Taa'go Baahane' 

Tsek'ina'sdzooi Tse Deiishashigii Baa Hane' 

Tse' ado'ii 

Yaadila! 
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Professional Development 

Center for In-Service Education 

Shima Nahas~~ Bilrna' Ahooniligii 

Dine Bi Olta' Association 

At'eed Yazhi Baa Hane' 

Beenahatlii 

Da'ilkeed Binaaltsoos 

Gah Yazhi Baahane' 

Navajo Music 

Nazbaa' Bidibe H61¢ 

Winter Shoe Game Songs 

Dine Bi Olta' Association-Reprinted by NAMDC 

Wmter Tales 

Linguistics Society of America 

Navajo Texts 

Navajo Area School Board Association 

Chee Dodge Baa Hane' 

NLI 

Navajo Culture Selections in Navajo 

Summer Institute of Linguistics 

Keys to Writing Navajo 
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Public Schools 

Consolidated School District. Shiprock 

Fairtime Pictionary 

Hastiin Nimazi d66 As~~ Nimazi 

Cuba Independent School District 

Charlie Naald100shii Bee H6lQ 

Kee Baa Hane 

Maii Dashijini 

Maii D66 Gotizhi 

ShiIU' Baa Hane' 

Dulce Independent School District 

Nakeyah Ji Noshchii 

Gallup McKinley County Schools 

Harold Baa Hane' A Navajo Story 

Kenineezi 

Learning the Navajo Alphabet --The Consonants 

Philip Baa Hane--A Navajo Story 

Shile'eyazhi 

ShilWchii' 

Shim6si Baa Hane' 
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Independent School District #22. Shiprock 

Alkee Sinil 

Joe and His Family Book Two 

Joe and His Happy Family Book One 

San Juan School District 

Alphabet Flash Cards 

Coyote and Crow--A Navajo Folktale 

Mountain Lion and Coyote 

Position in Space--Gateway to Good Reading; Navajo Language Edition 

Tar Coyote 

Walk in Beauty With Science 

Words That Tell Where and How 

Window Rock School District 

Beeso W61ta' 

Haash Yit'eigo Naat'a'? 

Haila Shideezhi? 

Neezbaa' 

Nida'diich'~~ Series Book 1 Beegashii 

Saad Naashch'~~ , 
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University and Small Presses 

Crovvder, Jack L. 

Haskie D66 Ye'ii Bicheii 

Stefanii D66 M~'ii 

Follet Publishing Co. 

Naal'ee!i Nahattin Bit Ya'at'eeh 

National Geographic Society and NAMDC 

Nashd6i Yaazh Bit haz' ~~di Nooyeel 

Navajo Community College 

Ashikii Bhi Baa Hane' 

Ay60 Honishyoi 

Dine Bizaad Hazaalye 

Dinek'ehji Iigeh 

Kelchi al'inigii Baa Hane' 

Nihizaad At'~~ Adeits'a'igii Naaltsoos Bik'i Sinil 

Saad Bee Hadaazt'i'igii Baa Hane 

T'aa Dinekehji A,a,Ch,B,b,d,e Saad Bee Nadaazt'i'igii Baa Hane 

Ts'aa' Baa Hane' 
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Northern Arizona University 

Haa'ish~ Dine Bizaad Deiidiiltah 

Northland Press 

Kii Baghan Haz'~~gi 

Northwestern University 

Ni'iichiihji Binahat'a 

Princeton 

Am Ni' Nikisheegiizh 

Sanostee-Toadlena and Antioch College 

Deestsiin Choo'inigi Baahane' 

K'os 

Shima 

University of New Mexico 

Navajo Sketches 

University of New Mexico. Gallup Branch 

Basic Medical Navajo 

Laughter: The Navajo Way; Humorous Stories of the People Vol. I 

Upper Strata Ink Inc. 

Tonibah d66 Naats'iilid 
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Navajo Language Literature Curriculum Topics 1940 - 1990 

1940-1950 

Health. Science 
Jei Adiih 
Navajos Fight Tuberculosis 

Literacy 
Dine Yazhi Ba' Atchini 1 
Dine Yazhi Ba' Atchini 2 
Dine Yazhi Ba' Atchini 3 
ABC of Navajo 
Haa'ish~' Da'iidiltah 1 
Naaltsoos T'aala'igii 
Naaltsoos Naakiigii 
Practice Reading 
Navajo Life Series 1 
Navajo Life Series 2 

Literature, Poetry, Music, Art 

Haisha T'aa K'ad Dl66 SHiP? 
Sin'alchini Yee Da' Alzhishigii 
Mogi T'aa At'eheji' Iilwo'ii 
Navajo Life Series Reader Coyote Tales 
Na'nilkaadi Yazhi 'Aak'eedgo 
Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Daago 
Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Haigo 
Na'nilkaadi Yazhi Shiigo 

Social Studies. Navajo History 
Nahasdzaan Doo Bikaa' Din'e Baa Hani' 
Navajo Texts 
Dii K'ad Anaa'igii Baa Hane' 
Treaty of 1868 
Outline of a Plan for Resource Development; Navajo Reservation 
Rules and Regulations for the Tribal Council 
Birth Registration 
Naaltsoos Ntsaaigii Baa Hane' 
Ihoo'aah 
Navajo Historical Series 

1941 
1948 

1940 
1940 
1940 
1946 
1947 
1947 
1948 
1948 
1948, 1953 
1949, 1953 

1940 
1945 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1950 
1950 
1950 

1941 
1942 
1943, 1975 
1946 
1947 
1947 
1948 
1948, 1949 
1949 
1949 



1950-1960 

Literacy 
Dine Bizaad W6lta'go Bee Bihoo'aahii 

Social Studiac;, Navajo History 
Trouble at Round Rock Navajo Historical Series II 
Special Five Year Program 
Navajo Historical Selections 
Olta'g66 
Shikeyah Bidah Na'at'a'i 

1~ 
Haa'ish~' Dine Bizaad Deiidiiltah 
Haa'ish~ Dine Bizaad Deiidiiltah 
Dine Bizaad Hazaalye 
Navajo Alphabet and Letter Sounds 

Literature, Poetry. Music, Art 
Ay60 Honishyoi 
Behe 
Coyote and Santa; Rodeo; Man Boy and Donkey 
Haskie D66 Ye'ii Bicheii 
Kii 
Laughter: The Navajo Way; Humorous Stories of the People 
Stefanii D66 M~'ii 

Social Studiac;, Navajo History 
Hwelde 

1971-1980 

Health. Science 
Gah 
Ats'iis 
Basic Medical Navajo 
Nashd6i Yaazh Bit haz' ~~di Nooyeet 
AIatsii' 
Ashdla'go Shibee Akohwiinidzinii 
Hooghandi Adaa'hay~ 
Johonaa'ei d66 Nahasdzaan 
Tse Nitssa Deez'ahi Hoolyeedi Tse H616nigii 
Dibe Yazhi Nizh6nigo Yich'!' Nahidiijeehii 
Dil Ats'iistah Naalnishgi 
HaIti Baa Ahojily~~gi 
Naaldlooshii Bee Iinaaanii 

1952 

1952 
1953 
1954 
1956 
1956 

1966 
1968 
1969 
1970 

1968 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1970 

1970 
1970 

1970 

1971 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1975 
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Health. Science 
Naaldlooshii Nizh6nigo Bee Iinaagi 
Nihina'aldlooshii Bee Baa Dziinidlinii 
Nihookaa' D66 Tayi' Naaldeehi 

LiteraQy 
II iits'a'igii 
J iits'a'igii 
Naaldlooshii 
Ts d66 Ts' iits'a'igii 
AEIO 
Didi Shil Beedah6zin 
Keys to Writing Navajo 
Learning the Navajo Alphabet --The Consonants 
Navajo Alpahbet 
Aa' aa' 
Lit' Baa Hane' 
Saad Bee Ahaa Nitsahakeesigii 
Saad Naashch'{l{l , 
Alkee Sinil 
Chaa' (2) 
Chal (1) 
Nashd6i (3) 
Naaldlooshii Dine Naltsoos IV 
Saad Naashch'{l{l , 
Teacher Information Book 

Literature. Poetry. Music. Art 
Arts and Crafts 
Gai Bichei 
Kii Baghan Haz'~~gi 
Na'nilkaadi Bileech{l{l'i Hazlii 
Navajo Music 
Telii Yazhi 
Baa' 
Dah Diniilghaazh 
Haa la Wol ye? 
Hastiin Ch'ahii 
Hastoi Taa' Naha~ 
Naaldlooshii Baa Hane' 
Pabii D66 Masi 
Telii Hataal Y6hool'aah 
Bam Baa Hane' 
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1975 
1975 
1975 

1972 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1976 
1977 
1977 
1978 
1980 
1980 
1980 

1971 
1971 
1971 
1971 
1971 
1971 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1972 
1973 



Literature. PoetJy. Music. Art 
Chichltsooi doo Golizhii 
Dtltm NahasdlU' 
Da'iicij. 
Harold Baa Hane' A Navajo Story 
Johnny doo Willie 
Mosilgai 

Na'ahoohaidi 
Na'ahoohaitchi'i 
Philip Baa Hane--A Navajo Story 
Shaani 
Shileechtltl'i 
To Be A Navajo 
Wmter Shoe Game Songs 
Wmter Tales 
Alchini Baa Dahane' 
Alk'icij.~' Bisoodi ShilU Nit'~~' 
Andrew doo Andy Baa Hane' 
Ashkii Ne'eshjaa' Binees~~go Baa Hane' 
At'eed Yazhi Baa Hane' 
Forked Tongues:Methods of Creating Bicultural Drama 
Gah Yaw Baahane' 
Hastiin Ts'osi 
HastOi d66 Saanii 
Hatah Ya'ah 
Hilda 
Joe and His Family Book Two 
Joe and His Happy Family Book One 
Kenineezi 
Linda Baa Hane' 
Saad T'aa' Aanii Wojihigii 
Shi doo Shinaai Baa Hane' 
Shila' 
Shile'eyazhi 
ShilH1chii' 
Tsilkei d66 Ch'ikei 
Bili{' 
Hai NahasdlU' 
T'o6 Baa Dloh Hasingo Hane' 
AkatH ChQ'i 
Awee' Chideeldlo 
Ervin T6 Siyinigoo Deeya 

1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
1973 
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1973, 1980 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1976 
1976 
1976 



Literature. Poetry, Music. Art 
Ma'ii Washindoong66 Deeya 
Navajo Music for Classroom Enrichment 
Olta' 
Tse' ad6'ii 
Deezbah and Chee 
Dlohii 
Navajo Jokes 
Nicho'iji Baahoneeni Binaaltsoos Naach'aah 
Haila Shideezhi? 
Na'ashQ'ii 
Ashkii Gaagii 
Charlie Naaldlooshii Bee H6lQ 
Hane' Yazhi T6haali d66 Tse' Alnaozt'i'i 
Johnny Baa Hane' 
Kee Baa Hane 
Naaldlooshii Dine'e (4) 
ShiIU' Baa Hane' 
Nida'diich'ilil Series Book 1 Beegashii 

Math 
Aneelt'e' 

1976 
1976 
1976 
1976 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1978 
1978 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1979 
1980 

1973 
1976 
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Ha'at'iish At'e? 
Beeso W61ta' 1979, 1980 

Social Studies. Navajo History 
Alk'icij.~' Jini 1971 
Aka' Anijilwo' 1972 
Alk'icij.~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #17 1973 
Alk'icij.~' Adahoodzaai Baa Hane' #22 1973 
Bits'~~ d66 HoselUigii 1973 
Dine Bikeyah #14 Tl'ohchiniji Dine Keedahat'iinii Baa Hane' 1973 
Dine Bikeyah #15 Tse Nikani H66lyeegi H66chi' Y~~ Baa Hane' 1973 
Dine Bikeyah #16 Nabeeh6 Al'ilil Dadin'e 1973 
Dine Bikeyah #17 Al'aa Dadine 1973 
Dine Bikeyah #19 Ba'alilii Wolyee Nt'ee' Olta' Dooda NiigoYininaa 1973 
Dine Bikeyah # 20 Tadidinii 1973 
Dine Bikeyah #21 LU' T'aa' Yisil Wolyeii Bikee Na'azna 1973 
Dine Bikeyah # 22 Alchini ldlii dcia Hane'igii 1973 
Dine Bikeyah #23 La' T'aa Bita'ig66 Nijighaa Nt'ee'go Bahane 1973 

g~,Bti~~~dt~d~t? ai~i~~ ~~R~i~~Sfuap 1973 
1'a'aoo a 
Zhini Yinishye 1973 



Social Studies. Navajo History 
Alki'~~' Adah66t'iidii Beehaniihigii Baa Hane' 1974 
Alk'i~~' Dine Yee Dahinaanii Baa Hane' 1974 
Beedahaniihigii 1974 
Beenahatlii 1974 
Bilagaana Bil Keehojit'iigo 1974 
Dah Iisti:'6 Baahane' 1974 
Da'ilkeed Binaaltsoos 1974 
Dine T'aa akogi at'eii 1974 
Keshjee' 1974 
Lii' Hazlii'~~' Hane' 1974 
Naa~~ Haleehgi Baa Hane' 1974 
Nazbaa' Bidibe H61¢ 1974 
Nihimasani d66 Nihicheii Baa Dahane't~ 1974 
Rock Point Landmarks 1974 
Stories of the Navajo 1974 
Bikee' Ndaazb~~ Dahol6nigii 1975 
Dine Bikeyah #39 Dine Bikeyah 1975 
Dine Naaldlooshii Dah Deileii Baa Hane' 1975 
Hooghan G6ne' Dah616nigii Yish'i 1975 
Dine Bikeyah 1976 
Lii' T'~~ Yisil Bikee' Na'azna 1976 
Naachid 1976 
Tsek'ina'sdzooi Tse Deiishashigii Baa Hane' 1976 
"Wte.JusLCame.t~O See Haw T.hev..MakP. a.Road Nihi e1 Kodi Niikai 976 AhmQ11iaalell eego "Atlm J\aellle~ lJaou mlgo 1 

Wilt Chamberlain 1976 
Dine Bikeyah 1977 
Dine N66da'i Yil Anada' Ahijisjchiigi 1977 
Naabeeh6 Baa Hane' 1977 
Nahidizidigii 1977 
Nihi'iina' Al'~~ anaa'niil 1977 
Dii Shaghandi H6lQ 1978 

1981-1990 

Health, Science 
Hatah Ya'ahoot'eeh d66 Adaa'ahaya 

Literacy 
Navajo Language 
Fairtime Pictionary 
Naaldlooshii Naach'~~ 

1981 

1981 
1982 
1982 
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Literacy 
Saad Naasch'~~' 
Saad Ah~~ SinH 
Dine Bizaad Bee Na'adzo 
Saad Bee AI'ini Bohoo'aah 

Literature. Poetry. Music. Art 
Echo 
Kee's Day 
Ne~zbaa' 

T'aash Aanii 
Yaadila! 
Dine Bizaad Bee lina' B6hoo'aah G6ne'e' Binaaltsoos 
Hastiin Nimazi d66 As~~ Nimazi 
Merry Keshmish Naaltsoos Naach'~~hi 
ShilU' Bikee' La Bcinisin 
Acheii Bahane' Vol. II 
Akhini Baa Hane Vol I and II 
Dine Bina'ach'~~ Bahane' Be'iool'iit 
lina 
Tonibah d66 Naats'iilid 
Ahi Ni' Nikisheegiizh 
Dine Baa Hane' Neits66h 
Naabeh6 Be'iina' Baa Hane' 

Social Studi~. Navajo History 

1982 
1983 
1985 
1988 

1981 
1981 
1981 
1981 
1981 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1986 
1989 
1989 
1989 

Naakaiitahg66 Tazhdiiya: As~~ Atsidi Baa Hane' 1981 
Dine Be'Da'ool'i 1982 
Hooghan Bahane' 1982 
K'e Bina Niltin 1982 
Navajo Culture Selections in Navajo 1982 
~HWiUg*oodzod66 DiijUdi d66 A~~~~' Naaltsoos T'aat'i G6ne'1982 

Nihil Hadoodzood66 DiijUdi d66 A~~~~' Naaltsoos Naaki 1982 
Asdzani Naabeeh6 Dine'e Yitxahgi H616niigii 1983 
Kinaalda A Navajo Puberty Ceremony 1983 
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12. APPENDIX E: INTERVIEWS BY CATEGORY 



Interviews by Category 

Participant StOl}' 

Category: Boarding School 

MT I went to school here at the boarding school and they had Navajo 
bibles. 

VCT I would not square dance and I got spanked 

VCT We had to waU{ ten blocks or more. In the winter rain, wind. 

VCT The elementary schooling on the campus surrounding the dormitol}' 
because that used to be an old army headquarters. 

VCT plopped me on a high chair and grabbed my braids and cut it off and 
shaved it just right up to the top of my head. Cut my bangs and made 
me look like everybody else- put me in coveralls. 

VCT There are a lot of people that became alcoholics that came from the 
bureau that became abusive parents, abused their kids. 

Category: Future 

MJM I wish I'd taken a survey of all the students that I've had in my class 
who've gone on to college. 

MT To revive the language. That's what we are doing. 

MT ... believing that we can't lose our language, believing in it, using it. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Future 

VCT I try to make it smoother for my daughters at home and my students. 

Category: Home 

I try to tell them what's ahead, why they have to learn, why they have 
to do research now because it's in the future. 

MJM They kind of treat them mean. That's why they were scared. Back in 
1910. 

MJM My dad went to Sherman Institute. He said he was sent away for a 
long time ... for 5 or 6 years. 

MJM My dad said they used to come in a wagon with two wheels and a 
horse. They used to come out and hunt for the kids. 

W.JM All we had was just a wagon. 

MJM Her mother never attended school because her grandmother made her 
hide. "All day," she said, "Stay up there all day. Wait till night and 
come back." 

MJM We had to take our lunch to school and a lot of times we didn't have 
very much food to make our lunch. 

MJM When I started there was only one classroom. As the years went by 
they built three classrooms. 

MJM I started school when I was very small and went to a day school with 
one classroom-- one house with about eight students. 

MJM All along, when they had sewing class, they had some missionary 
talk about the Bible, that was the main thing, preach to them. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Home 

MT As far back as I can remember I went to school here. (Chinle) 

Category: Literacy in English 

MJM He (my dad) can read and write. He's the only one that used to write 
to us when we were down in Tucson. 

MT I taught phonics. I used the Navajo words. We had the same sound 
"b" this letter is called "b" and when it talks it says "b" 

MT I had to translate a lot of the things they read in English. 

MT Yes, only in English. Only in English, no bilingualism. 

Category: Literacy in Navajo 

MJM When you're young you don't think it's that much important. Just 
like these young kids these days ... they don't really take advantage of 
it. 

MJM When I really used my Navajo reading and writing was when I got to 
be a bilingual teacher. 

MJM We learned the Navajo consonants first and then from there we 
switched into reading the Bible in Navajo. 

MJM When the school started using bilingual education that's when I 
started using it again. 

MJM When I got into the classroom I didn't use my bilingual too much. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Literacy in Navajo 

MJM 

MJM 

MJM 

MJM 

MJM 

MJM 

MJM 

MJM 

MJM 

MJM 

When I was in my elementary years and in high school I didn't think 
that Navajo culture and Navajo reading and writing was important 
till I got out of college with my BA degree. 

She said, "Where'd you learn Navajo?" I said, "I learned it since I 
was a little girl." 

I'm still learning though ... there's still a lot that I need. 

Even their preacher. I was helping him. One time he asked me 
where I learned to read. I said, "Many, many moons ago." 

When I got my degree in teaching, I got into teaching as a bilingual 
teacher and that's where I used it. 

The more you work with it every day, it was practice. I worked with 
kindergarten up to eighth grade students and then I had foster 
grandparents working with me. 

Maybe some of them will be eager to learn but once they get home it 
depends on how the parents will feel about bilingual education. 

I really worked on my project. I put a lot of cultural stuff in there and 
I even translated some of those words into Navajo ... some of the 
special ed. terminology 

I didn't use it. 

We went to church a couple of times and they read Navajo and Ijust 
read along with them. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Literacy in Navajo 

MJM I didn't use anything like that in the dorm. 

MJM When I was in day school we took Navajo reading we learned to do 
Navajo reading and then do some writing. 

MT The missionaries they had different prints, you know. 

MT There was a confusion between this modem writing and this old 
writing and so at that time during the discussion they said, "Let's 
standardize it." 

MT We send articles every now and then to the Navajo Times and the 
Gallup Independent but they hardly ever publish them. 

MT We have an organization called the Dine Language Teachers 
Association. We just talk Navajo at those meetings. Our minutes are 
all in Navajo. 

MT There was a good chance for me to get out of the campus ifI could 
read the Bible 

MT We had to learn to sing the songs and had songbooks and we'd read 
the Bible together with one another. 

MT I became the principal. I told them I would like to teach every 
Navajo in tile school beginners through 8th grade to learn to read and 
write Nav~jo and speak it. 

MT He wanted science. He wanted to translate the words like flasks and 
pipettes and test tubes and we developed names for all those thlngs 
that we don't have names in Navajo for. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Literacy in Navajo 

MT They wanted to teach everything in Navajo and they didn't have any 
math books in Navajo. 

MT I translated sweetheart and honey with Navajo words and I did pretty 
good. 

MT I said, "I'm practicing what you're teaching me." It got around it that 
way. 

MT We had housemothers that didn't believe in us getting letters that had 
a lot of sweet stuff in it. I started writing in Navajo. 

MT I still use the old dictionaries as references. I always have to double 
check for spelling here. 

VCT It was Teddy Draper the veteran Navajo code talker. He said, "If the 
Navajo language doesn't want you, you will never learn." 

VCT I did learn how to speak correctly when I started to write because I 
was listening to the sound and how it was put together. 

VCT I was just like a sponge. I absorbed every sound, everything. I hadn't 
perfected it, but I got enough to learn how to write, to write 
curriculum materials. 

VCT There's nothing fantastic about my involvement in Navajo language. 
It's just personal experience. 

VCT You do reawaken when you write. You find yourself reading it and 
you say, "Oh my gosh this is how you say it correctly." 
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Participant Story 

Category: Oral Language 

MJM If I ever used my language in the classroom we were punished -
things like having our mouths washed out with soap or sit outside 
with a sign around our neck saying we'll never talk Navajo again in 
the classroom. 

MJM When I got home it's nothing but my Navajo language spoken and 
when I got to the classroom it was just Engish spoken 

MJM As the years went on, the kids really picked up a lot of English before 
they got to first grade probably from the television and other people 
they're around. 

MT My kids, afterwards when they were in high school and they realized 
there was another language said, "Mom, why didn't you teach us?" 

MT There's no Navajo with my grandchildren because the grandparents 
on the mother's side already know how to talk English. 

MT Unless there's a grandma who doesn't understand English, then they 
talk Navajo. 

MT A lot of the students that graduate from high school they know 
English already. They just automatically start speaking English to 
their kids. 

MT We've been trying very hard to speak Navajo around our kids. 

MT I never taught my kids how to talk Navajo because I was punished a 
lot for using the Navajo language and I didn't want my children to be 
punished. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Oral Language 

MT I had students who didn't know English. I used to stand by the door 
and when I wanted to get it over to them I'd quickly say it in Navajo. 

MT Of course when you're in a hurry you have to say something in 
English. 

VCT I just taught them a few things, a few steps, and they can stand up 
and look you straight in the eye and say everything they really want 
to say in Navajo. 

VCT I think it comes through your grandparents' and your parents' wisdom 
and how they project life. 

VCT Somewhere there's peer pressure. There's too many kids and they're 
speaking English and pretty soon that becomes dominant. 

VCT I didn't talk Navajo but I can remeber all my senses. Somehow 
there's that connection. 

VCT Navajo was not part of my language when I was a baby. 

VCT The daughter is teaching the mother how to talk Navajo now. 

Category: Pedagogy 

MJM We're doing the colors right now, Navajo colors 

MJM She (a parent) said, "Oh, this is really good. I didn't even know 
some of these stories. 
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Participant StOl)' 

~ory:Pedagogy 

MJM I don't believe in giving tests to my students because my bright 
students will sometimes score real low and my low students score real 
high. 

MJM It's real hard for some of the people to understand what bilingual 
education is until they see the child's work. 

MJM We did a yei bei chei unit and I couldn't find anything at the school 
and we had a foster grandparent. He came to the classroom and 
helped me out. 

MJM We did a unit on the cornmeal--- the kids tasted it .... some ofthem 
said, "We use it in weddings and sometimes we use it in ceremonies. 

MJM The biggest need among parents is for the parents to come to the 
school and see what their child is doing. 

MJM I've been using critical thinking. During Mother Earth Week we 
talked about pollution. 

MJM She (a parent) said, "I thought bilingual education was just reading 
and writing." I said, "It's a wide area. You could branch out in 
many different ways." 

MJM We did a lot of oral presentations and then had them draw and write 
in their own words. 

MJM I talk to my little kids about getting a good education. One time we 
did a mini-unit on careers. 

MT I also visited Rock Point which was really good and I really praised 
them a lot. You had to go to the board to request their materials. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Pedagogy 

MT I'm using video tapes and it's working very well for the elementary 
school. 

MT The songbook was never published. I don't know what happened to 
the master copy. 

MT We got the squaw dance songs and put educational lyrics to them. 

MT We developed our own writing book and our own spelling book from 
the materials that we had. 

MT I ordered a lot of materials from Native American Materials 
Development Center and brought back those materials for our 
program. 

MT NCC was brought in and put up at Many Farms and they developed 
the Native American Materials Development Center over in 
Albuquerque. 

MT We (DBA) developed a lot of materials and all those I don't know 
what happened to and I think a lot of them have been thrown out. 

VCT We're going to research community issues and we're going to do a 
role-playing at the Wheatfields Chapter House. 

VCT Right now a lot of kids know how to write Navajo. They can produce 
their own materials and there's not enough of that going around. 
There are stories that can be recorded. 

VCT I'm doing word recognition and hopefully they'll be able to write a 
short story by the end of the month. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Pedagogy 

VCT I want parents involved in my classroom and I tried to get them 
involved in my pinon-picking contraption. 

VCT We're doing kinship. We did logos for each clan. They're color
coded. 

VCT We did our pinon nut recipes. We did the cooking. We brought it 
in. We had a pinon nut recipe tasting. We had all kinds of recipes 
that were made from pinons. That was successful. 

Category: Post Secondary School 

MJM Dr. Ruben gave a lot of encouragement to the students. He said, 
"Don't ever let anybody tell you you're dumb." 

MJM Sometimes I felt like crying but I stayed in there, just stayed in there 
and I got either an A or a B. 

MJM I found it was very important to know your culture and I ran into 
people who asked me curious questions and I had to have some kind 
of definition. 

MJM At U of A I took bilingual classes but it was geared toward Spanish. 

MJM When I got off high school I enrolled at Lambson Business College. 
I took typing and shorthand. 

MJM When I went to Navajo Community College I took all the four 
languages 1,2,3,4 ...... that really helped me too. 

MJM I was tired when I finished my student teaching because of those 
nights. I had to work nights. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Post Secondary School 

MJM The time I was doing my student teaching, I didn't get much 
encouragement from my supervisor and I had to sign a leave. 

MJM In Pinon nobody encouraged me. They said, "It's only for people 
that work in the classroom. You work in the dorm. " 

VCT I got to know a lot of other students from Alaska, Canada, New York, 
Wisconsin, Indians from all over the place. I didn't know they 
existed. 

VCT That's how I learned a lot from other tribes. I heard what they were 
saying about preserving their culture and their language. 

VCT So I went there (Cleveland Ohio). The BIA did everything for us, the 
school, the place where we stayed, a bi-weekly stipend, they took care 
of everything 

VCT I stayed there (Cleveland) a year. I dropped out. 

VCT And when the opportunity came for me to learn more, I grabbed it. I 
attended NCC and I learned Navajo language in one summer. 

VCT I enrolled at City College and I went to San Francisco State and 
stayed there for one semester. 

VCT To preserve yourself and to have babies and teach them everything 
you know about preserving your culture. 

VCT I commuted fly boat every day from there (Alcatraz) to City College. 
I'd go by trolley. I'd stay there on the island and go back and forth in 
the cold and we tried to keep people going on the island. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Post Secondary School 

VCT The art school that I went to was so fascinating. I just threw myself 
into it. 

Category: Professions 

MJM The instructors flew out from U of A and gave classes once a week 

MJM I had night duty in the dorm ... watched the kids when they were 
asleep or if they needed something I was there to help them. 

MJM I drove to Chinle to take night classes after I got off work. 

MJM I keep encouraging my assistant. I say, "That's what I had to do. It's 
the only way you'll get somewhere." 

MJM All by myself even though I got turned down 

MJM I saw these Navajo teachers and I thought, "One of these days I'm 
going to do that too." 

MJM One day I saw writing in the Navajo Times. It said that this was for 
Navajo students .. .ifyou want to continue your education you just put 
in your application and get an interview. 

MJM When I got out of high school I was told, "You'll never make it to 
college. The only thing you're going to accomplish yourself is doing 
things with your hands. 

MJM I remember one Navajo teacher. I used to think, "Oh, how would it 
feel to be a Navajo teacher." 
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Participant Story 

Category: Professions 

MJM My sister said they wanted people with a high school education. 
There were about eight of us that got hired and out of the eight I was 
the only one with high school. 

MJM Now I'm married and sometimes when we go somewhere some 
ceremonies sometimes John would introduce me. He'll say, "She's a 
teacher" like he's so proud of it. "She's teaching her own language to 
the kids." 

VCT I really did a lot offootwork, a lot of talking and we had a lot of 
bingos, a lot of parent meetings and we got our enrollment. 

VCT I don't try to judge the kids by the way they look. I look at them and 
say, "I wonder if this child goes home and has a quiet evening?" 

VCT One school, the whole community flocked to the school. 

VCT My greatest learning experience that I always use as an example was 
Whipporwhill. I learned to communicate with people I did not know. 

VCT I had to go to Rough Rock. It was a demonstration school and they 
were calling for writers and artists. 

VCT I went into illustrating books for all the teaching assistants who were 
teaching culture at the time. 

VCT There was a butane slove and a butane refrigerator and a woodstove 
in the classroom 

VCT Somebody told me they needed headstart teachers. I walked in and I 
put my application in and they contacted a couple of references, 
interviewed me, and they said, "You're hired." 
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Participant Story 

Category: Professions 

VCT That was what I was preparing myself for when I was in San 
Francisco, all that anger against the city, the U.S. government and 
the genocide, how the west was won, fighting for what was yours, 
protecting what was yours, trying to protect what was yours. 

Category: Secondary School 

MJM Tucson ... we just took a bus down there and sometimes when my 
folks had money we came back at Christmastime. 

MJM So we rode down there (Tucson) in the pickup. We sat in the back. 
Imagine in August it was so hot. 

MJM I took science chemistry, algebra, math, history, geography, P.E. 

MJM They used to take us out to the U to show us the buildings. They had 
senior weekend and they used to invite us out there. 

MJM My sister graduated from the Indian School and then I was left there 
by myself...it was mostly Pi mas and Papagos. I think I was the only 
Navajo. 

MT When we went to Ganado they encouraged us to learn to read the 
Bible for the purpose of preaching the gospel. 

MT That's where I first "began to read the Bible in Navajo and prior to 
that there was no reason for me to learn. 

VCT I was in boarding school for ten years and the only time I went home 
was for major holidays-Christmas and the end of the year. 
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Participant Story 

Category: Secondary School 

VCT She slammed me against the wall. We fought. Just because of a 
pencil. There was racial tension between blacks and whites and 
Mexicans and Indians. If we didn't get it from our opposite kids of 
different racial groups, we got it from the teachers. 

VCT When the lunch bell rang at the high school we ran back ten blocks 
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13. APPENDIX F: PHOTOGRAPHS 
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Antoinette Williams (seated) with Navajo students from New Mexico. 
Photo by John N. Choate (ca. 1880's). Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution. 
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Antoinette Williams (right) with Navajo students six months after their arrival at the 
Carlisle School. Photo by John N. Choate. Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution. 



Antoinette Williams, Navajo (left). Photo by John N. Choate (ca. 1880's) 
courtesy of the Cumberland County Historical Society Carlisle, Pa. 
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Students of the "Day" school begun in 1899. Pictured are rear Samuel Day Jr., William Day, 
Charley Day (Center), Blind Luke (Bottom) , Billy Yazhe and Albert Slinkey. 
St. Micheals Mission collection courtesy of Northern Arizona University Special Collections. 
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Gladys Reichard's hogan school, 1934, 
Photo by Gladys Reichard courtesy of the Museum of Northern Arizona, 
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Miss Turner's class at Tolchaco School, 1905. 
Courtesy of the Phillip Johnson Collection, Northern Arizona University Special Collections. 
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